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Terms:
The Portlahd Daily Prem It published every
morning. (Sundays excepted), at #6,00 per year in ad
vance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three months' delay, and if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.

Single coplee three cents.
The Maine State Press is published every Thursday morning, at *2.00 per annum in advance: #2 25
If paid within six months; and #2.50, If payment be
delayed beyond the year.

Rates

Advertising!
Tearsiert Aijvertisererts, #1.00 per square,
for three insertions or lest; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, #1.25 per square; T6 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
#1.00; 40 cents per week after.
ExBiBrnoRS. Ac., under bead of Ahpseherts,
of

#*.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, #1.60 per sqnare
#1.00 per week after.

Bcs^ress Notices,
per line for

ene

months. Some families have a little sugar;
others a little tea but none a supply. This
family are without. They have neither tea,
and I take sage
sugar, molasses, nor coffee
tea in the morning and find it palatable. • *
I shall now proceed to give you a list of
prices of different articles. A young lady told
me a few days since, that she bought a pair
of tnoroccco bootees the day before, from a lot
that was smuggled, and paid eleven dollars for
them. She bought a pair of gaiters afterwards
and paid hut ten dollars for them, in this coun-

for first week,

reading columns, 12 cents
insertion. No charge leas than fifty
In

eenta.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maire State
Peers (which has a large circulation in every part o
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates (br each insertion.
Traaaientadvertisements must be paid for in advance.

O^The Poetlawd Daily and Maikb State
pBEaa Office, In Fox Block, No. 821 Exchange
Street, it open at all houm daring the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to • in the
evening.
6P“ Joa PBiVTixe of every description executed
dispatch; and all businem pertaining to the of-

with
fice

or

paper

promptly

transacted

on

above

application

as

^COMMUNICATIONS._
Prices In Virginia.

The following letter coines to us fully authenticated. It exhibits a state of weakness
and

depression in the Confederacy,
ing any representations which have

exceedhereto-

fore been made. That there is great want of
some of the commonest necessaries of life in
remote counties of

Virginia, is true; but this
want does not alone explain the monstrous
prices now ruling at Richmond. Every shipload of supplies, which eludes the blockade of
the Virginia coast. Is seat forward to the ca|>ital. Theie, if anywhere, is abundance; and
there the rebel Misgovernmcnt is staggering
into ruin under the oppression of a depreciated currency and a boundless inflation of prices.
Those who see evidence of a depreciation
of our national currency in the slight and easily explaiued advance of prices in Northern
markets, and above all those who unreasons,
bly try to measure it by the rise of gold, will
find this exhibition of the results of

a

real de-

preciation of currency instructive. If the
prices quoted in this letter may be relied on,
the Conspiracy Is a gigantic bubble, and may
burst at any moment. Of the writer's opportunities for knowing the state of the Richmond market, the reader can judge. The
genuineness of the letter itself is undoubted,
though we omit for obvious reasons such
names as

might

serve

to

identify the writer:
Va., Jan. 17,1883.

-,

Though I

LIST OF PRICKS AT

Calico, 3-4 wide, per yard, $2.
Cotton and wool delaine, per
yard, $2.
Bleached cotton cloth, $1.40.
Men’s shoes, per pair, $75.
Women’s shoes, per pair, $25.
Turkeys apiece, $5.
Chickens apiece, $1.25.
Partridges $1
Flour per barrel, $75.
Molasses per gallon, $6.
Sugar, per pound, $1.25.
Butter per pound, $2.
Apples apiece 75 cents.
Saleratus per pound, $2.
Eggs per dozen. $1.25.
Oysters per gallon, $0.
A lady who had recently returned from
Bichmond, told me a few days since, that she
saw a dress while she was
there, that had been

sold twice. It belonged to a lady who had
I wen called into
mourning. She sold it for
$12; then the lady who bought it, sold it
again for $40. The dress was cotton and wool
delaine, and cost originally ninem-nee a yard.
Hogs in droves on the foot art; sold at 25 cents
iu>r

nAinu)

ulnmvlitoiowl

r.ik

__i

small piece is wanted, then 75 cents is asked.
What think you of this?
»

•

*

*

Jan. 25.

A week has gone by and no
opportunity offered itself for your letter to go,
dear- ; still I am not without
hope. I
hear to-day. that articles have
gone up in
Richmond the laM two weeks,
wonderfully._
Turkeys $12 apiece! What this is owing to
we know not, fo' we
get no papers, and are
wholly ignorant of the war movements in this
or any other State,
except what takes place in
this and the immediate counties. Our lives
are a perfect blank as
regards a knowledge of
the world, or what is going on in it.
News from Maine

Itaglments.

United States Sanitary Agency. I
Acquia Creek, Va., Feb. 10,1863. J

-at-

Assets

Clothing,

over

Seven million Dollars,

Mortgages aud other Loans,sundry
Motes, re-insurance and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes aud Hilia Receivable,
Cash in Hank,

GOODS,

r,!fNuarternilkH,er

Which they offer at

•7,190.794 64

Prices to suit the Times !

UP The whole Profits of the Company revert to
the assured, and are divided annually,
upon the
Premiums terminated during the year, and for which

•••

Ortiflcateaare issued, braking intbrbbt, uatU
deemed.

96 MIDDLE SI&EE1.
oeSSdtf

for Flank Howitzer*.
Ordhaxce Office, War Departmekt. I
W ashixotoh.
January 27. 1863. 1

re-

Proposals

will be received at this office until 4 o'clock p. m., on the 27th of February next, for furnishiug oue hundred, or less, 24-pounder cast iron
Howitzers for flank defence. These Howitzers weigh,
when finished, about 1,476 pounds each, aud drawex^biting their dimensions can be seen at this
office, or at the United State* Arsenals. They are to
be subject to the regular United States inspection and
proof, and uone are to be received aud paid for except such as nass inspection aud proof, aud are approved by a United States Inspector, to be designated by this office. Paymeuts will be made on certittv»«rv vi iii'|»-cu'wi nun
receipt*. io oe given oy the
Inspector, and forwarded to tide office
Bidders will state the number of Howitzer* they
propose to deliver (not exceeding one hundred.) the
place of manufacture aud delivery, and the price per
pound, for the finished Howitzer; and no bid will be
entertained mile** it be from a founder regularly engaged in the business, satisfactory evidence of which
must accompany the bid. Any bidder obtaining a
contract will be required to enter into bonds, with
not less than two sureties, in the
penal sum of ten
thousand dollars, for the faithful fulfilment of hi*
contract in all
The bond* must be*ackuowlrespect*.
edged before a judge of a court of record, and the
bondsmen must he certified by the Judge of a District
Court of the United States, or an Ordnance Officer in
charge of a United States arsenal, to be worth the
penal sum of the bond over and above all liabilities.
The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the
price* are deemed too high, or if, for any cause, it is
not deemed for the
public interest to accept them.
Proposal* will be sealed and addressed to “Brigadier (.enoral James \V. Kipley, Chief of Ordnance,
Washington, D. C.,” and will be endorsed “Proposal for flauk Howitzers
J. W KIPLEY.
Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance.

The Profits of the < omji.nr, ascertained
from the let of July, 1*42. to the 1st of
J.uu.ry, H62, for which Certltides
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st

Portland Commercial

College.

January, 1863,

I860 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Middle street. The
LOCATED
have recently been made
and ftiruished
rooms

1,740.000

ToUl profits for 20} years,
The Certificates previous to 1861, have
beeu redeemed by cash,

new.
neatly, and are the most pleasant
in the city. One separate room for Ladies. I present my thauks lor the extensive patronage, and
promise as in me past, nopain* snail i>e spared in the
future. I have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street. The
has had 20 years’
experience.
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies and t.entlemen who pass through thorough courses for Accountauts. Terms will be reasouable. My Institution Is a branch of the lion. Bartlett's Commercial
College. Cincinnati. Ohio, the first aud oldest in the
United States. My teaching aud plans are modern,
aud the most improved and
as the Jirst
cl>i*n business men have and will testify.

a

n

n i;

•14.4*3,730
10,278,560

e« d

John D.

Principal

Jones, A. P Plllot,
Jo#. Gaillard, Jr.,
Charles Dennis, Leroy M. Wiley, J. Henr Burgy,
W. H. H. Moore, Dan’I S. Miller, Cornelius! iriunell,
Thos. Tilestou,
S. T. Nicoil,
C. A. Hand.
Josh'a J.Henry, Wafts Sherman,
Henry Coit,
W.C. PtokertglU. Geo.G.Hobson, E. E. Morgan,
I*wis Curtis,
David Lane,
B.J. Howland,
Chaa. H. Knaaell. James Bryce,
BenJ. Babeock,
Lowell Uolbrook, Wm Sturgis,Jr., Fletcher Westray,
P. A. Hargous,
H K Bogert,
K B Mitturn.Jr,
A. A. Low,
Meyer Gans,
G. W'. Burnham,
Koval Pin Ips,
Wa E. Dodge, Fred. Chauucey,
Caleb Barstow,
Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
< H AKLES DENNIS, Vice President.
W. H H. MIX»ItK, 2d Vice Pres’t.

approved,

ttTPractically taught.as followsBook-Keeping,

Navigation. Commercial Law, Native, business aud
Oruaineutal Writing. Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence. Card Marking, Ac.
leachtug from
writing copies and text books are avoided.

triutiMl
,acli Student

receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted.
Certain evening* will be
devoted to Late l.reture*. if expedient.
tr Mr. It. would refer to a recommendation from
his Students of this city who are acting as business
men. accountants, Ac
containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which ina* be seen in print
iu the hall at the eutrauce to his Ucoras, a few of
which are as follows:
Wc have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction
pursued by Mr R. N.
Brown, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing,
aud tlie complicated series of Book
has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and facility in adjusting account* wo
may now possess
Philip ileurv Brown, Ja*. Olcutt Brown. Stephen
H. Cummings. W. W Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick, Augustus ( iiinming*. Jason Berry, John S.
Russell, Fred. A. Prince, John H. Hail, 't.eorge K
Thompson, John B. Covle.Jr., Fred. 11. Small, John
M. Stevens, aud 2*) other*.
nr I he services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who ha* hail 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
f»*b3 d A w3iu83

•12,763,730

j

tr Applications forwarded and OPEN POLICIES

procured

by

JOH.\ W. UIUXGER,
Ho. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maine.
feb9

jan.H> eodtfeb27|

City
Broadway.

In.

LUMSDON,

_

SEALED

BOLT

tra<1tv_

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
THE MESS.

CORDAGE, 4C.,

must be of the best quality, subject to the
inspection aud approval of the officer In charge of
the post where it is delivered.
The tall uamc aud post office address of the bidder
must
appear in the proposal.
If a hid is made in the name of a firm the names
of all the parties must
appear, or the bid will be considered as the individual proposal of the party sign-

ingit.

Proposals from distova! parties
an oath of

ered. and

Government

Proposals

M. 8.

Oct. 11— 6m

Iltip

lor llir Mirk smil
Soldier*.

Wounded

fitI1E Army Committee of the Portland Young
1. Men's Christian Association would most earnestly appeal to all Christiaus, and to all other tienevolent persons of Maiue, for aid iu carrying out the

Christian Commit-ion, in ministering to the
physical
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distribute^ its
stores by means of Christian men, who eo among
the soldiers without pay, and give
to those
who need, accompanying such distributions by words
of cheer and religious counsel. Over seveuiv sucii
tnen wen- on the battle-field in Maryland, doing all
that Christian svuipathv could devise tor the wounded and
Many a brave heart w as made to rejoice. ana many a wouudod soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance reudered by these men. Immediately on receipt of the news or the battle at Murmen were despatched from the
freesboro,
various Young Sim's Christian Anoi'iations, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to tbe examples set by our
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of money, blbles, tracts, magarines, religious newspa(iers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can be sent to the
office of Dr. Walter H. Johnson, 229J Congress
street, two door* west of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sack and needy soldiers.
Henry H. Burgess. Andrew J. Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Kicker, Walter R. Johnson, Army Committee of Young Men’s Christian .Association.
feM 2m

persoiiaflr

dyiug.

twenty-four

Attend!
Gray Beards,
Years'experience,

and years of
Tw’euty
experiment, I have at last found the

AFTER

Best
For

coloring

Dyo!

Hair in the world.

1 say It

boldly,

and

mean it.
And say further, that if any one buys niv
Dye, and alter trying, does not like it, I will rcfUnd

the money ou returning mo the bottle with one halt
its contents
1 do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel
syro
pat hirer.
Agents can be supplied at wholesale prices by ad-

dressing

Oct. 23.dA

Of Providence, R.

w

JOHN M. TODD, Portland,Me.

tf.

Rail Road Bonds.

On the 31st

day

of

Amount of

24
840
600
»»
20
900
187

•*

•*

the 15th of October. 1862, are hereby requested
the same
in my hands, for which
will be giveu and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portland A Kennkrkp Railroad,(n nrte organization.) as soon as the books and cortiticale* can be
prepared, iu accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. S. CUSHING,
ny, Nov. 8, 1862.
Treasurer Portland A Kennebec Railroad.
Augusta, Dec. 16,1862.
dec!8 dtf
on
to

receipts

lO, and M inch
Cannon.
Ordnance OrricB, War Department, 1

A read*.
Blackstot.eCanal llauk
"
Commercial

*•
**

Stock,

••

Mechanics
Wevbowet
What Cheer

••

••
••

**

Corporation

Amount of bills receivable,
Amount of ca*h on hand.
Amt of cash in the hands ol
Mutual lus. Co. Scrip,

**

18,661

ageut and others,

LIABILITIES.

#230.670 27

W. HUMPHREY, Secretary.

o/ Rhode Island and Provutence Plantations.

PnoviDKircB, as.—In the City of Providence this
8th day of January. A D. 1868. personally appeared
Alleu i>. Peck, President.and Walker Humphry, Sec*
retary of the above named Company, and severally
made oath that the above statement bv them subscribed, is, iu their best knowledge ami belief true,
and that the amount of capital actually
in in
cash, and invested exclusive of auy obligations of
the stockholders of auy description, amouut to the
sum of one hundred thousand dollars.
JOHN WILSON SMITH, Public Notary.
C^“Marino and Fire Risks iusured at fair terms.

paid

HEAD OF

JOHN W.

deposit

No. 166 Fore Street,
LONG WHARF. PORTLAND.

MUNGEB-Agent.

jan28 eod3w

Real Estate,
INVESTMENTS !
GREAT CHANCE FOB BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!
_

•

20 HOUSES, at prices from #1000 to #6000.
100 HOUSE LOTS. at prices from #200 to #3000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 000 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS ou Commercial Street.

MOSES
nov27 dtf

1

#»>0.862W
17.038 48

Amonnt of Marine risks outstanding,
#446.781 00
Amount of Premiums thereon,
18.982 71
Amount of Fire Risks outstanding,
6,520.243 00
Amouut of Premiums thereon,
66,846 63
Amount of loans, borrowed money and
bauk discounts.
6,784 20
Amouut of other liabilities, including
Dividends unpaid.
3.948 70
16.000 U0
Largest amount iusured ou auy one risk,
A. O PECK, President.

OFFICE

!

1.062 flo
46.164 58
18.886 08

8.371 35
9.881 78
26 80

GOULD)

74 Middle St.,
Ur Stairs.

T.

Prodnee

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE 8T8.,
-DMA LX* IV-

ROGERS.

Fine

CHAS. B. ROGERS.

1868.

141 Middle Street.

work

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, POREIGM
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,

JiMtf

Coals.

M.

AND FANCY GOODS.

peraonthorough <alu-

rive

Pants.

Ladies'

Vnoto

Riding

TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

Vme.1.

Habits, *c.,

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Cot, made and trimmed by

A. D, REEVES,
»8

•

EXCHANGE

Portland, August 6,

Tailor,

■

AND

street,

1883.

And nil other nrticlen
Pniut eetablulinu ut.

AND

Orders,

I

J

Proposals will be received at this office until 6 r.M.,
the 27th of February. 1*3. for furnishing 13. 10
and 8 inch cast iron cannon, to be made iu conformity with drawings to be supplied by* the Ordnance
Department, and with the following specifications:
One 10 iuch trial gun is to be made of warm or cold
blast charcoal iron, to be cast hollow and cooled from
the interior, and to have a tenacity of uietal of not
less than 80,000 pounds per square inch, to be determined by testiug specimens taken from the sinking
head of the gun. aud from a cyliuder cast from the
same heat.and from metal of the same quality as that
from which the gun is cast. This cyliuder is to be
cast on end. in dry sand mould*.and is to be 72iuches
high, with an elliptical base of 24 inches greater and
16 niches lesser axis. The specimens are to be cut
from ti»e gun head, a d a slab. 4} inches thick, from
the cyliuder by planes parallel to. aud equi-distaut
from tiie axis of the cyliuder, aud the leaser axis of
the base.
The Ordnance Department will test the specimens,
furnish the ammunition, ami prove the t< ial gun,.
which rau«t be ready for trial as soon as possible, and
not later than three’moot ha from the date of the contract. No coutract will be given, nor will the trial
gun be paid for, uuless it shall endure a proof of 1000
rounds, with service charges of powder, of whichXO
rounds will be with solid shot, aud 800 rouuds with
•hells. The testiug is to be done free of charge to the
contractor, but he will be required to furnish proper
facilities for tearing, such as convenient grouna. storage for ammunition, a butt in which the projectiles
will be embedded and saved, and the requisite force
for haudliug and firing the guus. All the cannon are
to be made of the same
quality of iron aa that of the
trial gun, aud the Orduauce
is to have
the right to teat the iron during the process of ffibrication of the cannon, tor which
purpose the founder
is to furnish, free of charge, at least one specimen
from the head of each cauuon. aud slabs Irom cylinders. as belorc described, at the optiou of the Denot to exceed oue for every tcu caunou.
partment.
Each cannon is to eudure the
and infor
guns of the same calibre; and none are
spection
to be received or paid for but such as arw approved
after inspection and proof, wbieh will be received at
the foundry where made
Bidders will state the numbers aud oalibers of the cannon they propose to ftirnish on the foregoing specifications and conditions;
the place where they are to be made the time of commencing delivery and the rate of delivery per month
thereafter, aud the price per pound or per gnu. for
the finished ranuou.
No bids will be eutertaiued
uuless from founders actually engaged in the business, evidence of which must accompany the bid.
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
the eoutractor to a forfeiture of the amount to be delivered at that time. Each party obtaining a contract
will be required to enter iuU} bonds, with proper sureties, for its faithful fulfilment; aud a transfer of the
contract to another party will cause its entire forfeiture.
Bidders will be requirefllo file with their bids
a bond in the penal sum of not less than 98ft.000,
signed by not less thau two persons, conditioned that
if the bid is
the bidder shall comply with
his proposal, ana faithfully aud fully perform what
he proposes to undertake. The boud must be acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, aud
the bondsmen must be certified by the Judge of a
District Court of the United States, or an Urdnauce
officer in charge of a United States arsenal, to be
each Anrth the penal sura of the bond over and above
all liaDilities. The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the prices are deemed too high, or if tor any
cause it is not deemed for the public interest to occept t hem.
Proposals will be sealed and addressed to “General
Chief of Ordnance. Washington, D.C.,”
J. W.
and will be eudorsed “Proposals for heavy cannon.”
J W KIPLEi
BrigadierGeneral Chief of Ordnance.

consultations.—Dr. I
Private
for Bomber of years confined hit

diaeaae* of a certain data. During hit practice
baa treated thomtanriA
jt_.__
has be met with a failure. The remedies are
• nd there I. ao
intcrraptlon of boainres or change
diet
Dr. Hughe. I. la constant attendance
from t
ia the morning anti) 10 at
night, at kb office. I Tam.
street. Charges moderate, aad a rare
guarantee*
In aJI rases, separate rooms, so th«t ao
oao will bo
seen bo* the Dr. himself.
remedies ear* disease
when ail other retnedie. foil: cares without dieting
or restriction ia the habits of the
patieat cares
oat the disgusting and sickening effects of asoat
other
remedies: cares new cases Ia a few hoars; cares without the dreadftil consequent effects of
bat
mercury,
it »nre to auuihilata the rank aad pokonow taint
that the blood H sure to abaorb. unless
The
remedy is
are entirely
regctable, and no Injurious effect, either constitnttonauy
or
lomtllr. ean be caused by using them.
YOUNU MEN. who are
_t~<
with
weakness, generally ceased by bad habits ia roath.
the effects of which are pula and dissiaem ia
the
head, fbrgetfolneae. sometimes a ringing In the ears,
weak eyes, eta., terminating In
consumption or iaif neglected, are speedily aad
rinssasally

TH K—

oi

pie

Ag-ainr^

His

undersigned would inform his oId friends
THEandtbe
public, that after
abeeoeeof iwentr-

regular'proof

Street

wttC

Enabled

in lea.

dec« tf

santt^

M. L. WINSLOW', AfCBI,

All correspondence strictly confidential aad will
returned tf desired. Address
DH. J. B HUGHES.
No. » Templo Street. (corner of
Middlok

■aacracTtruA or

a niti mmwtim »r ucumr,

Eclectic Medical

HUGHES particularly Incitesall Ladle* who
need a medical sdriser, to call at hb
rooma. Ho.
fi Temple Street, which
they will lad arranged for
their
accommodation.

DK.

manner.

especial

WarkrtS Union St., and *33 A 338
PorsSt.,
PORTLAND. ME.
_Jnltdtf

WILLIAM

Eclectic Kenoratlng Medicines are ua rtcalP,r H_'i
efficacy aad superior .Trtue in
all
kemale Irregalaritiec. Their action breraluting
speeiSe aad

led in

cer,P.n ."1 producing

relief in a short time
LADlEb will find It inrainable ia all ca*ae of abstractions after all other remedies hart bees triad la
***“
r**e*»ble. containing notfaiag ia
the least injnrtoas to tne health,
and may be tuna
with perfect safety at all times
Sent to any part of the country with foil
directions,

A.

PEARCE,
plumber,
MAKER OF-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER
Ill Kii

No.

CLOSETS,

NTarcT, Pobtlabd, Mn.

Hi.su.

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

Warm,

Cold and Sharer Hath,. Wash
Bowls, Brass
and Silver Plated Cocks.
of VV.fer Kl.lure for Dwelling Houses. Hotels. Public Buildings, Ship., Ac.,
arranged and set op in the best manner, amfall order. in town or country faithfully executed.
All
kinds of Jobbing promptly mended to.
Constantly on hand. lewd Ifpe. and Sheet Lead
and Beer I'nmp. of all kind*.
julvttdly

N. B

_

\ERY Description

-A..

T>.

Inflrmary.
theTadies.

to

GAS FITTING,

Done in the best

PoftiH*
JaH—dhwtfl

C^Send stamp for circular.

Steam Cock., Valve*, ripe, and Connection.. Whole•ale or Retail.

STEAM AND

a

_

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

—

own sex.
anee.

comer

DK. HUGHES.
Middle. Portland.

of

LADIES desiring mar consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

JuIldamMS

REEVES,

The Tailor,
—

NEW

BA* JO*T

BBTUBBID

YORK

With

a

large

r*OM

AND

DK. E. O. GOULD'S

—

P3in-'W"orra Syrup

B08T0N,

and wall rejected

Stock or

only remedy
J* *5* rtr,t
Ik ter the effectual

ever offered to tbo pub*
removal of the Ascarides. or HrWorm*, from the homau system. The high reputa*
tion it hi* ertiblkhui in the last two vetn, ana tbo
fact that it is fastsup r«ediug all other worm reme-

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings!
Abo

a

fUll AMortmrnt of

Military
And is

prepared

dies, is the beet test of its great merit.
tr It aJTards nr LI E / ia twenty-four hours, mud
when taken according
accompany each bottio.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always um <i wlien phv«fc to required,
especially
foe children. It correct* the secretion*, give* ton#
to the stomach ami bowels,
assisting nature ia her
efforts to restore health. It is
purely qf VegstubU
Extracts, and always s*\fe and reliable.
fold iu New York by Hall k Kithr.L,218 tire
wkh street; in Boston bv Oao. C. bc>oDwii k Ct..
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggist*.
Sold in Portland by H. H. HAY and all the print*Druggists.
deed 3m

Olotha,

make them up at
Call and See,

to

am entire cure is warranted.
to direct ions, which

short notion.

AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. W. lStO.
dtf

IF

YOU

-WAIT TH*-

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

tkil to tall at No. J7 Market Sqoare, where
they take PEKKECT LIKENESSES, and warrant latuihctiuu, at prior* *hieh
defy competition.

DO

not

TODD'S LEX SOUS

HAIR

N. B.—Largo Ambrotype* only Fifteen Centt.

TRANK A LEWIS,
3T Market Square, h'tl Preble St.
Jaiy 14th. ISfl
dtf

attention giren to CITTING and
PARTICl'LAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,
»8

;

Portland. Aug. 6. 1W

JOHN

dly

LYNCH * CO,

"Wholesale

Ghrooers,

AMD-

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Oppoaito head of Widgery'a Wharf.)

market has been flooded for
years with dlfar
ent articles called Hair
which have aovar
tatisfled the expectation* of purchasers. Tho W9
rLUA ultra has been reached at last in TODD'S
HAIR DYE. and the artkle has given entire satk*
faction to every person who has used it. It oontalaa
no injurious ingredients, and elves the hair a bennftl*
iui rich brown or black color.
Direct ions for uiif
-which are very
each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis llair Dye over
all others is, yoa do aot have to clean** the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve. and there Is hot
one kind to he used, aud that can be put oa the lit
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other
that have two or three different kinds to ho
applied every time used. Thi# dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring Indies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash oat the dye after putting It on. LnMka
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
dye* canuot do. Give this nehr article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
For sale only at

dyes

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING

LTSlH.

rCLKO

JeMdtf

lltllk,

TBOO.

septldtf
LTBCB

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

DOLE

SIOO

MOODY,

*

GENERAL

Bounty .Hooey, Back Pay,
And Pretloii.

frou tka
underpinned
prepared
United States (jov.rnment, *100 Boa at; Mom;,
THE
Bark fit. kc.. for heir* of Oflcari
Soldinr,
in

Commission
«»

ROOMS,

No. 74 Middle,corner of Exchange Street.

Pertlewd. Me.
■>OBH

Dyes,

simple—accompany

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

DYE!

TIIE

|

Boys, Boys, Boys.

merchants,

WHOLBSAL1 DBALXBe

to obtain
or

in the

17. 8. service

drfct,

IB

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE
No. B Oalt Block Oommerclal Street,

Invalid

Pensisns,

F.vtablisbed for Officer* and Soldiers, wounded nr
disabled
sickness contracted while in tbs servien
of the United States, in the line of duty

by

PORTLAND. Mb
BBAHBL1B

ABDBBW T. DOLE.

C

MOODT.

eoftf

JaneM

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

Sugar PLefinery,
YORK STREET, PORTLAND, MR.
JelSdtf

J.

D.

Procured for widows or children of < >fleers and Soldier* who have died, while in the service ol the United Stales.

Prise Money. Pension*. Bounty and Back Fhy col-

lected for Seamen and their heirs.
FevS. for each Pension obtained. Five Dollare.
All Claim# **ainst the Government will reestru

prompt attention

Post Office address

SETH E. SEEDY
Augnttta, Mo.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

CHENEY.

MELODEON

Ripley,

AND

Harmonium

jan30 eodtffib2<

STEVENS, BIBBER ft CO.
feb6d3w
Portland, February 4, 1868.

or

qaaaUtiee*_

thwproplr

Ingredients

ased^

M. BR4DISH.

accepted,

Diaftoliition or €?o-partner»litP'
the undersigned, have this day by mutual
consent dissolved partnership.

Bakerj,

where will be manufactured the rarietie. of BREAD
Ibnnd in similar establish menu; and be
hope* br
close Application to btuiu«M. And An
endcAvor to
pleAse.to merit AahAre of patrowage.
rLOVH by the barrel,

I

a

Promptly Executed

Press OfHoe.

Department

WE.

delicacy.

PRINTING,

“Home

Dru *•*
nnd

Established far the. treatment
i.
those
both texts, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor
mud

AND ALL OTHER KINDS OF

and

n

DR~. ”il IOHE8’
Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

COUPONS,

Town Motes and

uranlly kept In

tW~ Stnte A (tent tor DATI8 A KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES
rod A wtoctl

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

dig

TOWN

Drugs,

MUM, m\CH AM A1IEKAA PIRRIBT,

promptly and

to, It warranted to

Pure

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Per.lead. Me.

Watch-Maker,
Ulv attended
fkclion-

Chemicals,

janl ^

L. J. CROSS,

on

#08,384 36
600 (lu
21590 33
81,048 06

JOHN

January 1st,

for 13,

Wasmiroton. January 27th, 1*3.

Capital actually paid in, in cash, #160,000

Eagle

State

proposals

Proposals

MAY, 1832.

INVESTMENTS.
1340 shares Americau Bauk Stock,

IE

and

PORTLAND, Ms.

-—

Comp’y,
I.,

of the second

mortgage Bonds of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
HOLDERS
the interest
thereon due
coupons

Bidder* must be present in person when the bids
will not be considered.
opened, or their
Bonds in the sum of five thousand dollars, signed
by the contractor and both of his guarantors, will be
required of the successful bidder upon signing the
contract.
form oj (ruarantee.
We.-, of the county of-and State of
——. and-, of the
conuty of-aud State of
is able to fulfill
-, do hereby guarantee that
the contract in accordance with the terms of bis
proposition, and that, should his proposition be accepted. he will at once outer into a contract ia accordance therewith.
Sbou d the contract be awarded him. we are prepared to become his sureties.
To this guarantee must be appended the official
certificate above mentioned.
The Surgeon General reserves to himself the right
to reject any or all bids that he may deem too high
or unsuitable.
1IENRY JOHNSON. M 8. K., U. 8. A..
feb9 tleb28
Acting Medical Purveyor.
are

December, 1862.

INCORPORATED

WHOLESALE DEALERS

No. 129 Commercial 8tre«t,

marked

torney.

AMO, LIFE INSURANCE#

Front Street. Hath.

plainly

responsibility

Philadelphia

| American Insurance

should be

The ability of the bidder to fill the contract, should
it be awarded to him, must bo guaranteed by two responsible persous, whose signature* are to be appended to the guarantee, aud said guarantee must accompany the bid.
The
of the guarantors most be shown
by the official certificate or the Clerk of the nearest
District Court or of the United Mates District At-

KETI'RNI OF THE

St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
Cir*"8ample« ou baud, and orders taken by
J T
PATTEN k CO.,

consid-

proposition.

K., U. 8. A., and Acting Medical Purveyor,

nsuree

T.K. MKSTTRIF.R .1- PHAM Pin V

will not be

allegiance

to the United Mates
must accompany each
must be addressed to Henry Johnson,

Washington, D. C\, aud
“Proposals for Ice.“

janT tf

For ule by

——

TH1R

ROPE

AND

Flour, Provisions

Washington

supply.
The" ice

Buildings, Ve**els in port, Merchandize. Household Furniture. Itc against loss by Fire.
on any desirable Risk.
taken
#100,000
Losses paid at the Portland Office.

tT~.I

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

returned to hi. native place and
b? bas
purchared of
Mr. Thoma. Richard* hie interest la

they

Company,

ALSO OX HARD

General

™

Washington. District of Columbia.
Memphis, Tennessee.
As the quantity required at the
respective posts is
not precisely known, bidders will state the
quantity
of ice
can tarnish, where it i* gathered,
price
per ton of 90U0 pounds, aud within what period they
can furnish the araouut of their bids.
Although it
is desirable that bidders should propose to furnish
the whole amount required at any oua of the
places
proposed to he supplied.
Bidders will state what facilities
they
possess. If
any, for storing the ice at the post* they propose to

Piaeataqna

ALL FROM A O Nm. 1 TO 6.

CO^

JOH\ T. ROGERS it.

an

Pensacola, Florida.
Nashville, Tennessee.
New Orleans. Louisiana.
8t. Louis, Missouii.
Cairo, Illinois.

Conway

Liverpool,

Street, Thomat Block,

PORTLAND. ME.

—AT

delivered at the following
places, to wit:
Hilton Head, South Carolina.
Newberu, North Carolina.
Fortress Monroe. Virginia.

LARMABF.K,}

IN

JntaadAwly

SEALED

WE,

8*

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Sc.,
86 Commercial

PROPOSALS FOR ICE.

Liverpool

HAY,

SEC68, ITI STIFFS. CLASS VAU,

Neatly

Medical Purveyor's Orncn,
I
Washixotox, D. C\, Jan. 22. 1W3. S
PROPOSAL* will be received at this
office until Mouday, the 23d day of February,
lHd3, at twelve (12) o’clock M., for furtiUhiug the
Medical aud Huspitai Department until the 1st day
of January, 18d4, withasupply of pure ICE, to be

H.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

•*

JOHN E. DOW,

hospital

H.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IE

Propo*al*

Dividend Jan. 27th, 186;), 40 per ct.

BROWN’S

Monday.

proposal must be accompanied by the names
of two
responsible persons to euter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposal* should be endorsed “Proposals for furnishing wood to the command at Fort Preble.”
**°rv®* the right to reject any
or all bids not considered
by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the
Quartermaster General, for bis approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at the opening
of the bids.
HENRY INMAN,
1st Lieut. 17th Infantn R. Q. M., U. 8. A.
feb7 dtd

122.388 53
2,464,062 86
237,402 20

MEDICAL.

JOHN W. PEKKINS * CO.

*ojjroposals
Each

and

-AND-

and

SEALED

VIZ:—
United States and State of New York
8took. City, Hank and other Stocks, *2.696,960 58
Loans secured by .Stocks.an dot her wise,
1,446.290 47
Real Estate and Ronds and
Mortgages,
233,760 00
Dividends on Stocks, Interest on Honda

New and Desirable Styles of

BF'Callia before purchasing elsewhere,
for yoursell !

York,

1863.

CARDS.

_BUSINESS

Office of the A. A. Q. M U. 8. A.,
I
Fort Preble, Maine, Feb. 4th, 1863. i
PROPOSALS will be received at this
otBoe until
March 16th. 1863, at 12 o'clock M., for (500k five hundred cords of hard, seasoned, merchantable wood—one hundred and
twentyeight cubic feet to the cord. The wood to be delivered on the wharf at Fort Preble in lots of 60 cords
or upwards, as may be
required.
All the wood to be delivered on or before the first
day of May next.
for less than fifty cords will be re-

Insurance against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks*.

HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

FURNISHING

of William)New

January 27tb.

ROLLINS & BOND
Clotlisi,

8t«»(cor.

i—HiMi—MM

PROPOSALS FOR WOOD.

To the Editors of the Prens :
Imed llmeod&w6t34
This station is 60 miles from Washington,
54 from Alexandria, and 45 down the PotoKeeping,
mac from the
grave of Washington. We passed Mount Vernon la-t Sunday
morning at 10
o'clock. The hell of the steamer lolled as we
Marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.
tinsted by with a thousand souls on hoard.
At this station the various routes diverge.
and London Fire and Life InWindmill I’oiut General Hospital, where there
■nrance Co.
are 5000 patients, is three miles down the river.
Two mites and a half from Belle Plaine
CAPITAL ASD SURPLUS OVER *10.008,000.
Landing, still further dow u the river, lies the !
Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the
KUli Maine. I liave visited the regiineut and
|
found Uie men generally well in camp.
of Hew York. Ho. 104
Many i Notice of Coinmisaionerg of Insolarc in
at Fletcher's
Chapel, Windmill
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER*800,000.
veucy
Point, and some of the wounded at AlexanProfit, annually divided. 78per cent, to the dealer!
dria.
TO CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JONAThe government railroad from
THAN MOORE.
Acquia
Charter Oak Fire and Marine In*. Co..
Creek to Falmouth Is constantly
the undersigned, having bean appointed to
employed iu
Of Hartford. Ct.
receive aud examine the claims ol the credithe transportation of soldiers and all kinds of
tors of the estate of Jonathan Moore, late of PortCASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS WW.OOO.
supplies. Near the line of the road are thepn- laud, deceased, whose estate has been represented
cainpments of the 20th, I7lli. and 5th Maine insolvent, give notice that six months from the 20th
Phenix Fire Insurance Co..
regiments, which I visited, ami spent a night
day of Janflarv curreut, hate been allowed to said
Of Brooklyn. Nkw York.
creditors to exhibit and prove their claims, and that
with a Standi.h friend at Gen. Berry's headwe will attend to the duty assigned ns at the office of
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER WOO,000.
quarters. Col. Kdwards, Major Millett, ChapFes«endcn A Butler in said Portland, on the last Sat- j
lain Adams, and Surgeon Warren, of the
mouth, and of the five next suc5th, unlay of the present
Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,
at 2j o'clock in the afternoon.
kindly eutertaiued Dr. Bailey of Farmington ceeding months,
Or SrBirnriBLD. Sam.
Dated this 3uh dav • f Jauuary A. D. 1663.
ami myself for another night.
We remained
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER **00.800.
VommiMioner*.
two nights with the 17th, where we found Col.
W.
Roberts of your city. Asst. Surgeon Wescott,
Jan31 d3w theiiwtjuue2o
Fire Insurance Company,
and many Suuidisli, Limington, and Baldwin
Or UoSToa. Mash
Loan to the Suite of .Mains.
friends—ad well and in flnespirit*. 1 am very
CAPITAL AND 8UKPLU8 OVER 0*00,000.
Treasurer a OrncB.
I
sorry to find that the New York Herald is alI
Augusta, Feb. 4. 1868.
most the only newspa|ier read iu
camp.
conformity with a Resolve of the Legislature,
Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
The United Stales Sanitary Commission is
31. 1863.
will be reJanuary
proposals
appnoed
Or South Berwick.
doing much good. Soldiers from all State* ceived at this office until 5 o'clock 1\ M., the twentieth day of February current, for a loan of live hunalike are cared for, lodged and fed. There is
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER f»)0,000.
dred and twenty-live thousand dollars, reimbursable
not sufficient care and promptness in forwardin twenty years, for which bonds of the State will be
Union Fire Insurance
ing boxes for the Commission. Complaints issued in sums of five hundred dollars aud one thouOf Banoor. Mk.
are numerous, and should be
sand dollars, bearing interest at the rate of six per
attended to;
and
cent,
semi-annually.
Cash Capital, paid in and invited according to law,
yearly,
payable
though the business of steamers ami cars is
The bonds will be issued dated March 1. 1863, with
•100,000.
euormous, and some allowance should be
coupons attached for the semi-annual interest, pay a- I
made.
ble. both principal and interest, at the Suffolk Bank.
Commercial Mutual Marine In*. Co.
Boston.
At this station about a hundred soldiers are
The money on said loan will be received at this of- i
led and lodged daily. Maine should be interNkw York.
Bee. Suffolk Hank, Boston, or either of the Banks in :
ested in the relief of the army of the United
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *950,000.
Bangor or Portlaud.
Persons desirous of taking the loan, or any part of
Stales, as well as of her own soldiers. Here
it, not less than five hundred dollars, are requested
they are, from all parts of the country, ex.Stna Life Insurance Company,
to semi their
pre>}>o*al* to the Treasurer of 8tate, at
posed alike to the chances of war. You Augusta, specifying
Of Hartford, Conn.
the atnouut and terms.
should see a thousand acres covered with tents,
The proposal* must cuntaiu no other fractional
CAPITAL AND SL'UPLUS OVER *300,000.
rates than one-eighth, one-fourth, one-half or threeevery tree cut down, and the fences burnt as
quarters of oue per centum
far as the army extends. The end will come
Oflce—-corner ol Exchange and
Those persons whose proposals may be accepted,
sometime—the final success. It is a pity, that
will be immediately notified.
milk Street*
Portland.
so many of the enemy are in the rear.
If you
feb5
tfeb20_NAT IAN DANE.Treasurer.
AUL.N1 IUK lilt
slopped my live copies of the Daily Pres*
Feb. 4, please renew my subscription.
SAILCLOTH.
N. York &
I shall probably come home next week, with
sick son discharged from the General HosSTEAMSHIP COMPANY,
pital at Windmill Point. Many other patient*
BLBICflED Fill lift. VITI till STRIPES.
-ASP THE—
might to be discharged. I have visited the
25!h Maine, a noble regiment. Col. Fessen(A substitute for Cotton.)
Bay State Line of Steamer*,
den is beloved by all. and justly. I stopped
U AILIACH K # CARTAS. VITH RBI STRIP!, VIA FALL RIVER TONEW YORK. PHILADELwith Capt. Putnam, of Gorham.
PHIA. BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.
In haste,
C. Tompson.
TICKETS FOR SALE.
Of various descriptions.

INTERNAL
STAMPS,

.

Wall

No. 95.Middle Street

PROCTER,

•

PROPOSALS.

ATLAIVT IC
mW lLL GOODS
Mutual
Insurance Company,
For Gentlemen’s Wear.
51

RICHMOND.

have no definite idea how or when
letter is to go«to you,—dear, 1 will write,
hoping that among the various changes that
are occurring around us, a gunboat may come
in or some other opportunity present itself by
which 1 cau send lOr sure 1 am that no one
North will be more glad to hear from us than
•
•
•
your own dear self.
The first year of the war, though there was
much excitement among the people here, there
was no distress.
The traders had large stocks
of goods on hand, and occasionally a vessel
would elude the vigilance of the blockading
squadron and bring in articles to supply the
people; the crops too were good. This state
of things could uotlast however—Virginia, being the seat of war and having a large army
in her midst to support, the lower counties
have been gradually drained of their surplus
for the support of the army, until the last
year, when the crops partially failed and the
people at the commencement of this winter
found themselves not only impoverished but
In a state bordering on starvation.
Notwithstanding this, such is the desire for gain that
edibles of every description have been and are
JOHN C.
beiug collected and carried to Kichinond,
where they command fabulous
while
prices,
Real Estate and merchandize
hundred- are sulferlng here aud m neighbort > t »
t
»
ing counties for the same articles. Those who
-■ -A M. % W J X M U A %/m
are eugaged in the business seem to
forget
that Confederate scrip of itself will not satisfy
OFFICE
On Lime Street.
hunger, or clothe the naked.
Entrance first Door north of the Tost Office.
ty
Iu addition to ibis, the blockade has been
more strictly enforced the last
Jan203m
year, and no
Northern production nor groceries of any decan
lie
U.
8.
scription,
REVENUE
brought bere.unless indeed by
smuggling. No cloth, nor shoos, nor salt, nor
any so necessary article. True, there is a deal
FOB PALI AT THE
of smuggling done, and successfully; but the
pepple here are seldom benefited by It. Every- PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
thing got■* to Hichmond.
lu Merchant*’ Hank Building, Exchange 8t.
How sick I am of the name of that city; yet
jau22 dtl
tt Is the Mecca of every Virginian. Firmly
believing her to be iuvuinerable, that she canw.
not be shaken, they are doing all iu their pow- i
General
Commission Merchant,
er to support and sustain her in her
haughty
rebellion, entirely overlooking the fact so apOl A 103 iVater Street,
parent to others, that whether she stand or
GEORGETOWN, D. C.
fall, she is irretrievably ruined for generations
to come I shall give you a list of
ty Attention to Ibe sale of Produce, Flour,drain,
prices at
%nd General AfercMamlite. Vessels chartered,freights
which articles are selliug there, that you mayprocured, aud business generally attended to with
have some idea of the stale of things.
prompt ties* and dispatch.
We have been agitated and excited in variKkfkuh to—Leonard < ot ton, Esq., Portsmouth.N.ll.
ous ways dur|pg the last year.
Mr. -'s
I F, Williams, Hampton, N. tl.
feb2 d8m
two sons,-and-, were compelled to fly
from their home in-last, in order to preTHROUGH TICKETS
vent being pressed into the .Southern service.
This was a fresh affliction to Mr.-, deprivNEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BA LTD
rpo
A
Molt
WASHINGTON, aud to all part* ot
ing him as it did, both of their society and as- the W E8TLand
and SOUTH aud NORTH WEST. via. all
sistance. They still remain away, aud Heaven
the moit/w/m/nr r{mjf, and at the Unteti Potion
knows
if
pnly
they will be permitted to return rates, f>r sale by
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
OM. t
dtf
here again. Then the
office 81 Exchange St.
county has beeu infested by parties of guerillas, doing all the mis- !
PROPOSAL* FOR BEEF.
chief in their power and compelling Union
men to flee, or be taken and incarcerated in a i
Office of thk A C. 8..U.8. A.,
»
Kichinond prison.
Fifteen or twenty families !
‘'Fort Fwble. Maine, Feb. 4th,1868 I
have left for Maryland, while others are leavPROPOSALS Will In* received at this
office until Monday, March 9th, 1868, at 12 M
ing every week. Mr.-has been repeated- for the
of fresh beef to all the troops stationly threatened, and there wose times last sum- ed at thesupply
fortifications in Portlaud Harbor, Maine,
mer when we would not have been
for one year, or such time as the
surprised
(VonmOsary General shall direct. The beef to be of the best
any day or night, had he been taken from us.
quality
(Quarters, with an equal proportion of each (necks
Being a Northern tnin and a Union man, we in
and shank# to be excluded)
Each bid must be acfelt be was on dangerous ground; but, as
companied by the names of two responsible person*
has told you,-applied to the President for
to enter into a sufficient bond as sureties lor the faithful performance of the contract.
protection for the family, and the gunboats
The A. C. 8. reserves the right to reject
coming iu here have done much to shield us bids
any or all
for reas u* conceived by him of benefit to the
from their malicious iulention*.
Government. All contract*'will be submitted to the
I can give you no idea how my heart exCommissary General for approval.
panded at the sight of our dear old flay, the
Proposals must be indorsed “Proposals for furnlshiug fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
first time it was unfolded in our waters bv a
Mo.“ Bidder# are invited to be present at the opengunboat. It seemed almost as though I was ing of the bids
HENRY INMAN,
wrapt once more in the arms of a dear and
1st Lieut. I7tli Infantry U. 8. A. A. C. 8.
feb7 dtd
protecting friend. I am indignant when I
think that these SeeeJih" have stolen and
apFair Columbia !
propriated both the colors and device, to make
up their own false banner, and constantly reattention of Music Dealers aud Bookseller
is called to a new National 8oug,
FAIR COpeat what Aldrich so beautifully says of it:
LUMBIA,*' by Kchknk Hatchelpkk Any one
May never traitor’s touch pollute
enclosing 20 cents in Postal Currency to W. Paine or
These colors of the sky;
11. Packard, Portland, Me., will have a
copy sent to
him by mail, postage
We want them pure to
paid. Liberal oiscount to the
wrap about
Our heroes, when they die!
Jan27 eodeowdAw83
After what I have told
you, yon will naturally suppose that the people here are In want
of what we have always considered the necesneatly executed
saries of life.
There have been no groceries in
Ibis or the neighboring counUes for
AT
THE
many
OFFICE OF
a

MISCELLANEOUS.^

ty-

*

IF All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Edilorto/tke Press," and
thote ora busines* character to the Publishers.

■MMMMMfiiiiiiEa

INSURANCE.

203T

NO.

—
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“Sensible Things” nnd “Sensible Ideas.*’
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It seems tlmt since the laboring class"*
a great and in every way sucheld
Liverpool
to endorse and approvt* I resi-
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dent Lincoln’s emancipation policy, and to
mark the advent of the Emancipation Proclamation as one of the epochs in the world’s
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propositions are based on the assumption., first, that the white man has not the
phy.lcal endurance of the African, and, second, that the latter is not endowed with the
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of the
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that his activ-
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according
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of

subject of free while labor
the plantations of the extreme .South, and
do so with the single remark, that the edon

the

itors of the Delta—one of whom wrote the article—are of anything but anti-slavery ante-

cedents, one

of them

having

but a

For
idea.”

short lime
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in Vermont.

belonging to the Passamaquoddy
County of Washington, was read

let
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look at this
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at

telegraphic station

a
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Rev. Mr. Stone of

alive he wocdd admit that there is

were

disposed

of in

are

cation, reported a bill relating to the
Superintending School Committees.
Mr. Hopkinson, from the Judiciary

„Jr~ uen. I aldwcll left his home in Machias
Monday of last week, to join his brigade
the

on

Rappahannock.

He has

entirely

re-

covered ofliis late illness.

duties of

Z3F' New medicines
invented.

Commit-

A few

gooil woman

constantly being
we are told, a
of our apothecaries

are

days since,

called on

one

tee, reported leave to withdraw on the petition
of the Selectmen of Fnrmingdale.

for “a bottle of “Gall’s Elevator!”

Bill to incorporate the Army Agency Co., presented by Mr. Crosby, was referred to the Com-

;y Among the names of Mew England
soldiers recently deceased at the Washington

mittee

hospitals, is that
II, 3d Maine.

the Judiciary.

relating to a final adjournment of
the Legislature was taken from the tibia and referred to a Joint Special Committee, consisting
on the part of the
House of Messrs. Crosby,
Warren, Cony, McLellan, Copeland, Hopkins,
and Jellison, with such as the Senate may join.
The order
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Regiment, was drowned in Virginnight of Jan. 20th, by falling iulo a
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about 19 years of age.
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been ill with

the

Grand Trunk

receipts
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Railway

week

Ei'b. 7th. were,

for the lu-

Corresponding

slave law is the clause in article 4, section 2, providing that “persons'' held to service or lalmr in one State, and escaping into

j

for letter.

the

$1,019 91

softly!

what is this about persona dicserviceThere the liglit shines through.

“these articles

as oersons.

correspondsimp oi tw o
j years, reduces the bedysnatebers. A* if any
body cared now about a fugitive slave law
buried out of sight under the dusty wreck of

j

ent,

w

aking up

out

of

a

inexpressibly ludicrous notion of
correspondent's is, that persons owing ser-

Another
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vice should be entitled to

the

beuetil

of

a

bankrupt law. It would be a mirthful spectacle, to see a debtor of this singular class going
Into bankruptcy and paying five minutes on
the year.
The National Currency Bill.—The fola brief synopsis of the National Currency It'll which passed the United States Sen-

lowing is

Thursday;
It provides for the establishment of a bureau
in the Treasury Department which is to have
charge of the currency. It provides for the appointment of a Comptroller, specifies his duties,
aud makes the necessary regulations for tile government of lbs office,
it creates banking associate

on

j

ington.the Twenty-Sixth is
and the rest

are

in the

oil

the

grand army

xud
Ut
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suddeu
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changes, should have
UUA.

CCIIK

<JUIMBY. would give notice that he ha
Portland, and can be found at his Room.
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul

him.
First Examination at office.9200
Each subsequent sittingat office.50
City Patients, first Examination at residence.... 2 50
Each subsequent visit at residence,... 100
August 16. 1*62.—tf
Fragrant

Sozodoxt.—‘The

most

efficacious Dentifrice the world has

on

convenient aud
ever

produced.

hardening and invigorating the gum. purifying
the breath, cleansing, beautifying aud preserving the
teeth, from youth to old age. the "Sozodont’* is now
used and recommended by many of the most eminent
divines, dentists, physicians, chemists and scientific
For

gentleman of the day.
Sol by all Druggists every where, at 50 cents per
bottle. Trial bottles and testimonials obtained grat
tit of H. 11. HAY, Portland.
HALL A RUCK EL. Sole Agents, New York.
dec27 eod2m*

but the consequences
to prove serious.
one,

'J” A city contemporary, who lias seldom
spoken well of any general hut McClellan, recently said a kind word for Hooker, the rouimaiider of the Army of the Potomac. That
is refreshing, but we regret that his only kindness is exhibited in excusing the fighting
gen-
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Lynch. New York.
(of Camden) Tilden, Cardenas 31st

Emery

febI7 It

Sccli f»r C—twNwIi,

by

SAILED—wind N W—ship Mary Anu.

ai

bns keen made to the Educational
Commission far Seeds aad Agricult ami Tools
for the use of the negroes in the neighborhood ef
Fortress Monroe. The Government Superintendent
has been noth or aad to occupy fund*, and all deetrtog
to aid the freed slaves in supporting themselves, may
do so very effectually by controlling suppbrs of
these articles, or
money with which to purchase
them. Contributions of either kind may be sent to
WELLINGTON. GROSS ft CO., No. 108 Devonshire street; and doaations of money to W M. EN DICOTT. Ja.. No. 88 Summer street, or to GEO. ATKIN SON, No. 8k State street. Boston
feblT dftvlw

APPLICATION

d others

There is f&iflo insurance on bark J g Storer. (recently wreck'd on the Irish coast) at the Merchants
office iu Providence.

DISASTERS.
Capt callott. (pilot) and tin- second mate of ship F
before
Bailey,
reported lost off the harbor of Sau
Francisco, furnish some additional particulars iu reto
Hie
disaster.
The F W B was got under way
gard
about 8 o'clock, and had a good commanding breeze
until site arrived on the bar (about 7 o'clock) when
the wind suddenly died away, leaving the ship plunging about in a very heavy swell. Fiudiug the vessel
drifting in towards the sliore both anchors were ordered to !• mAWM and the starboard one )«t go.
W

GREAT

Toys,

aad all articles of household
Belt Makers,

It Is insoluble In water

Ui.

Mary

port
BOSTON—Ar 14th, achs Express. Rich, Winter( wucordia, Coombs, aud Trader, Guptill, from

ockland.
E;>rt

14th, ship Alice Ball. Ross. London; bark E
Wright, Jr. Duane, New Orleans; sch* C W Dyer,
Pierce, Baltimore; A J Bird. French, do; Bradore,
Simmons. Thoinaufou; Advance, Fogg. Freeport;
(Id

ty Consumption aud Catarrh, and all diseases o!
;
the Throat and Lungs, successfully treatedby Inha
lation,
By C Morse. M. D.,
aul8’62eod
Corner Smith and CongressSts.

Nile. Oliver. Bath.
Ar 15th, shipSea Lark. Peck. San Francisco; brigs
Laurilla. Bolton. Cane Ha)Hen; sell* Geo Brook*.
Wallace, and Ellen Merry man. Uamiitou, from Portland.
Ar 19th, bark Modena. Ryder. Messina; sch* T R
Hammond. Gerrish, fm New York; Winged Racer,
Pierce, Tangier; Mechauic, Eastport.
Below, ship W D Sewall. fm ( ronstadt.
Cld 16th. ship Man Bang*. Bang*.for Montevideo;
brig Nabant, Strout, Remedios: sch Susan, Rogers.
( ape Havtien; Gen Knox. Fountain. Baltimore; L
Child. Keller, do: Harriet. Stetson. Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 14th, sch* Rachel Beals. Curtis, from
Portlaud tor New York; 16th. Laura Jane, Ryan,
Boston tor Belfast; Aurora. Berry. Boston.
Slti 14th. *ch Israel L Snow, Savage. Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 12th, sclis Savoy. Maybew. fin
Tretuont tor New Bedford ; 13th.Louis Walsh, Eaton.
Bouton tor Calais; E F Lewis, Wallace, New York
for Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 12th, sch Phenix, Hamilton,
Portlaud.

Dentistry.-Dr.JOSIAH 1IEA LD. No.241 Con
Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portlaud, Me.
aug7dly

FOREIU.Y PORTS.
At Foochow Dec 7, ship Sam i Falcs, Randall, for
Shanghae.
At W ousting Dec 6, ship Kitty Simpson. Mayo, fin

Dr*. J. Clawson Kelley and II. L. Davis’
Office, No. 229* Congress street, up same
flight with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only place iu Portlaud where Da. Kelley’s genuiue mediciues cau bo
had. Advice free upon all diseases.
jan27 d3awAwtf32
Medical

gress

oil.

Bbothxxs. Proprietors.
Providence. R. L

Supplied in packages from 3

os.

to 100

lbs., bp

THOS. G. LORING. Apothecary,
Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets,
.Sole

Agent in Pot tlaad.
feblT

dip

For Kate.
TT1E House

on the corner of Prospect
dfland Casco streets—the basement flnish/ TSL rd for a store. A good stand for a fam-

jj™

^

Portland.

H. I. MITCHELL.

In Lula of Land, one an Spring and one oa
Spruce at reel. Lit her would be exchanged for a
good Dwelling Honan.
For particular, pleaae apply at 117 Middle atreet,

feblT—eodgw

Aa Appmlicc W anlrd.
bastrpo leora the Sign aad Ornamental painting
X ness tine who has a decided taste for the bnainess preferred.
Enquire of J. B .HUDSON. J*.,
37 Market

Iebl7—d3w

Square

li.ua...

« Id liih, sch# Ida F Wheeler. Dyer. Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, sch Defiance, Harrington,
Portland.
Ar 14th. ship M R Ludwig. Harding, Liverpool;
bark Haunibal. Haw km*. New Orleans; brig Amy
Warwick, smith. Buenos Ayres; sch Gem of the
Ocean. Baker. Bath.
Ckk 13th. ship Kate Howe. Fuller, Shanghae; sch
Com Kearney, A me*. Boston.
Cld 14th, ship* Plymouth Rock. Honk. Ix>ndoo;
I Southampton. Austin, and S H Talbot. Hatch, for
Uverpuoi; harks Eriieto. Fiiuu. and Washington.
White. Baltimore; sch* N Clifford. Shute. WashingM A Griffin. Borden, for Baltimore; Lookout,
ton;
Thornton, do: Willtum. Duuham. Salem
Sid 13th. shin* North American. William, and Santa Auna; bark* Lydia ('ole, Harmon. Hartsut. Annie hinibaii, aud Reindeer; brigs Ocean Traveller,
and Scotland.
Ar 15th. ships Sarah March. Stowers. Rio Janeiro;
Byzantium, tin Loudon; Village Belle, fm Palermo:
Contidsacc, fm Glasgow.
(By tel.] Ar 10th, bark Edith Rose, fin Foochow;
Oriental, fm Manila; Stella, fm Bremen; brig Geo
Harris. fm Cardeuas.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, brig Lady of the Lake, Haskell, Fail River tor New York.
Ar litb, sch* Anna Elizabeth. Potter. Cardeaas for
Alice, fm Belfast for
| Frankfort. i<ce di*a*ter»);
Fortress
Monroe; Malania*. Blake, fin Portland for
j
Philadelphia; John R Mather, Orr. aud Maria Luut.
; Bo\ utoii. do for New York ; William, Drinkwater,
; Boston tor do.
PLYMOUTH—Sid 7th. sch Arctic, W hit ten, South-

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

or

a

HllTOX

Jat au.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 4th. ship Herald. Foaa,
fin Boston.
Cld 2d. bark Whistling Wind, for New York; 3d.
ships Bernard. Hubbard, tor do: 4tb, Windermere.
Harding, do; brigs A Horta. Orcutt, Bos to u ; Beaver. Tuft-. New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 13th. bark Agnes, Thompson.
Rio Jsi iro
Cld t2tb, schs Mary Laugdon, Pinkham, Rockland;
Ocean Bird, llcrrv. Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th. sch Christlaa.Knight.
Portland, via Lt-wes, Del. wlierr she has been ashore.
I.

ase.

HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !

DOMESTIC PORT*.
SAN FRAN CISCO—Ar 12th. ship Avon, llowes,
Manila; 9th. hark Oak Hill, Mitchell,Teckalet; 18th,
Palmetto. Blake, do.
( Id 17th. ship Premier, McGUvery, ——; bark D M
Hall. Williams, Port Augelos.
Bid Mb ult. ahipa Frau Via. Nelson, Manila: 12th,
Mt-rrimac. Woods. Liverpool; Washington, < olburn,
Hong Kong; Franklin. Nelson. Manilla.
Sid 14th lust, ship Archer, Cressey, for Yokohama,

—

preparation

liquid, and a* easily applied as paste.
It will adhere oily substance*.
It is

It is

heavy

ISfl.

Aa adhesive

Hoot and Shoo Makers.
Maauffmtamrs aad Machinists,
And Families,
will Had it ixvalpablx! It will effectually stop the
leakage of Coni OH.

Joseph

I.)

—

Patches and Linings to Boots and Sheas solcianl
iy strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Fumltare, Crockery,

tire chain cable
down through
the heaw ttabera to the buttons sffludri^. About
five minutes alter the vessel struck very heavy upon
the bottom, and in three hours the vessel began to
break up. Cant Dyer, the mate and two of the crew,
la-lied themselves the mizzen rigging, aud some of
the crew *ftuied themsel»«•* in the lore rigging. 1 be
following aie tiie uatms of the lost, as near as they
Lemuel P Dyer, captain; flrst
cau be ascertained
mate.name not ascertained; Thos Adams.cabin-boy ;
Wm Rudolph, cook; John Torlando, Peter fiimpson,
John Conway. J C Fielding. Jos Lynch, and George
liinkley. seamen, Saved —Thos L Shaw. 3d mate;
llood. Thus Brown, John McIntyre, aud Jos
Sanders. The wreck has been sold at auction for
•bout ffSuf). She was originally sold to some boatGant Dyer leaves a with aud two chilmen for f loo.
dren iu Addison. Me.
Sch Ann Elizabeth, from Cardenas for Frankfort,
weather: loat deck
(ar at Newport) reports
load of molasses and galley, or Ilatteras.
Sch Haimony. (of Lubec) Ferguson, weat ashore
on the rocks, iu Humeri's Bay. near Fust port, in the
gale of the 6th iust, and filled
Sch Frolic, Met arty, sailed from Belfkst 6th inst
for Boston, aud wIicb a few hours out took ire In
The Are spread very
her deck load of hay.
iu spite of ail exertions to subdue it aMd the vessel was
run ashore at Caiudeu. where it was scuttled and
burned to the water's edge. The F. with her cargo
of potatoes and hay. brlouged to Capt H J Audersoa
of Belfast, aud is a total loss, (930uO.)

XVEXTERN—Arrive* at 12.40 and 7* F. M. Closes at
7.46 A M. and 1.90 P. M
EASTERN-Arrive* at 1.50 1». M. Closes at 12 M.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1 30 P. M
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 PM' Close* at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Close at
9IVM
tyofficeopen daily (Sundavs excepted) from 8
A. M. to 9 I*. M. On Sundays, from ** to 9* A. M.

—

DISCOVERT

that will STICK

As soon as the anchor touched bottom
tore through lie iron hawse-hole, aud

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

j

—[Boston

OUIU

111.

to

DK. 1*. P.

ground floor—a distance of some teuleet. The
are not

exposed

are

returnedto

shop, engaged in
removing a piece of irou, when a misstep precipitated him th'ongh the open scuttle to the
was a severe

m

Brig J II Kennedy, (of Waldoboro) Geycr, from
Holmes* Hole.
Brig Catherine Rogers, Yeaton, Salem.
Sch Dazzle (of Bangor) Smith, Holmes’ Hole.
Sch Unison, Mann, Boston.
Sch Messenger, Fogg, Salem.
Sch Eliza Otis, Ryder, Belfast for Salem.
CLEARED.
Bark Illinois, Bray, Vera Cruz, bv John C Proctor.
Isaac L Came.
lirig Proteus. Ginn. Havana,
Brig Billow, Reed, Baltimore, dv Emery t Fox.
Sch Harriet linker, Webber, New York, by R O
York St Son.
Sch Marietta. Gray, New York, by J II White.

NOTICES.

Jau21 dAw3in

the second floor of the boiler

shock

Comfiiission
to make the
custom of this port couform to that of all others in
this country, hereby agree--That from and after this
date, they will iu all case* require vessels by which
they may ship goods, to rseeive them aioag aide, and
to pay all stevedores' hill* on the same. The
shippers shall have the privilege of designating the stevedores to be employed
Portland. February 13. IMS.
J. B. Brown ft Sons.
Hersey. Fletcher ft Ce.,
Phase. Brothers ft Co.,
St. John Smith,
John Lynch ft Co..
A. L. Hobson.
Thomas Asencio ft Co.,
J. H. II am Jen,
H. I. Kobinson.
John L>. Lord,
F. Churchill ft to.,
Hophni Eaton.
Geo. 8. Hunt,
Isaac Dyer.
Isaac L Came.
Phinney ft Jackson,
Isaac
Nath'l J. Miller.
Thos. W. o'Brion,
Edward llambln.
N. O. Cram.
George H. Starr,
Jonas H. Perley,
J. ft 1>. Lord,
ft
A. ft 8. E. Spring.
Fox,
Emery

Brig Aladiu. Curtis, Elizabethport.

Lie

of the Po-

was

m

Cadiz for Hath.
Hark .1 E Ward.
Drig Anuandale

proved their efficacy by

Mississippi,

lie

NOTICE.
undersigned, Importers and
THEMerchants
of Portland, in order

ARRIVED.

has caused them to be conuterleilud. Be sure to
guard against worthless imitations, obtaix only
the p-anine Bretra'* Itnmchiat YVoekei which hare

^y*Tbe Bangor Whig says that Mr. Egery,
of the firm of Hinkley A Egery of that city,
met with au accident on Tbusday last which
first threatened serious results,

m

Monday..Jannnry

Paris

a test or many years.
Pea*
Speak gas aud Siaosaa should use the Troches,
Military officers aud Soldiers whoover-tax the voice

A TWV UTIUS1IVfHYTU

High water, (A. M.).. .10.17
Length of days.10.40

Steamship North American. Dutton, Liverpool 29th
via Londonderry 30th ult—reports, on morning of
16th inst. off Moubegan, spoke ship Clara Ann, from

use,

to

|

■

A I'ocoH. Cold, on as Ihhitatkd Throat, if
allowed to progress, results in serious I'ulmonary
aud Bruuchisl affectious, ofteutimes Incurable.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
reach dirvrf/g the affected parts and give almost in*
slant relief. In BausrHiTie, Asthma, and Cats huh they are beneficial.
The good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, sod their extended

; tomac.

at

NRW

MARINE NEWS.

drcfldly
SPECIAL

the Thirteenth

eral's worst infirmity
the too Iree use of
Ive organized as corporate bodies, j
with not less than five persons constituting the
stroug drink. If the general should win a
association in any case; shows how they are to
glorious victory, though for a time it should
be organized and governed, provides the proper
charges.
draw attention from another commander of
safeguards, restrictions, etc. These institutions the
Foreign Drafts.
The lact that Ur. Perley is a native of this
Army of the Potomac, we hiqieour neighmay purchase, hold, and dispose of real estate.
Commissioner Boutwell has made the followState, and that his family friends reside among Before any institution can commence business, ! bor will be equally ready with his words of
ing decision in the ease of draffs drawn by a us, and are among the most respectable and it must transfer to the Treasurer of the United cheer.
States bonds of not less than one-third of the
highly honored citizens of the State, is a sufparty out of this country on parlies iu this
capital stock paid in.
gj^In another column we have inserted a
ficient excuse for the notice we have taken of
country.
On complying with these conditions the instinotice of the Educational Commissioner, callTaxascBT DarABTXCBT. Office I sternal I
tutions will he entitled to receive from the I'omthe matter.
Havascx, Wasttlngton, Krti. 11, 1K,B.
ing fur seeds for the contrabands. All the
j
troller bills of ditlerent denominations in ainout
Sir:
common vegetable seeds will be useful, and a
The Maine 20th and Col. Ames.
equal to the capital stock already paid in.
Yours of February 4. is duly received.
In
The amount of these circulating notes are not
We have received a letter (roin a highly relarge quantity of potatoes will be needed.
l
state
the
would
that
in
case
introto
exceed
to
are
reply
bedistributed
you
$300,000,000,and
spected officer of the Maine 20th, troin which
duce, of a bill drawn iu Ilavaiia on parties in
throughout the States, Territories end District ! Tbe advantages of aiding the negroes in beNew York to the order ol a party in Portland,
we take the
liberty to make the lollowiiig ex- of Columbia, upon the basis of representative 1 coming a valuable part of our productive force,
who leaves it with and endorsed over to a par- :
population. The Comptroller under the direction and thereby elevating them in the scale of huthe letter relates mainly to pritract,
though
of the Treasurer, is to provide plates, engravty in Portland, and it is sent to New York for j
vate business matters, and was not intended
manity, are obvious; while at the same time
collection:—the acceptor or acceptors of the
ings,etc., for making these bills,or notes. These
notes are to be held at par throught the United
for publication. The writer says:
bill must affix and cancel lire
distress Is relieved, and the Government in
stamp. See Sec.
States. A tax of one
101 Excise Tax Laws, page rij, of
Our regiment is now in good condition. It
some degree relieved of a
per centum is to be paid
pamphlet
portion of its heavy
by these banks *o the Government, semi-annualedition.
lias seen hard service in Maryland and
burden.
Virgily, in July and January. Tne bank officers are
The party in whose favor the bill is drawn,
nia. It was put into tile field, notwithstandto make regular and Aocurate returns of their
eanuot negotiate before acceptance without
Melancholy Shipwreck.—A letter from
ing the representations of the Colonel that it 3 transactions
to the proper authorities.
was not drilled; and before the men were acincurring the peually provided by law.
Portsmouth, N. H., to the British Consul in
No notes but such as are provided for in this
Very Respectfully Yours,
cusloued to tile new manner ol life it Imre the
liiil will he allowed
toJ^; put into circulation by this city states that a schooner, supposed to
Geo. S. Boutwell,
bent and burden of the day in the
these hanks. The bilnurther provides rules for
campaign
be the Houser, of and from St. John, N’. 11.,
Commissioner Internal Iterenue.
in Mnryfand. We sent a large number of men
the government of these institutions in detail, |
To W. E. Gould. Cash. International
for Boston, was wrecked on Whale’s Back,
to the hospital from the unhealthy
vicinity of and at much length, affixing certain penalties
Bank, Portland, Me.
for any violations of law, such as the public
Antietam, where we did picket duty. The
just outside Portsmouth harbor, on Saturday
____
is
now gaining
in numbers and
regiuieut
safety demands. The bill contains some sixtynight or Sunday morning, and the captain,
Schooner Burned.—The schooner Frolic,
three sections.
health. By the judicious management of Col.
crew and passengers were all lost.
The
Capt. McCarty, which left this port for Boston, Ames the men have comfortable quarters,
It is a noteworthy tact that all the opposiou Thursday ol last week, took fire in the
with good dry bunks built up from the ground,
schoouer was loaded with shingles and pickled
tion Senators who were present in the Senate
deck load of hay, when a few hours out. The
and well-coolted and wholesome food. Col.
wheu the bill passed voted against it. Wi®an
fish. The schooner had gone to pieces, and
fire spreading in spite of all exertions, the vesAmes is a strict disciplinarian, and officers and
account lor this
only
her cargo was strewed about on the rocks
unanimity by supposing
was
sel
beached near Camden, where -lie was
men who were incompetent, or unwilling to
that some of the opposition are secretly averse
and beach. It is not known how many passcuttled and burned to the water's edge. The i work, lound him troublesome. Those of us
io any measure which promises to avert the
vessel, with her cargo of hay and potatoes,
who have remained are satisfied,
lie lias
sengers she had, hut from trunks and papers
utter ruin of the national finances. There is
twlonged to Capt. H. J. Anderson, and is a tie been exceedingly laborious, and spared no ex- reason to believe that not a I'-w of the
opposi- found it is supposetL there were two or three.
tal loss. Win. Russell and Son had aliout
ertions to make officers and men understand
tion leaders, of the copperhead -tripe, court a
One of them, from papers found, is supposed
$1500 worth of paper on board, which Is dam- : their business. We think that our meu commonetary crisis and tne complete exhaustion
to tie Henry Strieker, a machinist, who had
aged so much as to be fit only to be worked pare favorably in drill and appearance with of
the resources of the North, as a necessary
over at the mill.
The whole loss is about j any in the field, and we have won aomc
been at work in St. John, and was going to
to a reconstruction of tho Union.
repupreliminary
$3000.—[Belfast Journal.
tation in baitle.
Hast Boston.
Journal.

ations,

Sun rises.6.66 I
Sun sets.5.35 |

picking Snmbuc
mlinireble article

tion.

ami Fifteenth at Pensacola, Fla., the TwentyFifth is guarding the Long Bridge near Wasli-

sound

wart

Kouge,

I

MIMATl'RE ALMANAC.

Tuesday,.February 17.

York, In preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth n trial, ns it gives great satisfac-

in money.

Fourteenth at Baton

Radiant,

CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carry-

Loudon nnd New

sutler’s teul of the 12th Maine regiment, and
stealing everything therefrom, including $*kil)

This is the

SPOKEN*
Nov 14. Inf M 8. Ion ?J W. ship Elisabeth Cashing,
fom Callao for France.
Dec 16. lat 14 8. Ion 29 W, ship Western Chief, ftn
London for Manritin*
Dec 2D, lat 8 8, Ion 81 W, ship Grace Rosa, Pendleton. from Liverpool far Rangoon.
Jan 9. off lviois, bark
Fliaa, fra Messina
for Boston.
Feb 9. lat 88. Ion 78. bark Harvest Moon, Berry, fm
Boston for New Orleans.
No date, off Cape Good Hope, ship Daphne, Havener, from Manila for London.

PANAMA AND
ing Mails for Aspinwall, Panama, and < aliforaia,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
month.

~

and then-urnva i

■•the debt of service, if you can.”
dilemma to which our ingenious

in another column

a woman

li rapes, for Speer's Wine. It is nn
used in hospitals, nnd by the first families in

;F" At latest accounts llie Eighth and
“Oho!” cries the court,“are you there ? Please j Ninth Maine
Kegimeuts were at Port Iloyal,
“reform your laws then, so a» to recognize : the Eleventh at
Yorktown, tbe Twelfth ami

proof already
insuperable objection

....

rapidly

Sick

at

ZJt The .Skow hcgan Clarion learns that on
ing
Thursday morning of last week, the Edge Tool
The Constitution talks about persons owing
shop of T. II. Bosworth, Esip, in Brighton,was
service; certain Slates claim under this pro- totally destroyed by lire. Mr. John Pike was
vision restitution of sundry biped chattels, unknocked down, had one ofliis legs broken and
der their local law incapable of sustaining the
was otherwise
injured, by the falling ol a
relation of debtor or creditor. What then is
chimney.
left for the judges in the United States courts
ZW~ Billy Wilson’s Zouaves (N. Y. (1th) are
but to reply, “My dears, you have eoine to the
famous for the execution which they do with
“wrongshop; you will hud the chattels you I their steal. On the first night of their arri“speak of iu Dahomey, but here we keep only val at Bat"n Rouge, they added to their already brilliant achievements by entering the
“persons owing service.”
Thereupon the Slates with one voice cry
out to the judges, “It is persons we want—
‘persons owiug service; give us our niggers.”

Liverpool, Jan 21. The Webster, from New Ynrk,
which was ashore in Prince's Dock basin, has been
got off and towed into Sandon Dock.

Londonderry.

Gen. McClellan Asks for Active Service.
New York. Feb. Ifl.
The Times says Gen. McClellan has applied
for active service.

the body of Mr.
220 State street,
found
was
in
the
water
under Craft &
Boston,
Ward’s wharf, on Dorchester avenue, near
Federal street bridge. The deceased being
subject to tits, it is supposed that he fell overboard while suffering Irom a sudden attack.

John II. Ovialt, broker

duty.

ending

$80,338 1<M
79,339 07

week last year,

Increase,
Saturday afternoon,

another, “shall be delivered up on claim of the
"party to whom such service or labor may lie
“due.” This is down in the bond, and this the
United States staud ready to perform, letter

on

Shanghae.

Feb 18
Etna .New York Liverpool.Feb 21
Borussia.
New York.. Hamburg. Feb 21
North American Portland.
Liverpool..*eb 21
Asia .New York Liverpool.Feb 25
Anglo Saxon.Portland
28
Liverpool.Feb
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
rega
lar lines. The steamers for or from
call
a
Liverpool
gueenstown. except the Cauadian line, which call a

The rebel schooners Pelican and Break o’
Day, with cotton, had arrived at Belixe, Honduras, from Mobile, out of which port they
run in tile night.
The latter was chased by
one of our rruisers.

fever.

a

Railway Traffic.—The

Kuropa... Boston.Liverpool

Escape of Vessels from Mobile.
New York, Feb. IB.

health, he having recently

Ar at Gibraltar 22d ult, Thoa Wright, Bernard, fm
Catania for New York.
Ar m
Constantinople 36th nit. Heroine, Nickerson,
New York.
Sid fm Swatow Nov 24, Kate Hastings, Kingman,

SAILS

FOR

TO DEPART.

Baltimore Secessionists in Trouble.
Baltimore, Feb. 15.
Some Union people having placed the national flag over
the Southern Methodist
Church iu Biddle street, the minister, Rev.
Joint H. Dushiell, who is a secessiouis*, came
to the church this morning ami lore it down,
for which he win arrested and is now iu custody. The secessionists worshipping at the
New Assembly Rooms were unwilling to meet
there to-day because Gen. Sehenck ordered a
national flag to tar displayed.

ZW^ The Gazette says that Lieut. Col. Carver, of the Maine 4th, urrived at his house in
Rockland on Wednesday night, on a short fur-

gitive

But

the

canal.

follows.

warrant

They conbrigs and

23d Maine

of the

through

four

jy Thomas J. True, Jr., sou ol Rev. T. J.
True of West Waterville, and a member of the

need not ap-

The natural cavern or tunnel

ship,

Loyal men are waking up to
sustaining the government.

part of the said branch road will
send in their names to this office with-

Cushing

the last year,

~.f" The Belfast Age sayB that measures
in progress for a grand Union meeting ol
the (leopleof that county on Saturday the 22d.

or a

Mr. Caleb

one

listof

FROM

....

Mexico.
New York, Feb. IB.
The Herald has advices from the City of
Mexico to Jan. II. The attack on Puehia has
been again deferred, and the Mexican General
Ortega is making it a sort of a Sebastopol.—
There had licen several skirmishes, in whirh
the Mexicans had been victorious. The Mexicans claim to have captured 121X1 French
■nules.

are

A Legal Puzzle.—An ingenious correspondent has diacoved a sort of tunnel through
tin* fugitive slave law, which as he seems to
think might serve for a new branch of the underground railroad. Lawyers w ho wish to se-

pleaae
out delay.
ply-

district

a

STEAMER

From

men.

fTi-Ofiths tons.

sisted of nine barks,
live schooners.

Adjourned.

construction

only 43.000

that

amounting toflK-JO

ing the Board of Agriculture.

for the

but

vessels built in

Lyman of Machias, it was
ordered that the farmers of this Legislature be a
Committee to consider the expediency of abolish-

contracts

regiments,

Zff~ The Machias Republican gives

stitution.
On motion of Mr.

cure

Co.

ZW~ Mr. Wilson stated in the Senate on
that the army of the Potomac has
30U0 regiments but only 100,000 men, and that
Kosecnins had at the battle of Murfreesboro'

Panned to be enacted.—Bill to incorporate Mt.
Kineo Lodge; act to nmend the act incorporating the Portland Mutual Loan and Savings In-

whole

Haywood,

Thuisday,

Tuesday

until

of II. W. D.

PUcatarpia.

ult. Golden Rule. Mayo

Sailed from Cadis 20th

Monteveido.

Bomssla.Southampton ..New York.. .Jan 28
Feb 6
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland
Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Feb 7
Bavaria.Southampton.New York. .Feb 11
China.Liverpool.New York ..Feb 14
ilammouia.Southampton. New York.. Feb 25

Hebei Troops Sent to Charleston—The Hebei
Army on the Rappahannock.
New Yoke, Feb. ltl.
The Times’ Washington dispatch says two
refugees arrived here to-day Irom Richmond,
which place they left on Wednesday last. They
state that Uve brigades of troops from the Confederate army
at
Fredericksburg, passed
through Richmond last .Sunday, apparently on
their w ay to Charleston.
On Thursday the main body of the rebel
army was stretched along tile railroad between
Saxton's Junction aud Fredericksburg. They
estimate these forces at Iroin 40JJ0U to 45,1X10
men.
(ireat anxiety Is felt in Richmond iu
regard to the autici|>ated attack of our lorces
on Charleston.
The rebels greatly dread our
iron clads. The rebel army of the Rappahannock .s very poorly supplied with clothing,
and have not been paid off for some months.
A great deal of dissatisfaction exists in consequence. Thu supply of provisions .however,
is ample.

on

Arat Antwerp 28th. Young Mechanic. Me Loon
Callao.
Sailed from Havre 98th alt. Cadine, Hutchins, for
Boston.
>ailed from Uenlaaiui 28th alt.
Smith,
^

camps.

well frozen and the weather favorable.

allao.for
Ardrawan Hth. ( handler Price. Bourne. On

AratLlaegrw j»th. Koaina. Knight, New York.
AttorkSKli, Morning Light, Tl.oius-,
repg.l

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Rumored Battle beiow Port Hudson.
New York, Feb. 10.
The Tribune's Washington dispatch says an
important, hut vague rumor comes through
rebel channels mat lien, lianas has lougut a
battle seven miles bulow Port Hudson, the
result of which was the rebels lell back to Port
Hudson, white General Banks retired to bis

IW Parties from the Machias lumbering
regions report excellent doing. The snow Is
about deep enough.!fifteen inches) the swamps

Jay.

Passed to be engrossed.—Act additional to the
act incorporating the Lewiston Bagging Co.,
and to increase the capital stock of the same;
act to incorporate Hancock Manufacturing Co.
Mr. Cleaveland, from the Committee on Edu-

on

paper

Guess if Solomon

Jerusalem.

least one thing new under the sun.
Ey-Allotments from the 16th and 17th
Regiments, to parties resident in this city, have
been received, and ure payable at the City

concurrence.

ble colony, with no |>ower to give efficiency to
The statement that free white labor could
be made efficient in the plantation Helds of the
its own will, ha- had slavery forced upon it,
South during the severe and continuous heats
docs it follow that an independent State, with
of summer, would, not long since, have met
all power to enforce its edicts, has no responalmost universal derision, whether announced
in Northern or Southern circles. At the very
sibility for the continuance of a gigantic and
time, however, when the question as to the
growing evil ? When the South became indeavailability ol this kind of labor is becomiug u pendent of foreign control, and acquired unow
to
the
moment,
tile
of
matter
ing
greatest
disputed power to regulate or destroy the
unavoidable events of the American civil conwe
have
new
sources
of
we
Hud
flict,
practical slave institution, there were not over half a
million slaves in the entire country. Grant
information, affording the necessary facts upou which to found a -elution of the matter althat she was not responsible for the existence
most conclusive.
We say almost conclusive,
ofjtbe institution as it then was, is it “sensible”
for it is not always true that because an experiment succeeds in one case, it is certaiu not to say she has taken upon herself no responsibilto fail in another. Tile trial of free while laity iu nourishing the ulcerous institution until
bor in tltis extreme |Kirtion of the Southern
it now numbers four million* t She was not
made
has
been
this
States,
quite thoroughly
so long as she
put forth her honest
year, on plantations—as well as upon public f responsible
protests against superior and controiing powworks, compelling worse exposure and harder
labor—and there have betyi no where any Iner: but are intelligent people to tie told note,
dications to lead the careful observer to doubt
when the South hugs the institution, ceases to
the feasibility of this substitute for the presregard it as an evil, but defends it as a divine
To
ent labor system of the Southern States.
fully demonstrate tlie value of the substitute right, that she has acquired no responsibility
Tlie bealtli of in the matter! As well
a single season is not enough.
might the neg igent
Louisiana has been unusually good since tlie
to a hall-dozen helpless and shiftstep-mother
of
the
Under
adexperiment.
inauguration
less children, say she has no responsibility for
verse circumstances it might progress less favorably. Tlie result is decidedly a success as the continuance of a seven years' itch" afar as the trial lias been made, and though it is
mong them, because they hail the itch when
not a matter regarding which the most devot*lie became their atep-mother I As well the
ed lovers of slavery need congratulation, we
confidently believe that those who have most bloated drunkard say he has no responsibility
at heart the real interests of this country, may
for his long life of debauchery, because his fafeel very well sailslied with wlial the experither set him an example in childhood of ineence of some eight months lias plainly taught.
briety ! As well the hoary-headed sinner of
For the system of negro slavery is terribly
fourscore years, who has wallowed in tilth al*
shaken already. The progress ol events lias
doomed its destruction. The temporary dephis days under the blazing sun of truth,
rivation of the great Southern staple has had
and Christian precept*, saydie has
knowledge
a paralyzing influence upon important branchno responsibility, because his childhood was
es of industry
at the North and in Europe.
By tlie immense productiveness of the South- unfavorable to a virtuous life! Shame on such
ern States in the one article of cotton, a want
logic, and a double distillation of shame on
has been created in the commercial and manthose who style such an insult to common
ufacturing world severely felt since tlie block- sense
u aenxible Ulea” /
ade became effectual. The inevitable dissoiution of the slave lalair system might seem to
Slander of Dr. Perley.
promise a continuation of that need for years
to come, or until necessity should o|ien new
A statement has been published in several of
avenues for the employment of idle hands and
the papers, said to have emanated from Washcapital; but while it is granted that slavery
ington, to the effect that I)r. Perley. the Medimuet gflt ultimately if not immediately, and as
a general system, though it may outlive its
cal Inspector General of the army, has been
usefulness In some localities—if it is show n
placed under arrest, with charges preferred
that there is reasonable hope that such a subagainst him; that he wrote a communication
stitute is at hand as will relieve us from tlie
ralsely charging the Surgeon General with
great dilflcullies ol the position, every man interested by regard for the fortunes of this
complicity in certain frauds, said to have been
country, or the position of the industrial inperpetrated in the Medical Department; that
terests of England, France and the United
the communication fell into the hands of the
Slates, must rejoice thereat. The indications
are that tlie requirement of the time tnay he
Surgeon General, that Dr. Perley w as summet by the employment of the free whites—
moned and asked if he kuuw anything about
perhaps even by the employment of free
the communication, and that he denied all
blacks.
of it; that the original draft was
knowledge
before
us
that
There is much

been

Treasurer's office.

Papers from the Seuate

it

drowned.

It is said that

Ar at

In P.rnr, K. Y.. Feb. M. Mr. Sat.rin* I) wife of
S. B. Bean, of Brownfield. Mr.
In Bath, Fell. 15th, Mr. W illiam II. Harrison, aged
73 years 3 months.
lu Phipsburg, Feb. 11th, Ann adelia llcald, aged 22
years 4 months.
In Woolwich, Feb. 13th, Mrs. Hannah Oilmore,
aged 87 years.

The Presiilent has ordered Gen.Caincron to
Washington. It is claimed that he desires his
resignation as Minister to Russia.
The hill granting Letters of Marque will, it
is thought, pass.
A majority of the Ways and Means Committee now favor a reduction or abolition of the

Wharf, Boston, Sunday afteruoon,

w!l“r.dilr f",1'.'

««*■»». Hevena.
lf.I! * :S.i,ldi
iS"'' 1 H»‘en- BartU-if, from t

order»h

•

Capt.

resigned.

United

at

HOUSE.

The speaker meant, of course, that the
people were not responsible for slave-

was

Zff

a

Adjourned.

Southern

instice

and

Indians in the

Council to settle with the bondsmen of Sumner
& Maxcy.

sensible

then produced, in his own handwriting, and
the climate is an
to tbe
entrance of white laborers upon tile ground
he was oBered the alternative of resigning or
1
heretlore tilled exclusively by slaves. It is
submitting to arrest and a trial.
undoubtedly true llutl the average white laSuch is the substance of a statement which
borer is more industrious, more able, more in- (
we And copied into the National
telligeut than tile average black. He will perIntelligencer
i...
.*._■
form more work in tlie same, time and j ,.r i.*..i, uii,
the
black.
Economy unequivocal denial. The writer
perform it liettcr than
says:
would be consulted by employing him. He
Mv attention lieing called to this article, and
need* Urns direction in the Held, a-sumes the entire charge of his family, in sickness or age is : knowing it to be a falsehood and fabrication
in every word and syllable, except wbat will
no burden upon his employer. He is moreover
be hereinafter staled, 1 take upon mysell the
able to add somjlh’ng, and not a little, to the
responsibility to publicly aver that no such
aggregate intelligence of the community; to
proceedings took place, nor did Ur. Perley acadd, in the persons of His children, immeasor reject any terms whatever.
urably and in every wav to the wealth of the cept
Ur. Perley made a report of some «ort In
State, and tbe defences ol democratic lnstltuthe discharge of his official duties, but what it
ions against the approaches of aristocrrcy, nais 1 know not, having never seen it. But what
tive and foreign. lie would deserve and earn
I do know is, that Ur. Perley is not now, and
with profit toiiis employer good pay. The crops
never/in* been, under arrest, on account of
would not suffer from the strikes of which
the lovers of slavery profess a leai, as tong as
any matters or tilings stated by him in said
should be done the free laborer. The
re|Kirt. Oil the contrary, while it is true that
certain charges were preferred, perhaps by the
istory of free labor all over the world proves
Surgeon General, against Ur. Perley, they
that. Those who now believe to the contraseem not to have been deemed of sufficient
ry are possessed by ideas no where current
merit to cause the arrest of Ur. P., who Is, to
since the dark ages, among men well informed
my certain knowledge, and that of everybody
upon the subject of labor. Free white lalair
else In Washington who has occasion to obwould reovltiiionize the South no doubt, but
serve. in the daily discharge of his duties.
It would regenerate It. If it succeeds to the
1 assert that there lias been no trial of Ur.
field abdicated by negro slavery, the cost of
the war, resulting in this grand social revoluPerley under any charges whatever, nor is
there any trial pending on account of such
tion, will have been well expended.

from India

Win. Pepperell; authorizing the Governor and

Prayer by

of the

citizen

ZW~ James Henley, 40 years of age, fell

second time
and, on motion of Mr. Woods, tabled.
Finally passed.—Resolves in fevor of James
B. Bachelder; in relation to the portrait of Sir

same

naturalized

a

States.

Kennebec river. Referred.
Resolves for the preservation of the title of
the Penobscot Indians to certain islands in Penobscot river, and to authorize the survey of lands
on

contemporary, “treated
of the meeting to a sensible idea,"

moment

The Portsmouth Chronicle says the U.

come

Welsh, of St John NB.
In this city, Feb.
14th, by Kev. II. Ilsley, Morrill
Prescott and Miss Clara 6.
Cray, both ot Westbrook.
D* dockland, Jan. 21st. Samuel Ilean, of Lincolnviilc, and Miss Susan J. Wooster, of South Thomaston.

Resignation of Oov. Stanley.
New York, Feb. 10.
The Tillies' Washington dispatch says Lieut.
Col. l)a»r of Gen. Foster’s staff has arrived
from Port Royal with dispatches lor the GovHe utterly denies the reports of a
ernment.
quarrel between Generals Hunter and Foster.
The same denial is made by the President.
Governor Stanley of North Carolina lias

Screw-sloop Sacramento, Capt. Boggs, sailed from the lower harbor on Friday night.
ar* Prof Agassiz lias taken steps to be-

was

ity, Feb. 18th. by Bar. Ur. Curratbars,
Edward Join s, Jr., of this city, and Miss Margaret

C.

sengers.

S.

Bid 2Hth. A or trail*. Toward, and Home,
Trefrr. for
New York.
<*ld 29th, Leona. Williams, for Boston; Criterion
Coombs. Porto Kico.
Ent for Idf 86th. Alameda, Patterson, for Calcutta
l id at London 28th, Vivid Light. EJdridge, Cardiff
to load for Cuba; 2ftth. Atalanta. Harriman,
and
Meridian. Doughty, Cardiffaud New York; Thomas
n hitnev. do.
Ar at Ileal 28tb, Southern
Rights, Kaowles, London for Cardiff.
4,0 2R,hf
R < °°Per* Latham. Shields
lor
Wellington NZ
W '• l',,,ll*m Putnam. Briatol.
Bid

<

_dii:d.

from

Portland

.HARRIED.
In tin-

The Alabama.—Loss of Steamer Swan and
17 Lives.
New York, Feb. Id.
The Alabama sailed from Kingston, Ja., on
the night of Jan. 2T>tli.
News from Roanoke Island states that the
rebels have 1£> small boats secreted in the
bayous and creeks in Tjrrel and Hyde counties,
by means of w hich they expect to cross to the
Island and capture the garrison.
The steamer Swan, from Key West lor New
Orleans, was lost, with 17 of her ercw and pas-

$15,000.

[Per at earn, hip Alla, at New York )
Liverpool 18th ult. Nova Beotian. (•)

Ar at

Cardenas— Brig Annandale—251 hhds mol asses. 32
trcs do. 2 hbls do, to John L> Lord.

PAPERS.

ETEAIAfi

tff“ The Jews have bought the church ol
Society in Boston for

IMPORTS.

»

-TO THE-

the Fifth Universalist

received from the County Commissioners of Kennebec County, communicating the amounts paid the fish wardens

the

BY TELEGRAPH

1iT~ Three feet of snow fell in Canada during the storm of the flth and 7th inst.

the Thouiastou Marine and Fire Insurance Co.;
off certain lands of David Larrabee,
in Lisbon, and to annex the same to Webster.

ry because it was forced upon the original colHere ! onies, in the face of their protests, by a foreign and superior power. But because a fee-

llrwtnn Onnrtor mill tht> ntlipr fiw* orlifnr rtf

leading Democratic paper
they say:

a

of in

act to set

jh;iu.h»\ j

since been attached to the editorial staff of the

ia what

movers

the

disposed

were

incorporating the Portland Mutual Loan and
Savings Institution; act extending the charter of

the communication of which scorns to have
been received with marked applause.
He
said;
The Southern people of America had been
held responsible for slavery. The Southern people were no more res|Kinsible for slavery than he
(Ihe sjieakcr) was for the color of his hair, or
the length of his nose. [lieu, hear, ami Up-

the present
editorial ar-

Daily Delta,

til

Mr. Follett of Gar-

Read and assigned.—Act additional to Chap.
8, R. S., relating to County Treasurers; act to
amend Chap. 78, R. 8., relating to County Attornies; act to set off lands from the town of
Frankfort and to annex the same to the town of
Monroe.
Passed to be engrossed.—Act to amend the act

hour, would make no difference in their treatment of loyal men and rebels ?
But there was another sjieakerat the Liverpwtl meeting, whose name is not given, who,

ities may be stimulated by offers of reward
precisely as are those of his lighter and tbin-

Feb. 16.

concurrence.

disloyal states, paid for
common sentiments of the human race, which
the same as the slaves of loyal masters, and
of rethis is the “very sensible thing” w hich characmay be stimulated to activity by offers
1
ward or hopes of pecuniary gain. We deny
terized his speech, and to hiss such a suggesboth of these assumptions, and are prepared to I tion betrayed snobbery, and those w ho disapmaintain, by the facts of experience, the staproved of it beiong to the “snobocracy.” Are
tistics of history, and the observations of the
we not to infer that those who consider such
most candid and most practical and prosaic of
a “thing” “veiy sensible” in Liverpool, considwhite men, that the reverse is true; that the
er it anything but sensible in this country to
white man can perlonn more labor than the
discriminate between loyalty and disloyalty,
black man; that he can become acclimated
and in meeting the exigencies of the present
like the black man, so as to endure any climate
or any conditions of climate as well as he can,
and also that the black man is influenced by

from the House

SELECTED.

original poem ; Marriage of Convenience, &c.
*y*“D.’s” letter from Augusta is necessarily laid over till to-morrow.
Col. Burnham, of the Maine flth, is at
home at Cherryfleld, on a short furlough.
CjyJudge Fox is holding a term of the S. J.
Court for Knox County, at Rockland.
UT* An effort is being made in Bridgton,
says the Reporter, to orgnuizc a Baud.

diner.

One of our

which is in these words:
They had lieen told that President Lincoln
was willing to free the slaves and pay the holdThat statement might lie true,hut he (Mr.
ers.
Hicksl could not understand it; fur while the
President was willing to pay for the emancipation of the one million slaves belonging to loyal
masters, he was not willing to pay for the three
millions belonging to the disloyal States. If that
is the fact it is not fair to give Mr. Lincoln credit for freeing the one and paying for the other.
Mr. Dicks, it seems, would have the slaves

laborers are necships to which the plantation
essarily exposed, and that negroes, unless
forced to do so, will not perlonn that labor.

PRESS.]

SENATE.

morning contemporaries says, “a Mr. Dicks
said a very sensible thiny in his speech, which
An extract
was hissed by the snobocracy.”
from the speech of this Mr. Dicks Is then given, containing “the very sensible tiling,”

prevalent impression
of Northern
intelligent portion

There is

was

THE DAILY

TO

Augusta,

another meeting lias
progress in civilisation,
been held there, in which a secession-sympa-

circulation of any daily paper in

White Labor

[SPECIAL DISPATCH

AND

On the first page—Prices in Virginia;
News from the army.
On the fourth page—A Valentine, an

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE,

cessful meeting

Tuesday Morning, February 17* 1803.

! ————
ORIGINAL

Foochow,
Ar at Gibraltar 13th ult. brig Fauuy Butler, Bartlett. Catauia for New York
Sid l*th. bark Mary C Dyer, Wallace, (from New
York) lor Messina.
At Bueno* Ay re* Dec 24th. ships Haiupdou Belle,
Pendleton, fut Boston for Falmouth, for orders. Idg;
Richard Mitchell. Allen, lor New York; Odessa.
Nichols, for Batavia; Mary Goodell, McGilvery. for
Akyab: bark* Sarah A Nichols. Blake, for Boston,
Idg: K F Harriman, Harnuian, fin Bear sport, dfog;
ScaudanavhUt, Carlson, for New York in days; Ja*
M t hurehill. Hufctiiusou, for do * da«s: Czarina.
Treat, i-m Ho-ton 14 days; brigs >1 A ll-rrera. KiUman. for do, disg; Circassian, lleagan. for New York
soon; Palestine. Lewis, fm Cardiff; Hannah. Grmut,
fm Rio Janeiro; Brothers, Brooks, fm do, unc, was
sold tor 93170.
Sailed from Rio Janeiro Dec 24. brig Canada, Bennett, Valparaiso
Ar at Aspiuwall 1st inst, brigs Webster Kelley.
Hcagan. and llauuah. Allen, New York.
Sid 26th. bark* Sherwood. Bailey, Cieufuegos; 27.
Scotland, Friend, do; 1st lust, brig Caroline. Harford, New Y’ork.
Ar at Barbadoes 19th ult. brig Shibboleth. Morton,
Boston (and sailed 22d for Port Spaiu )
At Bermuda 2d iust. brig Johu Freeman, Crowell,
from New York, (to return in 2 days.)
At Kingstou. Ja. Feb 5, brig Mecosta, Dunbar, ftn
Boston, ar Jau &), (18 da vs passage) for Cienfriegos in
3 days, to load for United States.

THE PAIBT WEDDING!
special arrangement
publish erctusieelp
the
1‘uotch»mama
the L1LL1PUTIBYWRDDlSti
follows:
PARTY.
we
of

» aid

AS

aa

till. To* Tivmb. in bis M aiding sat/—price 36 eta
M
Mas. (in. To* THraB.in Wedding IWeaa,
Mi ami Mas tins. To* Tatraa, in Wed
"
M
ding Area*.
Com. Nutt and Mtaa Mix six. groomsman
**
and bridremaid,
Mrs lias. To* Tar*a. in celebrated Re**

ception dress,

(

Misees Lavima aud Miaaia W armer.
The whole Bridal Party, (group of four)

**

The

*’

"

H
60 eta.
(ard.
*•
Bridal pABTT.(Sfcre##rofrfe pictare.)
"
’*
76 eta.
adored,)

The pi ice of card pieturea.cvWorcd, will be 13^e extra.
Can be sent by mail on receipt of price and poetage

stamp.

None genuine unlesa stamped with oar trade mark
EA in a circle, on tba front of the photograph. Beware of spurious copies made from engraving*. Be.
E. k II r. ANTIION Y.801 Broadway.5 York,
Manufhcturer* of the beat Photographic Album a.and
Publishers of Card Photographs of celebrities.
The Negatives of these
made for us by Brady.

exquisite pictures

weca

tebld 3*

Administrator** Sale
O F

S T A 13 L K

LOT.

license from the Probate Coart
for < umberland County, the subscriber will offer Ibr sale at public auction, on Friday, the 3Bth day
of March next, the lot of land on the north side of
York street, near the loot of High street, belonging
to the estate of James Bradley, trackman, deceased,
formerly occupied by him as a stable lot oa which is
a small stable, which can be made servicable by moderate repairs. Title undoubted.
Sale positive—on the premises, at twelve o'clock,
P. BARNES.
noon.
Administrator of James Bradley.
w3w 16
Feb 13.1 m.

PCUSl’ANT

to

School Examination*.
for admission to Crommor Sc hoot a
for Girla, will be examined at the ClUTUM
School mb <>iblu. od Thuradag next, 19th i*at.(
at nine o'clock in the forenoon.
febl6 dtd
Per order.

CANDIDATES

X. L. A. Lectures.
Ninth Lecture

THElivered in

of the Coarse will bo de-

NEW CITY HALL.
—OH-

Tnraday Evening*

Feb*

17* IMS,

-BY-

uuc.

Drs. LOCKE A

KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
auglfi—ly

Middle Street Portland. Me.

1

BROKERS BOARD.
Sale or Stookw.—Boston, Feb 16. 1862.
h.3H0 American Cold.156

15.941

do.155
l.«aIU Uuited States Coupou Sixes (1881). 97
1.000 .do. 97
do. 96
4.500
3|,o00 U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Aug).1031
...

550.do (Aug)..104}
.do (August).
5.750
104*
3.500 United States r ive-Twentie*.. 96
3.000 U. S. Certilicato* of Indebtedness, (May).. 101
4.000 .do (Oct). 97*
60.000.do (long). 96j
2.000 .do. 964
50 United States Treasury Sixes, (2 years)— 1.54?
1.000 .do.166
7 share Boatou aud Maine

Railroad.131*

PASSENGERS.
In the North American, from Liverpool—Ensign
Cobdcu, W W McMurray. Dr Mackern, ( apt Ryan,
J Lauder. Mr Woods, ( apt Chapman, Capt Lolly,
Miss Foyc, and 78 in # toerage.

JOHN B. GOUGH, Ea*.
Evening Tickets60 cents each—to be had at Paiae’t
Music Mur**, the Bookstores, aud at the door.
l».*or* open at rt. Lecture to commence at 71 o'clock.
Portland. Keb 16. i*4.
Id

Oyster Home Rotter.
Hating .old to Mr. H U
^Timnioui the stock and
VBliirts in t *e Ov«tcr Honse.
v
w
1A aud 1« Market Suaare. 1
would recommend him lo Ik* ,ubllc
their patronage.
ALIJbX i KUXAk.

^ao

***-^GTT^b
r®/

f®/
V ■'

Portland. Feb. 14.1WS.

Having purchased the abov e <>yster House. I shall
happy
coutinae the bu. uw »> before, and .hall
to «•* mr fHcndaand ‘ha P«blte at U aud lb Market
O. TIMMONS,
HENRY
Portland
Square,
Courier plena* copy
fcbld-lwd

a

XV tinted.
SMART, nellee and reapectable yoang

lY good addrwa.
at

the couuter

Mbit 1«*

in

au

out-door ba.lueaa.

of_

man.

of

Apply

VIRTUE. YORSTON h CO.,
1*1 Middle Street, Portland.

MATTERS

ABOUT

TOWN.

Official

BY TELEGRAPH.

City Affairs.
Mayob anb Ai.beb- I
men, February Iff, 18tW.
j
Communication from Messrs. Shepley Jt
Daus, informing the City Council that Mrs.
A. Moffat claims to recover damages of tile

In Boabb

city,

on

ok

oi

account

personal injuries

on

TO T11E

Portland Daily Press.

the

15tli of January, by reason of a defect In the
sidewalk on the corner of Congress and Wilmot streets, was referred to the Committee on
Judicial Proceedings.
An order passed, authoriziug the Committee
on Public Buildings to contract with Luther
Robinson for bis ventilators, and for putting
them into the new schoolhouse on Cumberlaud street—provided they shall deem it ex-

Official Report of the Commander of the
Steamy Hatterae.
Gallant Conduct of the Officers and Crew.

pedient.

United States Consulate, I
Kingston, Ja., Jail. 21. j
It is my painful duty to inform the departincut of the destruction of U. S. steamer Hatteras, recently under my command, l>y the
rebel steamer Alabama, ou the night of the
11th lost., oil'the coast of Texas. The circumstances of the disaster are as follows:
Upon the afternoon of the 11th iust., at 3.30
o’clock, while at anchor in company with the
licet, under Commodore Bell, off Galveston,
Texas, I was ordered by signal from the U. S.

Petition* preaeatad aad referred—Of Chav
W. Smith, that Frankliu street tnay be made

in front of his lot; of Robert I. Robison, tlmt
Mayo street tnay be laid out and accepted by
tbe city as far as his lot; of 8- H. Libby, T.
A. Dobloia et ala., for the establishment of a
street or court running back from the south
side of Deering street, between High and

Henry

streets.

The order offered at tbe last meeting, instructing our Senators and Representatives to
oppose granting power to the Couuty Com-

Hag ship Brooklyn

chase a sail to the southmissionen, to rebuff i Martin's Point Bridge,
ward and eastward. I got underway immewas reported upon by the special committee,
diately and steered with all speed iu the directo whom it was referred, that it ought to pass.
tion indicated. After some time the strange
The order passed without opposition.
sail could lie seen from the Uultaras and was
The Board of Common Council refused to
ascertained to be a steamer, which fact was
communicated to the Hag ship by signal. I
accept the report of tbe committee. A minority report was offered by Dr. Ludwig. Tbe continued to chase and rapidly gained upon
Board refused to accept this, by a tie vote.
the suspicious vessel. Knowing the slow rate
On motion of Dr. Ludwig, tbe whole matter
of speed of the Ilatteras I at once
suspected
The Board
was then indefinitely postponed.
that deception was being practiced and hence
of Aldermen receded and concurred in inordered the ship to lie cleared for action, with
definitely postponing the whole matter.
everything iu readiness for a determined atThe officers elected at the annual meeting
tack and vigorous defence.
When within
of tbe Dirlgo Engine Co., No.8, viz., A. M.
about four miles of the vessel I observed that
Langmsid, 1st Director; James S'. Davis, 2d she had ceased to steam and was lying broadDirector: lieorge W. Noyes, Clerk: James
side to and awaiting us. It was nearly seven
N. Libby, Steward—were approved by tbe j
and quite dark, bill notwithstanding
o'clock
Board.
the obscurity ol the night 1 fell assured from
Tbe order establishing the track of the
tlie general character of the vessel and her
Portland and Forest Avenue Horse Railroad,
mauceuvers that 1 should soon encounter the
in
our
columns
last
was
week)
(published
rebel steamer Alabama. Being able to work
taken up, and, after some amendments had
pul lour guns <>n a side of the Hatlaras, two
been made to It, was laid upon the table.
short .'K’-potinders, one 30-pounder rifted Bar- j
An order passed directing the City Clerk to
roll gun and one go-pounder rilled gun, 1 conobtain from the Secretary of State all the
cluded to close with her that my guns might
Maine Reports, Laws, Resolves, Ac., belongbe effective if necessary. 1 came within easy
ing to the city.
speaking range, about seventy-live yards, and
A communication wss received from Jonaupon asking what steamer is that,received the
than Morgan, slating that be "has In his office
answer "ller Brillanlc Majesty's
ship Vilen.”
the model id a steam irou-clad vessel tor har1 replied that 1 would teud a boat aboard and
bor deteuce, which can be built at a much less !
immediately gave the order. In the meantime
cost than are yet proposed; and can carry any
both Teasel, were changing positions, the
desired heft of metal; and will probably be
stranger endeavoring to gaiu a desirable poaimure rnmau uuu>
imoy iron ion, oecause
unu inr a rasing lire,
.aimosi simultaneously
b ran be moved to nay available position
with the piping away of the boat tbt- strange
wbra Bowled." Mr. Morgan united the lumoral) again replied, “We are the Confederate
bers to call and examine It, and see if it is ad•teaiiier Alabama,” which was accompanied
visable to build one Ibr tbr dcfrncr of Portwith a broadside. I at Uie same moment re
land. The rnoununieaUoa was read, aad it
turned the A«v.
lieiug well aware of tbe many
was Voted that members desiring to do so be
vulnerable point* nt the Hatteras 1 hoped, by
tu vbit Mr Morgan's office, and see
with
the
Alabama. to ire able to board
rlawiBg
■ model
The Common I outsell roneurn-d.
her and thus nd the seas of Ihia piratical c raft.
Order from tbr Common Council, apiannt
1 steamed directly fur the Alabama but she
log Meaare. Wlwsbtn. btrvens and CitaJviek.
■ as enabled
by her great speed and the fullwith sneb as tee AMcrteea may jute, a comBe** of the bottom ot tbe Hatteras and couaemittee to make suitable arrangements for the
i|ueuliy her diminished speed, to thwart my
ce let-ration of the anniversary -if the birth-day
attempt when 1 had gained a distance of but
nf Gswegt Washington, aad appropriating tea
»< yards from her. At this range musket and I
at $l<*f for sach purpose. was concurred
pistol shots were exchanged. Tbs Bring conla. aad A Mermen Larrshwr, hhurtieff aad
tintied with great vigor on both sides. At
!
Plummer wee* joined.
In flic hold,
length a shelf entered
Mr. Pataam ndtev-d aa ordered, that the ! selling Are to It. and atamidships
the same instant, as
u.
Marshal
be
-tirelad
Inform
this
B-mrd
City
lean hardly divide the time, a shell passed
M the net l meeting, specifically. a bat iatolithrough the sick hay and exploding in an adealtsg liquor* seised in this city bars been
joining eomparUiK nt, also producing Are, and
anad- mnid during Uus aumtcipal year; and,
tutering the cylinder, Ailing the engine room
la aarb ram. what dap isill-ia bas been made
and deck with steam, and depriving me of any
•f mid h-| warm, stud by whal aatborily. Head
or to work the
power to manage the V
MMi [friil
pumps, upon which the reduction of the Ore
ito amend Sec. 14, of *e Revived
depeliiied.
Ordinance on Mealtb, having barn reported
With the vessel on Are In two places, and
«n*oUl engrossed, passed to ha ordained.
beyond human power, a ho|>eless wreck upon 1
The Hoard of Al-k-rmen adi-urned to meet
the water, with her walking beam shot away
an Thursday rvenine, at which time the IMaud her engine rendered useless, i still mainrectofs of tl«e llorsa Railroad (Vanpatty will
tained an active Are with the double
bnjie of
appear before them for the parp-we of perdisabling (lie Alabama and attracting the atfocting the order in relation to their track
tention of the Ac-el off Ualvcsum, which was
ten-ugh the streets of Portland.
only AM mile s distant. It was soon reported to
Both Board*, by concurrent vote, adjourned
me that the shells had entered tile llalteras at
to Monday, March 2, 1 1-2 o'clock.
the water line, tearing off entire sheets of iron,
and the water was rustling in, utterly defying i
every attempt to remedy the evil, and that shefopnae JadlctaJ Coart.
ws* rapidly sinking.
I .earning the melancholy
isxruv Tr.ua—ci ttixo j~, ruiiDixo.
truth, aud observing that the Alabama was on
Mom-ay.—In the case of Lydia A. Palmer
bow
my port
entirely beyond range ot tny
v». Richard Gage, In which a verdict was renguns, doubtless preparing for a raking Ore of
the
1
fell
that 1 had no right to sacrifice
deck.
dered for plaintiff for $25, Mr. Woodman,
uselessly and without any desirable result, the
counsel for plaintiff, after assenting to vo much
lives of ail under my command. To preveut
of the verdict as finds that the defendant is
the blowing up of the Hatteras from the fire
guilty la manner and .orm as the plaintiff has which was making much progress, 1 ordered
tbe magazine to be flooded, and afterwards a
declared against him, moved to set aside so
lee gun to be tired. The Alabama then asked
much of the verdict as assesses the damages
if assistance was desired, to which an affirmaat $25, nod that the question of damages maytive answer was giveu.
The Hatteras was uow going down, and in
be enquired of by a new jury, for the reason*:
order to save the lives of the officers and men,
1st—That said verdict Is against the whole ev1 caused the armament on the port side to be
idence in the case pertinent to the queallou of
thrown overboard. Had i not done so I am
fid—That
the
so
for
as
it
conttdeiil the vessel would have gone down
verdict,
damages,
with ninny brave hearts and valuable lives.
finds and assesses damages at the sum of $25,
After considerable delay, caused by the report
is greatly against the weight of the evidence
that a steamer was seen coming from Galvesia the case, aud will furnish the plaintiff with
ton, tbe Alabama sent us assistance, and 1
entirely inadequate compensation, and is whol- have the pleasure of informing the department
ly inadequate to remunerate her for tho loss that every living being wits conveyed safely to
the Alabama. Ten minutes after leaving the
•be has sustained by tiie defendant’s neglect
Hatteras, she went down with her pennant at I
of duty. 3d—Because said verdict, in the
her mast head, with all her muskets and stores
of
matter of damages, is against law.
every character, the enemy not being able,
owing to her rapid sinking, to obtain a single
No. 372. Snmuel G. Chadbourne vs. InhabThe battery upon the Alaliaina
weapon.
itants of Windham. This case was resumed.
brought into action against the Hatteras numThe evidence in chief on the part of the plainbered seven guns, consisting of four long ;12tiff was put In, and Mr. St rout opened the
pounders, one 100-pounder, one On-pounder,
case for the defendaat, and several witnesses
and one 24-pounder rifled gun.
The great
were examined.
superiority of the Alabama, with her powerful
battery and her machinery milder the water
The Fancy Dkess Ball.—'This long talked
line, must be at once recognized by the Deof affair comes off this evening at Lancaster : partment, who arc familiar with the construction of the Hal'eras and her total unfltness
Hall. Extensive preparations have been made
for a contest with a vessel of war. The dis- j
to make it the most splendid affair that has
tance between the Hatteras and the Alabama
occurred iu our city. Judging from what we
during the action was from AS to 100 yards.
have heard aud seen, we do not doubt that it
Nearly fifty show were llred from the Ilatwill be a brilliant thing. The managers have
tera-, ami i presume a greater number from
I desire to refer to the efficient 1
been indelatigable in their efforts, and have j the Alabama.
aud active uiauner in which Acting Master
pushed matters along with skill and good Henry I’orter performed his duty. The conjudgment. The demand for gallery tickets duct of Assistant Surgeon Kdward S. Mathwill far exceed the capacity of the place, but
ews, both during the action aud afterwards,
ill attending to the wounded, demands my unwe learn that no more will be sold than the
qualified eoiimiemlatton. 1 would also bring
hail can accommodate.
to the favorable' notice of the Department
Acting Master’s Mate McGrath,
br Attention Is Invited to the advertise- performing the duties at gunner. temporarily
Owing to
ment In special notice coluiuu headed “Great
j the darkness of the night, and tile peculiar
of
construction
the
I
am
able only
Hallcrua,
Discovery.” If the article advertised will do
U> reler to those officers who came under my
what it promises, it will work as groat a revohut I have |<ersoually no
especial
attention;
lution in the world of palrh work at did
reason to believe that any officer failed in his
Spauldiug's Glue In the science of wooden duty. To the men of the Hatteras 1 cannot
! give too much
praise, for their euthusiam and
•wrgery. With a bottle of this cement—If it
bravery was of the highest order. I enclose
comes in bottles—a man may mend his own
the re|>ort of Assistant Surgeon K. S. Mathboou, and render himself impervious to the
ews, by which you will observe that tlve men
element*. But we reserve further opinion unwere wounded aud two killed.
The missing
it is hoped have reached the fleet at Galveston.
til we have had an opportunity to try it.
I shall communicate to the Department in a
M. L. A- Lw-rr tut.—The lecture by John
separate report the movements of inyself aud
command from the time of our transfer to the
B. Gough, before the Mercantile Library
Alabama until from this place to the United
be
will
delivered
(Ait
inAssociation,
States.
evening,
I am, very respectfully,
Mead of to-morrow evening. We do not know
your obedient servant,
R. C. Blake, Lieut. Going.
what the subject of the lecture will be, but we
To Hon. Gideou Welles, Secretary of
Navy.
do know that Mr. Gough possesses the ability
to

|

■

C-emitted

>

1

|

■

j

make any subject deeply Interesting that be
take* hold of. A few tickets for the evening

to

will be for sab- at the bookstores and at the
door.

containing about tfiOU. Mr. P. has been laboring under a severe (It of illness, but is now

rapidly recovering. This handsome testia
deserving tribute to his worth as

monial is

of our public teachers.

Abuivai.
North

or

the

Steamer.—Steamship
American, Capt. Dutton, from Liver-

pool Jan. 2iHb

aud

Londonderry

30th, arrived
at this port at 5 o’clock
yesterday afternoon.
She brought 9 cabin aud 78 steerage
passengers and a full cargo. The ship has experi-

very Hue pickerel. YVe account for their success on tills wise.
Tile weather has been so
very cold, the Ash are glad to esen|>e from the
cold water and take refuge in the frying
pan.

—|Bridgton Reporter.
2y* In the churcli at East Canaan, N. H.,
26th ult., at the moment Rev. Mr. Burren, a
Universalist minister, rose from the sofa to
benediction,the chimney weighpronounce the
ing perhaps a ton, fell through the ceiling, and
crushed through the sofa down to the ground,
crushing the bible. Mr. Baron was hit by
some of the splinters and
fragments, but escap-

ed with his life.

jyGen. Fremont lias written a letter to
New York denying that portion of Major General Pope’s report which represents his
army,
which marched to the relief of Gen. Banks
last summer scattered over a wide surface of
country, badly organized and in a demoralized
condition, quoting Gen. Sigel in proof of the
justice of the denial, and declaring that Gen.

Pope's

statements arc controverted

BLACKWOOD’S

of Terror In Northern Alabama.—
Men Pursued by Guerrillas and
Bloodhounds.-Women Torn to

Pieces by Bloodhounds.

Memphis letters of the 11th inst., state that
there is a perfect reign of terror ill Northern
Alabama and Northern Mississippi. Guerillas
and bloodhounds are on the track of Uulon
men, who flee to the woods to avoid conscription. A young girl carrying food to her father, was torn to pieces by blood .omuls.
Not
less than 1,000 Union melt have reached Corinth.
A regiment is Ibriuiug there which already numbers six full companies. A number
of Unionist* have been shot and hung and
their houses burned.
Two women in Tuscumhla County were torn to|pieccs by bloodhounds.
Au.oug tlie fugitives at Gorin til are
men eighty years of age.

bloiidy

new

PRICES CHEAP AS
TO THOME WHO PAY PBOXPTLT IM

I

MR. W. A. STEWART

Fiaminallon.
T1 w', *•-x*miI.«ti°n of aeholarj for admission

WILL LBCTL’HK ON

Solon oe,
AT MECHANICS’ WAT.T.,

WEDNESDAY

EVENING,

FEB.

18.

For
For
For
For
For
For
For

S3 per
aay one of the four Reviews,
3
aay two of the lour Reviews,
of
three
the
four
7
Reviews.
aay
all four of the Review*.
6 »•
Black wood's Magazine.
8
Blackwood and one Review,
6
Blackwood aad two Review*.
7
9 "
For Blackwood aud three Reviews.
For Blackwood and the four Reviews, 10 *'

annum
**

| ,1 R T I TtTli
PRINCE Principal.
S'**‘“D °r tht* School ter Tout La*
willc.immei.ee
1

1

at Mr. Stewart's Lectures, and it
to say that I can most cheerfully
recommend Mr. 8. and his Lectures to the
favorable
notice and consideration of au
enlightened public
Oxford. Oct. 28, lH6l.
John J. Perky

was present
gives me

pleasure

IJoors

AV**uboru
febl3

r iremen

BRIDOTON
AT

PHF.

me nee on
®V4 ft ftt-ek*

**

GUIDE,

HALL.

CaaaltlM of Arraanrnralm
In An! B. F. Nalaoa,
Jobu D. Mitt,.
Wm Stroll*.
Aufuitai A ickat,
CRaa. E. t mrle,
Andrew Aelton.

Capt. Leonard IViinell.
S«e'y *«. Hdauimy.

Floor Ikaiiicn.
lit Au't B. F. Krlaoa.
Capt Leonard I euarll,
Sec y W m Hranwr.
John D Mitt,.
W'm. Strou*.
Aurulu Picket.
Charted K

( arte.

it-1*6 eodtd

GRAND FANCY DRESS
TIIE POKTLAXD COLLEGE,
-LOCATED I*-

Clapp’s Hlock.CongresM St

7
important link In Bktant. 8teatton A Co.’s
Chain of Commercial College*, located in New
York. Philadelphia. Albany, Buffalo, Providence,
Cleav eland, Detroit. Chicago', St. Louis, Troy. Brooklyn Slid Toronto, C. W., and afford* the beat possible
facilities for aoi|uiring a thorough Commercial edu-

Q
AT LANCASTER

gR

Cl

HALL,

Tuesday Evening. Feb. 17th, IMS.

au

cation.

BOOKKEEPING. COMMERCIAL LAW. COMMERCIAL A R ITU ME TIC. PE S MAX SHIP,
CORRESPONDENCE #C.t

practically taught

A Scholarship issued by this College will be good
throughout the ‘‘Chain’’—time unlimited. Call or
send for Circular.
BRYANT, sTRATTON k WORTHINGTON.

Icb2d*wly

Arrangements have been made with Curtis k Woodbury. Costumers, of Boston, to furnish any number
of "( haractkr Dresser." both male aud female,
and 11 is hoped that all who attend will secure a Kan*
The prices for dresses will range front
cv Dress
•1 OU upwards. Due notice will be given of the time
and place lor letting the dresses.
It is also hoped that the Ml LI TAR T AXD FIREME\ will be well represented.
All those wishing for a Fancy Dress will please
leavetheir names with the Managers at as early a
date as possible.
No Masks will be worn in t’ e Hall.

Physician’s Notice.
UK. CHADWICK
Mr.
Drag
and Federal streets.

Lortng’s

Houae—From 10 to 12

a
p

Gallery

Tickets 60 cents—for sale at K. L. RobinNo ticket* transferable.

HATCH,

MUSIC—Chandler's full Orchestral Band.
L#1-Dancing to commeuce at 84 o'clock.
feb*d2w*

Mercantile

Library

Associ’on

M. Ill nCliKCI St,

MEW

HALL.

CITY

(Between Federal and Middle Streets,)
and

serving

up in every

febl24w

HEW YORK AHD VIRGIHIA

OYSTERS,
Cooked in the best manner, at the

Heali at all honra, cooked to order.
—

A LSO—

ON

THE

remaining Five Lectures of the present

by the following

will be delivered
orators, vis:

course

guished

HOLLAND—Wednesday, Feb. 11th
JOHN B. GOUGH, Ebq.. Tuesday, Feb 17.
WENDELL PHILLIPS. Wednesday. Feb 25th
Tickets for the remaining Lectures of the Course.
•1.25. Evening Tickets, 5u ceuts To be had at the
Bookstore*. Patoe's Music Store, aud at the door.
Portland. Jan. 2*. 1863.
jan28 dtf

or tb«

coxditiox

or

thb

State of Maiuc.

Internal Revenue stamp*.
FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
my office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be expected to use them on and after tin*
date. (January 1, 1*63 }
Wlifii sold in turn* less than one dollar, payment
required in Postal Currency.
A

iV

A M .;

2 to 4j P. M.

NAIHL J

MILLKK. Collector
1st District State of Maine.

Amount of
Amouut of

fast

Driving.

VO person having for the time being the care or
an
use of ativ home or other boast of burthen, carriage or draught, shall ride or drive, or cause the
same to be driven through any part of the city at a
faster rate than six mile* an hour, under a penalty of
not less than live dollars nor more tbau twenty dollars tor each offence.
(Sec. 39 Reviled t>rdinancei on Streets.
N. II. The above Ordinance will be strictly enforced
WILLIAM HUSK,
feb6d2w
City Marsha).

Surplus

over

ail paid up,
Capital,

ASSET* OF TUB

Cash
Cash

on
in

COMPANY.

hand.
and* of

Agents, Ac.,

happy

OF

Hudson. 9ftj
Ceutral,.119
Erie. 7*4
Harlem.M
Reading.. 91
l intrd Mates ft's 1881 coupons,. 97
L’uited States ft’s 1881 registered,. 9ft
T.-easury 7 3-l(>tku .KM
t'uited States ft's one year certificates.M
United States demand note*.1M

REPAIRING
AMU MAN!? CACTI'It IMG,
IHine to order beatlv.

prompt!,, and at low prioaa.
SAXI KL BELL.
3&S Coagraa,. near t.reen .tree!

fab 3—dim

Missouri ft’s. ft*»

FRONT
—

loyal people of Hancock County

A

UltLIM

FRYE,
IS—

Flour, Meal, Grain and Feed

aerie* of Union

No. lOO Commoruiul Street.
am a in

a

ii rionr.

ADDiaoM fhye.

Portland, February 4. 1*63.

eodtf

Luiurinut Whiskers and IQoustaches
be

in six

weeks, by using PlLLlNO
grown
ham'* Stimulating Uhouiit
CAN
Price&0 ccuti
at
LOKlNt.’S
Store.

per

box,

Corner

Exchange and

Drug

Federal Streets.

Trusses! Trusses! Trusses!
BRACER ! Shoulder Braces ! Ab
domiual Supporters ! Dumb Bells! Dumb Bolls

SHOULDER

I For sale at
1

jau29 eodfkn

Principal

The Highland

Boarding School

FOB BOYS.
Term of thla School will eomawaea
on the tat Teeeday in March
r tie ad ran tanas
•rinatruction are excellent. Application for row
■onld be made aa early ae puaeible
N. T. TRUE, M. A.,
Proprietor and
n .1 1 Jan m.
,0.-,
Bethel,
26. 1863.

Spring

rUE

JanlMw

North Yarmouth

t fdrmj,
YARMOUTH. MY.

AT

Term will commence Fob. 24tb.
rHEE. Spring
S llort. A. B
Principal

J. T. Mag rath. AH. Awoeiate.
Mra. E S. llort, Precept re*.
Mi* tether Bnrbank. Teacher of Maaae.
" J. Gilley, Trachfr of
Penmanship.
Board can be had with the Teachers
A Teachers' flans will b* formed
JAMES BATES. Secretary.
Tarmootb. Feb. 7.1861.
fcttf deodA a
_

twit

Frjebur* Academy.
Term of this insfltntioa will sen.
W edueeday. Feb. 26.1863, and will
rI1E Spring
aominencr
mne eleven

weeks
The Principal, Mr. B. P. Snow, A. M., baa
Ugh
natiScatioue.
Competent aaaialaats will be employed Tratrae
on ou llte Piano nod in vocal music will be
giraa be
ni
and experienced teacher.
Board, including wood, lights nnd waching,
“ may
e had at M 25 to MAO
A limited number of rooma for atadeate wishing ta
"
onrd themaeL r*.
For farther particular, appir to the Priactual
D B SEW ALL. SeWr I raateee
Fryebarg. Feb. 3d, 1861.
febi diwkwflwtt

accomplished

MERCHANDISE.
New Nohnta.
CROP MOLASSES,
Demarmra.’’ now lauding, for

I flfl U“DS
tVFY/
per Brig
**

bjr

JOHN i-YNUH k CO.

A. A.
fob]
d3w

Crass Srcd and Hem Beef.

2,000 SELS

*"

H“DS GUM

2UU Hbia. Western Maa* BEEF.
W. U. SHAW A SOM.
Foraaieby
JmnSt Vim
86 < ommereial Street

IT HE BEST BRANDS of Weetera aad Canada
A T*®ily t'LOUh can alwaya be foaud at 371 Cam*
;ressstreet, at lair price— lor .ale by
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Dec. 10,1863.
eodtf

HUSH ELS

Extra Mealing Cara,
ton Hbia. atone Milia Floar.
71WU1
160 Bbls. Arcade
'•

60
*16
CO

8nrv.oii»
36,(asi

••

•'

4 hienanw

l" It H
tret p*ne
*•

LORLNti'8 DRUG STORE.

M

Augusta

••
*•

ill

Shipping Boards.
Spruce Plank.

1 heap Pine Boards.
lBUiOft Pine 1 Inpboanis—planed.
80.<V 10 Spruce I Inpbuards.
lOU.OUO Kifrt Cedar bhingks.
By
UKO. F FOSTER,
°f L,,i"
Portland, Dee

Interest accrued and unpaid.
United States 7 3-10 Treasury
Debts secured by mortgage,
Loaus ou personal security,
Bank Stock, as per schedule,
"
Railroad Stock,
Bills Receivable,
Othcv furniture, library, Ac.,

FOR*SALE & TO LET.
OIBw to L«t.
floor, Middle Street, centrally lit set id
ONandsecond
easy or
Apply at No. 81 r'—Trr
cial
aceees.

febtO »f

Ta he Let.
In the aecond
CHAMBERS
Middle atreet—Mitchell’.

2,368 93

2,520 00
63.700 00
1.500 00'
79.870 00
10,699 U0
1*24 09
999*27

166,216 99

Losses adjusted aud due—None.
Looses adjusted aud not due—None.
Loss** unadjusted.
95.936 73
All other claims agginst the Company—None.
Amount of Fire Risks still iu force,
97.776.372
A. W.

CHAPIN, President.
SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.

1

ompany have increased

Capital 960,(810—making

Losses

it

%

93UU,U00

adjusted and promptly paid by

ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,
Head of
Portland, Feb. 13. 1863.

T. DO LX.

feb2 dtw

Cooper's Shop

ON

to Let.

Commercial Street, bead of llobeon’a
Inquire of J. H. HAMLEN.
—

r---

UUUWB

vmvvvu

Wkatt

nun.

rPHK Third Floor, corner of Middle end Tempi
X streets. Enquire el 16 state Street.
JaalA

To Lot.
commodious C hamber in the northerly
ner of the new briek block.. ornor of Lime
Milk Streets, directly (being the market. Beat
Enqeire et other of

THE

Sept 15.1M1

oor-

end
ecr.

OCEAN IN81RASCK CO..
dll

No. *7

Exchange Bt.

To Lot.
The large House ou the corner af MM*
die end Willow Streets, recently oeew*
by Mrs C. A. Km hards aa a boardI' lMCMioe gt.en Immedimg house.
ately. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PBOCTOB

Long Who*

f.
feblSeodlm

pied

and Track Iron*.

undersigned ha* been appointed Agent for
the sale ot Marine Rail wav and other C hains.
In the United Mates aud British North Amertca.manot Liverpool.
utacturrd bv ttnmi WOOD A i"
Great Britain, aud i- uow prepared to receive orders
to
order
for Marine Rail wav Chain*, made
aud to
pattern, with ttie .sprocket wheel to match, aad warranted to lit. These chains a re made ot an Iron p
culiarlv suited to tin* purpose, which, bv actual tuet,
show* it* average brvakiug strain to be 36 tons per
Parti* * wishing good aud reinch of sectional area
liable chain* will do well to rxamlue those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Iron* are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Holt* to match; also.
of all kinds. Screw Bolt*.
Screws, and ail
Spikesof
kind*
forging done to order, and of quality and
to
suit.
quantity
Mr. C. feel* confident he can
supply the above articles ou as favorable term* as ran be obtained elsewhere. Address IIOHAt E I. < RANDALL.
Sub-marine Engiueer.
JaulO ’62dlawly*
New UminmP. Mss**

WANTS....LOST.

THE

BOIKDim
GENTLEMAN and his wile, or two or three
single gentlemen, can obtain board at MRS.
PENNELL’S.No. 8 Appleton Block.tongrees street.
Reference* exchanged
dlw
Portland, Feb. if, 1863.

A

A.

A LOT OF LAND, lit font on Free
/S*
etnat.
containing nboat turn square feel, witb a block
Am of two tbrae-atoried brick Houses tberevia,
nuiubervd 76 and *7. eontaining 21 rooaw aad attlti
connected with Union Hof/-a deal ruble location for
a HoartliH]/ House, or for two
private dwelliaga.
rime aud paymeuta to suit the purchasers
V»r Ntther particular*
lo DK THOMAS M.
apply
1IKE*LIN. or
CHARLES MUSSET.

MARINE
Railway Chain*

Store M

TO LET.

SruixoriELD. Nov. 21st. 1962.
Subscribed and sworu to by the above A W ChaE. Fekemab.
pin aud S. J. Hall, before me.
Justice of the Peace.
•

jySinceNov. 1st the

oeer

A Valuuble Property on Free M,
FOR SALE.

▲ molet or liabilities.

their

»tory,

Building. Poaaaaatoa

given mi mediately. Inquire of
j»«2 «f

No* 16*2 1*2 Fore Street,

Styles and Qualities

Boots. Shoes, and Rubbers, for men. women
boys, misses, and children, constant)* on hand
and for sate at the lowest prices at my J$est .Vfor#
8&8 Congress street, (I*. S. Files’ old stand )
M>
old patrons and purchasers
generally are iuvited tc
call and see what bargains 1 eau give.

New York

g6.734 04
6.3J>* 22

of Massachusetts, 1
County
H<JUn^nltH, I

Desires to call the attention of persons in want ol
artificial teeth, to oue of the greatest improvement!
n that department of dentistry, lately invented by
him. He would be
to explain its advantages,
and show specimens or it, to auy who mav favor him
with a call. He also continues to tit teeth on l»old,
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth filled by him
are warranted to be as useful and durable as if they
had never decaved.
gjr“Oflice 229j Congress street, two doors west ol
New City Hail and Court House.
febo 2roeod

All

Mr* S II M’rolleuter, t
Aaalafnnt#.
MtaaEJ Jordan.
Tuition from Threw to Six Dollarx
per Term
Muaic and Ornamental Hiatirhcu extra
Board Irum two dollar, to teo
twenty-Ave per weak
For particular, addle* the
O. M srEVENS, Sec etary
Stereo. Plain., Me Jan JB. lad*.
fob* J3w

State

DENTIST,

3ft|
19]

•16ft.'*0 Oft
15,216 9V

•166.216 9V

DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON

Illinois Ceutral scrip,.92J
Michigan Southern guaranteed.10ft
Michigan Ceutral,. 97
Amencau Gold.1671
Canton < ompanv,.
Cumberland Coal Company.
Pacific Mail,.1**1 S

Bar. S. H. M'Uolletter. A. M„ Principal
Aaron Low.U, A B
Aaai.tant pnnctoaJ.

Street

Capital Stock,

Notes.

on

com-

rjrrrnpmoir.

or

n,|fl£

OF SPUXOFIELD, MASS..
Nor. 1, 1863— in couformity with the Laws of the

ISTOTICE.

Ordinauce

WnlkrMk srialnary.
Spring T. rtn of tin. lestitutioa wUl
mence Wednesday, Feb 26th.

CONDENSED STATEMENT
naMaooll Invarancr Company,

13J

v*a4Beimei

At Wholesale !

DRAUGHT

doc23 8m

Orncs Uouks—9 to

9km

in

E

Dr. J.G.

U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal 8trvet. Portland

janl2 dtf

innlr

distin-

MASON JONES, K*j .-January 28th
HENRY WARD BEECHER-Thursday. Feb. 5th.

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
Rear

week*.
For farther oirtirafir*

even

J- A. WATfcKJf A*. JtucrtfctT.
ecratary
Gorham, leb. 7. 1*3
fibb dfcwfw

**

RESTAURANT.

EMGLISII ALE

Jan 10, 1M1

_

variety.

Fresh. Oyster*.
SrJT*FRIED CLAMS served at all hours.

ALBIOX

Brldgtoa,

Flour, Flour.

/KVontTCK VALOOV,
receiving daily,

..penrtooT*

LECTURES.

-AT HIB-

Is

If anfllcient rnronraremea* la ofhrad a Primoee
'KS-wt wilt be termed aader the
Hilton, to which atadeiit. aader tael.a yaara of
;e will be admiltati tor 93 On
par term.
Board near the Academy « 00 per week, wood aa4
rhta extra, student, ran redace their aapaaaaa hr
1
tardier tliemaeiica
Special attention riven to thoaa draining to mack
Teat Buoka .applied at Portland
prices
THOMAS H MEAD. Snratary.
v
.in..

na.

son's,under Lancaster Hail.

M.

3 to 5
M.
Residence 168 Cumberland Street, between Chestnut and Elm. and opposite the head of Cedar 8ts.
ft bl3 dim

T. S.

meaZZ

Manager*.

W. H. PhiLLire.
Barberick,
Frank O. Rich,
Capt. C. U. Kick*
J. B. Kacklept,
M McCarthy.
C. G. Harris,
Ws K. Rhodes.
TICKETS §1 60. to be had only of the Managers.
Positively no Tickets sold at the door.
R^Tieket* limited to the eapaelty of the Hall.
J. H.

over

•

Principal.

_tWMa,le by (.HANDLER'S FCLI. ORCHESTRAL BAND.
|jr Danriac to commence at 8 o'clock.

Kachange

»-

j

LANCASTER

IF TICKETS $1 or); tiallertei fit) cent,—may be
obtained of the Committee of Arranrcment,. or J
D- Mitt,, 112 Federal otreet

of

Principal, R,» FraakHa Tam
Principal; Mta Ktiaabeth HI.Mo.

'•»'

;

t. K. Oteba. rancher*
and In tit MtK
n»Tn»ipr» of ttui i»Rttf vf ioa >m Hr dtp ta
oaicvlo th«* public that th«>
artim?tha !•*
rankll. Yea,... ha,, bee.
erm.
Mr. 7 ealon brinra allh him a ntk
k
—« the well earaed
repatat™ Jf

rH

-At-

By IIenky Stephens, of Edinburgh, aad thu late
J IV Soktui, d \ ale College. 2 mil
Bo) al Octa.o. 1*00 page* and uurnerou* Engraving*.
Hv mail 97.
Pairs—B6 for the two uluur*
frbl4 tf
L. S< uTT k CO.

Office Nw« 1

■

*rm Winn

and Civic

Tharaday Evening. Ob. Ittth.lMS,

*»

We also

c >roer

Milton. A. M

_

M

LEONARD HCOTT k CO.. Publishers,
No B Walker Struct, New fork.

taken

*
■

cam.

aad commas

rHE

—

Or pic a

K
A

uoaud

paying

HAS
Stdre,

C

Term of tbl. In.illnltun will

I'aeaday. Fab. 14ih. Hath,

Jaall dlawkwM

M ALL!

These will he our price* to all who pay prior to the
To those who defer
till after
1st of April
that time, the price* will be increased to such an talent a* the increased cost of Repriut may demand
therefore tend in yonr ordert and tar* y*mr money.

18

Spring

k

ACADEMY,

NORTH URIIM.TON. MAINE

Oorhim seminary.
Spring Term af thin Inatitatioa will mbmat.ee Tneadny.
lebraary 14.1991. and coalman

OBAMD

Military

8,

rhuimlar. Feb HSh

Ra.
FraaVtraat^'CUl*“ *"d'**’ the Internal,
CiblO Bw#

North

Portland

•*

t

rHLS,,r!r*
diea

I

’*

publish the
FAKJIEK'*

on

8l^Tart’8,ecture*

WILL OITB A

Seminary.

H O Jl E

Thin may certify that I have listened with interest
0,1 th«‘
Philosophy of the
Mind, and I can recoiumeud them as able,
practical
and useful lectures.
Stephkn C'obcrm
At. C. 4th District.
Skowhegan, aNov 21, 1861.

l have beard Mr Stewart’s lAecturee on Menial
Science and confidently command them to all
The*
are the product of much faithful
Inreading,
quiry and exact refb-ction; his suggestion, as to the
cultivation of the science carried out would add much
to tin* depth, vigor and beauty of modern intellectual and religious attainment#
A J. ( h bcu.
Pastor qf fPigh Street At E.t hurck. Hr rat
Palls, AH
I have had some knowledge of Rev. »Vm A. Stewart and his lecture*.
I consider him a man oi perfect
integrity, and his lecture# interesting and instructive
to his bearem
Abner Cenrii,
(ioremor y Maine.
I concur in the above.
Cm able* (lam,
V. S. Marshal y Maine.

to the

achoolhooae
9 o dock

at

30tb. under the charge of the former PriaaiiI.MihU. llivtu.
The cuurae of aludr will emhra» all tha branehee
"oal.y attended to in auch instituliona
There will alao be a department for Children
lor terms, Ac
application maybe made la tha
Tlucfpal, at at7 Cumberland atraat. after March 7th
1 ortieud, Frb. 74, led*.
edjwkaodtw*

elucidations, and can moat sincerely commend them to the attention of all who have
any desire lor use fill improvement. Respect
fully.
M. H. Abbott,
Pastor Congress Street if A ( hurck, Portland.

ASSOCIATES EX-FIVE,

T K H MS.

the

tebI4—8t

Casco Street

TESTIMONIALS.

rx

at

Institution for tha inatrnetlon of
yoaar laTHIS
d*'" *nd tntaaea, will be
reopened
Monday

hsre heard Mr. Stewart'. Lecture, on Mental
Science, and consider him very able and correct,very
clear In bis

gX

"*11 *«■

lui-aday, 17th inat.,

M_

I

“PRO BONO PI blii 0.'»

Tory.

*»

warcb

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW. Whig.
3. THE NORTH HKITlNil REVIEW. Free Cbarch.
4. THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW. Liberal.
6. BLACKWOOD’S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE.
2

heatuut:c^’1
at, on

l„ (.
in
A

Mental

open at 7i o'clock. Lecture to begin at 8.
Tickets admitting a family both
evening*, f l 00
Ticket* admitting oue person both
evenings, Ao cents
admitting one person oue evening. 26 cents—to be
4 Curtorlfe and Cttes worthy’*.

Federal

\

con-

publisher*

Stock Market.
New York. Feb. 16.
Second Board.—Stocks opened better but closed
I
dull and heavy.
Chicago & Hock Island,. 931 |
Cleveland & Toledo. Wj
Galena k Chicago,.94

a

EDUCATIONAL
_

euormous
sequence
price of paper,
and of a renera) adtaucein all other ouchm*—and
are reducing the
notwithstanding other
size or increasing the price of their publications, we
shall eoutiuuc. for the year 1863. to furnish ours complete, as heretofore, at the old rate*, viz:
L THE London OVABIILT,ImmnttRm

Freights to Liverpool—easy ; flour lslOjd; grain
5]u iu bulk and ship’s bag-.
Wool—quiet aud unchanged.

have resolved to commence

ADVANCE.

more

crop 43 and old

Forces at Vicksburg.—Depenina of
meeting*, to counteract the efforts of the disthe Water in the Canal.
organize!^ and secessionists in their midst
Skw York. Feb. 16.
That U right. Treason'* ramp-tires pale ami
Gen. Sherman arrived iu Washington yesout when the Union flame is duly faiinei
go
from
lerday
Vicksburg.
An officer of Gen. Grant's army, who lias
by free discussion and the spread of truth and
arrived here, nqiorts our forces In full strength 1 the kuowledge of facta.
around Vicksburg, and the work on the canal
Tiie Belfast Journal, which is rabid in
is makiiig satisfactory headway.
The uew
channel has six feet of water in it, and the ! ita opposition to the government, having pul
current is rapidly increasing.
i up the name of (Jen. McClellan for Presideul
A refugee from Arkansas stab s that 000
In 1864, the Machias Kepublicau suggests lhal
who
re
tel
defled the
Jayhawkcrs,
conscript it should
put up the name of Fitz Johu Portei
law. were in the mountains of Clark county,
while 1000 more are iu Montgomery county,
fur Hcc-Prcsident.

EVER

the cost of
reprinting
these ivnodicEls has
Notwithstanding
than doubled in
of the
rise in the

n

The

MAGAZINE,

British Reviews.

crop 34.
5

the ex-

-AMD THE-

sound 93 A 91; do do unsound 80 a 93
Pork—more active andhrmer; Mess 14 50 A 14 76
for new aud 10 75 for old; Prune 11 60 a 13 75 lor old
aud new.
>ugar»—atm; jicw uriomut 11 & n$. Jiuscovmuo

loj.
t offee—quiet: Uio 32 § 33.
Molasses—quiet; New Orleans

ENTERTAINMENTS.

patient

ern

From Washington—The Late Indian Trouble*
Washington, Feb. 16.
The President's message, with the accomstatements
of
the officers of the inpanying
terior department, in response to the House
resolution of December last, enquiring into
the causes of tile outbreak of the Indian tribes
of the North West, gives no adequate cause
for tlie mischief and outrages of such magnitude. The evidence of a premidation in their
attacks is not satisfactory. It seems there
had been dissatisfaction among the Sioux. The
Secretary of the Interior thinks the chief or
immediate cause was the unfortunate affair in
which a tew reckless young Indians became
involved through the use of spirituous liquors
This occurred at a time when their
at Acton.
minds were inflamed by accounts given by
reckless or malicious persons of
conflicts in the United States, affirming that the
Government was broken up, and their annuities would not be paid, and* they must take
This exdilement, added
care of themselves.
to the disaffection at having parted with their
lands, evidently led them to attempt to repossess their hunting grounds.
The threatened
difficulties with Hie Chippewas and the pillages of Winneliagos Indians were happily arrested. The quarrel was lietween the agent
and the principal chief of the Misslss ppi
bands. The message is accompanied by interesting and circumstantial details of the massacre by the agent Giildhrailh to
George II.
Spencer, and a report of Calvert Sibley.

by

cellent conduct of the troops in the Aeld.

j

union

Skirmish with the Bebels at Nolansville.
Nashville, Feb. 16.
Yesterday a foraging party of the 2d Minenced heavy westerly galea during the whole
nesota regiment, Gen.
Sledinau’s brigade,
passage.
camped near Nolousville, hail a severe skirmish with two companies of Forest’s comSy-The last of the social dances, got up by
mand.
Our men killed live aud wounded live,
the Mercantile young men of tills city,
e(pne j The latter were taken prisoners. The balance
I
of the rebels esca|>ed.
off last evening at Lancaster Hall. It was a
grand and pleasant affair. The hall was very
From Fortress Monro*.
handsomely decorated, and everything went
Four lime- MosiBoK, Feb. 15.
lhe steamboat Mate of Maiue ha* arrived,
off in a hearty maimer. The decorations will
and takes Hie place of the New York
of
remain in the hall for the bcueflt of the
Fancy truce boat, while she has a uew boiler flag in
put
Dress Ball this evening.
and other repairs doue.

Sy Some gentlemen from the Forest City
tills place last week, on a Ashing excursion, and carried away about a bundled
came to

—

New Yobk, Feb. lfl.

If We learn that the friends of Mr. M.
Pickering. Principal of the Park street Grammar School, leave presented him with a purse

one

Beilin

Refutation of the Railing of the
and‘openly defy the rebels. They are supplied
Charleston Blockade.
with powder and lead by one of their Dumber
Flag Ship Wabash,
1
formerly engaged in the rebel ordnance serl’ort Royal, .•>. C., Feb. 11. J
vice.
Sir: Ininy previous dispatch, No. 7U, written
A special dispatch from Washington
says
just as the mail was closing, 1 informed the Gen. Butler is in conference
with the J’resiDepartment 1 would send a refutation in an ! deift. lie expects to receive bis instructions
official Idrin of the statement made in General
to-day.
Beauregard’s proclamrtion as to the blockade
of Charleston, published in the Charleston ami
Savannah papers, and accompanied by asserXXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
tions made with the apparent sanction of cerWashington, Feb. 16.
tain foreign functionaries. The emphatic letSENATE.
ter of Capt. I.uinor, (No. 1,) the clear and deA petition was presented in favor of the recided statement of the officers, (No. 2,) which
duction ot the duties on iron,
steej and liquors.
he forwards, together with the previous enMr. Wilson, from the Military- Committee,
quiries and examinations of the log liooks reported back tlie resolution
of enquiry relamade by Capt. Gordon of the Powhattan, who
tive to the case of Mrs. Thomas, tlie French
was the senior officer
present previous to the
with
the
statement
of
the
facts.
lady,
arrival ol the New Ironsides, and whom I had
The bill regulating the appointment of middispatched to Charleston on the day of the shipmen was taken up. The
pending amendraid, leave me nothing to add save to call the
ment ratifying the appointments made
by tlie
attention
of
the
to
the
especial
Department
President and Secretary of the Navy was
facts thus elicited.
reported.
Very respectfully your ob’t serv’t,
Mr. Anthony moved to amend the bill so that
S. F. Dupont, Rear Admiral,
(Signed)
appointments shall be made iu reference to
Commanding South Atlantic Squadron. merits and qualifications, to be ascertained bv
To Hon. Gideon Welles, Secretary of Navy.
examination.
Kejeeted.
United States Fhioate New Ironsides, |
At the expiration of the morning hour, the
Off Charleston. Feb. 11th.
)
Chair called up a special order, it being the
Hear Admiral 8.
Dupont:—Admiral:— bill enrolling and calling out tlie militia of the
I have the honor to forward to you a certifiUnited States.
cate signed by all the commanding officers of
Mr. Bane, of Kansas, offered a resolution,
the vessels that were laying otf Charleston
which was adopted, instructing the Committee
bar on the morning of the attack of the rams
on Territories to
enquire into the expediency
upon this squadron, excepting only three, one
of passing au act to enable the people of New
of whom is on duty at a distance, and the othMexico to form a constitution preparatory to
er two, the commanders of the vessels which
admission as a State.
were sent to Port Royal to repair damages,
Mr. Wilson spoke in explanation of the
and which were the only two that were injurspecial order.
ed, notwithstanding the repoat of the enemy
Mr. Cowan moved to Insert members of
in the Charleston papers as the result ol the
Congress among the persons exempted from
engagement, that two vessels were sunk, four
tlie provisions of the bill.
13
Kejeeted
set on tire aud the remainder driven away.—
against 24.
Your personal knowledge of these gentlemen,
Mr. Cowan then moved to amend so as to
and your entire confidence in their truth and
l.overuors and the legislature and judiuprightness of character, will give to their exempt
ciary of the several Slates.
statement the force that is necessary to refute
Mr. Clark moved to amend so as to limit to
satisfactorily and etreclualiy that which has
Governors and the judiciary of the Slates.
been given to the world by the authorities in
Mr. Clark's auiciidmeul was adopted—22
Charleston or their sympathizers. It is with
against 20—and Mr. Cowan’s amendment as
unam-cteii pain mat l ain called upon to foramended was adopted.
ward a document reflecting so severely but
Mr. Dixon moved to add to the exemptions
justly upon functionaries bolding tbe high the ouiy sou of a w idow
depenent on him lor
position of Consuls, and one of them, if this
•u
>rl.
Agreed to.
statement has been made by Ids authority, the
Cowan offered ail amendment to allow
commander of a vessel of war of Her Brillanic
persons drafted to be
by paying $230,
Majesty, nor can 1 account for it in any oile r aud providing that exempted
all |>enion> tailing to apway than its beiug a premeditated act on their
shall lie tried by court martial, and lined
pear
part, witli foregone conclusions, to draw up a
lypt less than $20 nor more than $100, or Imreport that would prejudice our cause in the
prisoned one mouth for each $20 imposed in
eyes of the world, or that these events were
arrears of said Hue.
seen by them with
the distorted optics of
Alter diacussiou the amendment was temprejudiced and |>ariiun witnesses. The facts porarily withdrawn.
are so clear both as to the disposition of the
Mr. < uiumcr oneretl an amendment requirblockading squadron during the day succeed- I ing the President, under the call
by
ing the engagement, and as to the amount of the hill, to take in the number propueed
of dkii the
damage done our vessels in it, that it does not
State has furnished and make tlietpportion
admit of a doubt that these gentlemen have
incut iu the district* of tlie several Stales acgiven the seal of their high offices to a version
cordingly.
of the affair which could uot have been by any
The Senate here took a recess until 7 o'clock.
possibility, either by Inference or personal obSession.—A bill euro!.lug and callErrnm-j
forced
their
conviction* as
servation,
upon
ing out national forces w as taken up.
truth.
I have the honor to be
Mr. Cut tamer's amendment was passed.
Very respectfully your ob't serv't,
An amendment was adopted allowing draftT. Tt Ksrn,Captain,
(Signed)
ed persons to be exempt by procuring a subI'nited Slates New Ironsides.
stitute or payiug a sum of unmey not exceedHere follows the statement signed by Combut falling to appear or procure a
ing
substitute or pay the required sum, to be armanders Taylor. Strong, Fraih-t, Parrott, Watrested anil court rnarlialcd.
mough and Vaiialulane, of tbe Blockading
An amendment was adopted to include in
fleet, which I* substantially the same as that
the first class those between A) aud 35 years of
already published in our telegraphic columns. »grAn amendment was offered that persons of
foreign birth who have declared their intenLegt-’ativs if sarin* of B->ok and Newspaper
tion of Incoming citizens, or who have voted,
Publi hers for the Seduction of the Duty
on Paper.
slutll be deemed citizens. Kejected.
An amendment was offered to exempt perBoston, Feb. 111.
sons who, being averse to bearing arms from
Then- was a largo attendance to-day of
newspaper proprietors and book publishers j scruples of conscience, are by tlie Constitution
and law of any Slate excused therefrom.
before the Legislative Committee on Federal
Mr. Sumner moved to amend to exempt
Keiatioiis, to urge the importance of memorializing Congress for relief against the paper j clergymen.
Tue first amendment was withdrawn.
maker’s monopoly. It was shown that the i
Mr. Sumner renewed his amendment exrost of school books,also of New York school
j
w
I Niks, was live mi Him s annually, and that the
empting ministers of the gospel. Kejected.
bill was then reported to the Seuate.—
The
combination of paper manufacturers added i
The question wits on agreeing to the amendthereto full twenty per cent., which was a
ment exempting Governors aud the judiciary
serious tax upon the minority of parents;
of States. Rejected—17 against IU.
also, that nearly all the religious publications,
The amendment exempting members of
weekly newspapers ami books heretofore published for the people would be compelled to
Congress was rejected—10 against 20.
An amendment was adopted including cltlsuspend entirely or be greatly resticteil in their
zens of loreign birth who have declared their
usefulness. The daily papers would also lie
compelled to further advance their price. The intention of becoming citizens.
Tlie amendment was then adopted exemptpublishers closed their case by presenting the
ing Governors of IS tales.
billowing resolutions:
At 12 o'clock the bill passed.—Amounted.
Resolved, That the welfare of the community, as well as the diffusion of education and
HOUSE.
intelligence, call for the adoption of some
The consideration of the Indian appropriameasure w hich shall rhea|ieu the cost of paper,
tion bill was resumed and an amendment to
and prevent any combination of wealth or of
pay interest on the fioiids, including those
interest in keepiug up the value of the article
stolen from the Interior Department, aud held
at so high a point ns to inflict so severe a tax
iu trust for various Indiau tribes, was rejected.
upon education and the dissemination of inA resolution was adopted that after to-day
formation generally among the people.
tlie House take a recess at 4 1-2 until 7 o’clock,
Resoleeil, That as far as regards the protec- unless otherwise ordered by members present
tion of capital and industry, the book and
at the time of recess.
newspaper publishing business, employing
The Indian appropriation bill, as reported
vastly more of capital and labor than ihe pro- from the Committee of the Whole, with amendduction of raw material, Is entitled to the
ments, will be voted on to-morrow.
highest consideration.
Tlie House resumed the consideration of the
Resolved, That our Senators and KepresenLouisiana election case.
tatives in Congress be requested to vote for an
Without taking action the House adjourned.
amendment of the tariff, which shall reduce
the duty on imported paper from thirty-live to
Brilliant Skirmish of Lieut. Col. Stawrart to
live per cent., or as neai thereto as may be
the Arkansaa River.
deemed practicable and expedient.
FAYErrEVlLEK, Ark., Feb, 12,
To M<\j. Gen. C’urfia:—Lieut. Col. blewart
Breaking of the Levee near Vicksburg.—The
has just returned from a scout to the Arkansas
Bear of Vicksburg open to Ihe Bebels.
River. One hundred of our men crossed the
New York, Feb. 10.
river near the mouth of Frog Boy ou. aud had
The Helena correspondent of the Missouri
a skirmish with Corroil’s command aud scatDemocrat, under date of the 3d, says that on
tered them.
They then tnarehed two miles
tlie 2d ol February, liy order of lieu. Grant,
into the country on the other side, and desGen. German w ith about 500 men moved down
troyed the rebel camp and burned their stores,
the Yazoo Pass, which is about six miles below
ami afterwards they attacked and routed a part
Helena and near Delta, on the Mississippi side.
of Carroll's command on this side of the river,
Alter removing some drift and large trees they
eight miles east of Van Bnreti, killing several.
succeeded in landing their boats at tbe levee.. Carroll was attempting to cut off Col. Stewart's
The levee is built across the Bayou or Pass
return, but has been toiled in tlie undertaking.
leading from the Mississippi river into the I About forty prlsouers were captured. Our
Cold Water, about fifteen miles above its I loss is oue man takou prisoner aud one man
mouth. The water south of the levee is about
drowned.
Quite a number of horses nud
10 feet below water level of tile Mississippi at ! mules, and a considerable quantity of arms
its present stage, consequently the destruction
have fallen into our bands.
of the levee at this point will at once result in
M. I. Harris,
(Signed)
me uvcrnuw ui Luc cuuniry
iur uity nines in
Colonel Comtimudiug the Post.
and
a
channel
direction,
every
navigable
open
for ordinary boats to the Cold Water, thence
New York Marketto the Tallahatchie and the Yazoo.
The
New York, Feb. 16.
troops were busily employed in cutting tue
■Cotton—dull snd lower; sales 250 bales st 90
levee all day yesterday, and the water will be
A 91 for noddling uplands.
flour—Slate aud Western be better: Superline
let in to-morrow. A navigable channel will
State 020 A 7 00; Extrado 7 25 u 7 40; choice 7 60
tints be opened to tile rear of Vicksburg, in a
A 75; Round tloop Ohio 7 65 «i 75; choice 7 90 A
direction which is not fortified by the reliels,
9 25: Superfine Western 0 95 >i 7 00; common lo
Extra Western 7 80 uj 7 96; southern 10c better ;
and 1 call see nothing to prevent our Mosquito
good
Mixed to xood 7 70 a 9 *«». f suer sod Extra 9 10 A
fleet from moving Immediately into the Yazoo
8 25; I snails 10c betieri Extra 7 25 a 9 26.
and taking possession of the rebel steamers that
Wheat—inure active aud 1 a 2c better; Chicago
Moreover a formidable army
run tile river.
spring 1 31 a. 1 57; Milwaukee club 1 58 u 1 tki; Red
Winter
Western 1 o', u 1 71. Amber lows! 90 A 1 99;
threatening the reliels at Vicksburg from this
Amber Michiz&u 1 71 A 176; Extra choice 1 05 a
direction must strike terror to their hearts.nnd
1 71: Wtiite Kentucky 2 1<0; Winter Ked lliluuis 1 90;
result in their final discomfiture and overAmber Jersey 175.
(.'urn—shade tinner and more active; Mixed Westthrow.

Loot or M totem.
WHITE W«»LF ROBE with Week border and
red fringe
Tke tndrr will be suitably rewarded be leasing the seme al Boyd l llaneoa's loll,
DAVID BoTD.
Franklin Wharf
Portland Feb ».
1*«_feblO dlw

A

H it it •«* •<

ImmotHairljr,

..err town and village, an agent of either
art in engage in a light and
buainsee
from auto 111 per week ean be marie, rerwhich
l,y
son. ba> mg leisure r.emuge ecu make from 6s> ceete

IN

\

profitable

to 11 per evening. A ■ample with lull pertteulan
n ut by mail to ell who induce mean letter staone
(Vcents)and address IRA KISSELL ft CO.,
leMdlmawStM*
Hooksett, N B.

WANTED.
subscriber. ha> ing had considerable axperlI cnee in connection with manufacturing, bat
without capital, wishes to make arraugemeata with
some petson having weans, to operate a milk-cither
cotton or woolen—end shore the profits. Osm fire
fllHF.

best of reference es to cherneter and abiltrn
Plea-*- addroae U. WOODWARD, Box 17, Soalfe
Berwick, Maine.
declleodta

d
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STEAMBOATS._

POETRY.
_

Portland and Now 1 ork. Steamere.

For the Trees.

A Valentine.

LINB.

8EM1-WEKKLY

l think I must be

growing

••
Soft,
.4j<&6
Twine.
ad rat.
Hough.6 buty 36
Teas.
Cotton Sail.Wjc-a 100
Duty: 29c 4> lb.
Flax

r«rtlnnd Hholeaale l*riec» Current.
EaprwalT ourrectwt for the I'lirsn to February 11.
dn ndditiouah duly rj
Hapa.
10 t>c i» kvbul on all im-rDuty Be t> lb.
chanuite »«4 imported di- First Sort, 1802 .14 S.15

BUSINESS CARDS.

Hyson.76c(3,tl

Haloing.60

old.

No little spot to call “sweet home”—
Sole earthly relic of ParadiseNo cheerful fire upon the hearth,
No low-voiced, cradle lullabies.
Youthful and fair, sweet maid, thou art,
And in thy down-cast, meek, brown eyes.
And on thy brow of innocence,
A
prayerful shadow lies.

longing,

A look of woman's tenderness.
The shade of future anxious care.
Of grief, and toil, and deathless faith,

trusting heart must bear.

a.'f»

And yet, fair maid, I love thee well,
And fain would shield thy tender form.
Through all the coming years of life,
From chilling blasts and wintry storm.
At every evening’s quiet close,
When all my weary toil is o'er,

’Twere heaven

down to earth again,
To know, dear one, that thou art mine;
Then bless me with thy treasured love.

Upon

come

this day of Valentine.

Portland, Feb. 14.

Earle.

MISCELLANY.
From the Chicago Poet, Feb. 8.
A Marriage of Convenience.

Daring the late movement against Vicksburg the national transport* were tired ti|>on
by a rebel battery at Skipwith Landing, not

many miles Irom the mouth ot the Yazoo.
No sooner was the outrage reported at headquarters, than the Admiral sent an expedition to remove the battery and destroy the
place. The work of destruction was effectually done; not a ctructure which could shelter a rebel head was left
standing in the region
for several miles around.
Among other habitations destroyed was
that of Mrs. Harris, a widow lady, young,
comely, and possessed of external attractions
in the shape of a hundred and (illy
niggers,
which she had contrived to save from the present operation "of the decree”
by sending them
op the Yazoo river. Hut Mrs. Harris was a
rebel—intense, red hot in her advocacy of
Southern rights and her denuncialiou of Northern wrong*.
Although she had not taken up
arms against the
Government, she was not
the less subject to the indlecriminating swoop
of “the proclamationher niggers, according
to the document, were free, and if “the Confederacy” failed she could only get pay for
them by establishing her loyally in a court of
justice. Her loyally to a Yankee nation!—
not she! She was spunky, as a widow of
thirty can be. She would see Old Abe and
every other Yankee in the happy laud ol Canaan belore she would acknow ledge allegiance
to the Washington Government.
Nevertheless, being all she possessed of this world's
she
would
like to save those niggers.
valuables,

Marine,

The Great Indian

“Nothing easier,"suggested Captain Edward
W. Sutherland, ol the United States steam
nun "Queen of the West,'' who attracted
by
her snapping blac k eye, engaged in a
friendly

conversation with the lady, alter burning her
house down. “Nothing easier in the world,
madam.”
“How so, captain!—you don’t
imagine I
will take the odious oath, do you? I assure
1
would
not
do
it
for
you
every nigger in the

Rrimshme S3 and Roll
do. 86 p ton. Alcohol¥k

|> gal.
Alum 4» lb.4 ® 6c

-.-Term, *1 per day. Stable connect.-,,
with honxe.

Bath. Jane 28.1882.

dtf

SAQADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfYeil Carr.
Proprietor.
BATH, MAINE.
THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities ou the coast of Maiue—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve mile*
from the sea. and afford* one of the most
retreat*
from the dust aud turmoil of our
inviting
large cities.
The .Sao ad a hock is one of the finest, most spacious, aud best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing. Post Office. Custom House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City,

Term* Madrrate by the Week ar Day.
Bath, June 23, 1862.
dtf

South.”

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

“Hut you need not take the oath, madam—
at least not that oath,”
“1 do dot understand you, captain,” said the

Widow,

“1 said you need not Uke the oath of alleyou can establish your loyally without it—at least,” with a
respecttul bow, “I
can establish it for you.”
“Indeed, how would you do It. captain ?”
“Simply enoiiglL I am In the Government
service. I command one of the boat* of the

STEAM

POWER

COAL

Book and Job

Western navy—technically denominated a
ram, madam—down here in the river.
Of
course my loyalty is uniinpvached, and, mad-

Captain
Stanton, or somebody, may possibly raise a
technical objection, that in order to save them
tlie marriage certificate ought to be dated
back to the 1st of January; hut our
opinion

Gen. Butler.—It
our readers that the
little Count Mejan, formerly French consul at
New Orleans, once frantically appealed to the
Emperor Napoleon to send an armed force to
protect the grogshop keepers ol that city from
an “unconstitutional" tax Gen Butler had levied upou them. The Emperor was so puzzled
to know what his consul had to do with the
American Constitution, and on what principles
be made hiinsell the champion of whiskeyvenders in an American city, that he called the
Count home to explain.
It will be seen, from what follows, that Gen.
Butler’s tyranny did not stop at taxing
grogshops. It seems that alter the expulsion of
the rebels aud their allies, the
Thugs, from
New Orleans, the dead walls of that
city were
suddenly covered with conspicuous bills con-

taining

»

the

fullowing

by

Fox Block,

I.

STREET,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHEAP

Post.

The most intolerant and ferocious of human
beings is your philanthropist by trade.

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LOBBERT,
Pure and Free llurning.

CUMBERLAND

Remedy

foals
strictly of the
1 THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

n» Proprietor, of the Poutlaxd Dailt Pant,
rerpectftilly invite attention to their facilit je. fbr executing, in beautiful ttyl., every deaeripuon of

BOO-I AND

JOB PRINTING

Their Establishment is tarnished with all the
approved modern machinery, and their assortment of

Book and
!•

adequate to

do

Fancy Types,

any work demanded in this 8tata

Business Cards of

Style

Every Variety

Hard and Son Wood.
The public are requested to call, as we are deter*
te give good bargain* to those who
pay cash.

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine H'h’J.
SAWYER & WHITNEY.

Fittings,

and Cost.

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

THE

RULED AND CUT IN

NEATEST MANNEK.|

.18c a 22
Lemons, 4* box. $2 a 3
Oranges— Messina. .3u3)

ariety of Typo.

#

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

Black .88 a 10
Bunch p box 3 871'« 4 00
* Laver. 4<o«425
Dates..7 a 9c

Extra.7 87a8 12

Family.8 87qH t>2
Kxtra Superior 8 87a9 50

Western extras 8 00a.8 26
"
8 12a 8 87
family
44
superiors 25a8 87
Ohio extra.
.8 25a8 60
44
fainil v. 8 7&g8 87
Canada super No. 1 mme
StLouisFavItrnds 104 a 104
Southern 111.do do.
PetanscoFamily. .Ufa ill

9fqlo,

Deeds, Law Briefs,
Aud

Equity Cases,

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Rye Flour.4 a 4)
Corn Meal.4) a 44
Buckw’t FPr p lb dj«&4l
Grain*
Duty ('rtm and Oats 10c,
bye and barley 15c.and
Wheat 20c P 6m
From
hr. Provinces free.

Dispatch.

Rvc.95a 1 00
Oats.68 a 60
SouthYel.Corn.. 1 ti&q 106
Corn, Mixed.... 1 OOa'l Oft1

Bariev.106#1 20

Bronze, Colored, and all
Printing,

other kinds of

Executed !u taste to suit the most fastidious.

WEDDING
Our

SHOP

AND

Styles

BILLS,

ADDRESS CARDS

are

un»urpmMM>d.

PROGRAMMES,
ilD

ALL SORTS OK HAND BILL8.

Portland, Juno 26,1*62.

daw

Is

Shorts p ton.
823 526
Fine Feed.27
j

§30

Griadstsars.
Duty bough—free.
|
Rough. |> ton... .8205 26
Dressed. 35(0.40 i

Gunpowder.

Duty

Valued at lets than
20c P lb Ac, over 20c 6c'
P lb and 20 pc art ral
5 i
Rifle and
7}

Blasting.84fq,
Sporting.6}<g

Corner ef Pearl and Federal Stn..

_Je23tf
MAINE

No. 20 and

re-

Notice to Wood and Lumber Merchant*.

HATHA WAT,

J. W.
ocSI tf

Agent, Washington, D. C

Tailor,

mum

TO
rflr

dec 10
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above.
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Foreign

WATER!

If any

one

has doubts

as

to the value

Is truly

a

POST.

(ESTABLISHED IN 1301.
—

.4

Thoroughgoing,

uable grape.

AS A DIURETIC,
It impact a healthy action of the Glenda,
KMneyt,
nnd Urinary Organa, very beneficial In Droaay.Goat
and Rheumatic Aflectiona

SPEER’S WINE
la not a mixture or manafnetared article, bat la
pare,
from tbe luweof Ibe Portugal Sambuci
grape, cultivated in New Jeraev, recommended by chemiata and
pbyaiciana .1 poaaraalng medical pro pert tea anperior
to ony other winea in ate. and an exerlleal article for
all weak and debilite ed peraona, and tbe aged and
Inflrm. improving tbe appetite, and beneBuiug lad ire
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE.
Becnuae it will not Intoxicate aa other winea, aa It
contain* no mixture of epirita or other Hqaora. aod la
admired for ita rich, peculiar Bavor. and uatrtrivu
proper!ice, imparting a healthy tone to tbe digootlve
organa, end a blooming, eoft and healthy akin and

complexion.

tow well known gentlemen and pkyeiclaaa wko
have tried the Wine
t.en. Windeld Scott,L’8A. Dr. WDeoa.llth et., NT.
(iov. Morgan, N T Slate. Dr Ward. Newark. N.J.
Dr. J.It.Chilton,N.Y.City. Dr. Dongberty, Newark,
Dr Parker. N.Y City.
N.J.
Dra.Darcyfc Nicuoil.New- Dr. Marey, New Tork.
Dr. C urnming* .Port! and.
ark, N.J.
Dr. Haree. Booton.
CW“S’one genatne without the oignatnre of "ALFRED SPEER, Paaaaic, N. J.," la over the cork ot
each bottle.
CTUAKE OSE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For vale by Draggieto and all flret clave deatere.
City and town Agenta -applied by the State Camative toner*.
A. SPEER. Proprietor.
•

YinaTAgn—Paaaale. New Jeroev.
0»»lcn—MIS Broadwav. New Tork.
JOHN LA POT. Parle,
Agent for France and berwtaay.
Boldin Portland by H. U HAY.Drnggiat. Supply.
dec33 dly
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SOZODONT

K» cuusuwo

Indepenileat,

a

nantun m

vjssva.
tha Qumi

PURIFYING thr fir rath. fcaptirfiap adrKghtfltttg
referthing tmttr and fitting to tht month, removing
nil Tartar. Star/, and other Iaaparttim. am at Tobacco, Ac from the teeth, f omptrtrtg arrrttmg tha
prog r ra <\f dreng, and whitening *uch parte ae have
already become blackened by decay. The Soaodoat
ia perfectly free (bom all ACIDS and other tmperitie* which eon Id hare tbe Iraat lajnrlona -feet on tbe
enamel of the teeth, and la prepared with great care
and aeleatlSe akill from a combination of material*—
every ingredient of which A well known ho have a
beneficial effect on tbe Teeth and Game.

Fraiins Advocate of

One trial of the Soaodoat will convince the moat
that it la a preparation of tatrinafe merit.

tkcptical

Snvdom.

convenient, mfe. ejhrariont Dentifrice—one that
poearaaioa of every one who carte
preservation of hi* teeth.
Now need and recommended by mnay ef the meet
eminent Pirian, Itntittt, Phgtiriant, Chemittt,
and teientihe gmttrmm of the day.
Sold kg ftrnggiett errrgwherr at 50 era It per kotMe.
A

eboald he ia the

I COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

C©„

EDITED BY

William Oullen

Dry Goods,

Bryant and Parke

Godwin.

The Evening Post, now in the sixtv-Arst year of
its existence, is a journal thoroughly tievofrd to the
principles of Freedom, and is candid. frar!e*s and independent in the expression of its sentiments. It

for tbe

H. H. H*\Y, DRUGGIST.
Junction qf Free and Middle Street$t

hold* to the irr»>Rt iloetrintu of
net
nin<triii>iiAn
or the Constitution, Economy in Government, bo
piratic*!
honest men for office, the
of the Slave Power. Free Soil and Free Speech : and
it earnestly advocates a vigorous prosecution of the

Alfrrd Woodman,
Cbarle* Bailer.

FAIRBANKS’

AGENT

Suppression

jobbery.

Sold in

War against Treason.
It aim* chiefly, however, at being a Good Nxwapaper
lu it* columns will be found a
complete
Hi*fory of the War. all important Political or State
Document* entire. Proceedings of Legislative Bodies.
Summaries of European Intelligence, and new* from

Standard.

is most wonder-

of this

of I*xrloo.

EVElUNG

THE
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SCALES.

operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatmeut, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Henson. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church.

Philadelphia.
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AS A TONIC
It aa ao equal, caaaiaf an appetite and baildlng an
tbe ayetem. being entirely a pare urine of a most ral-
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PROSPECTUS.

Nos. 51 and 5A Middle Street, Portland*
tieo. W. Woodman,
Seth B lloroey

the

need la European and American Hoe pita] a, aad
aotne of the Brat thmilloa in Europe aad America.
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Ear, and yet none are lose understood or more negThey seem to pass even common observation,
and yet every part of the body is dependent up* n
them for life and health.
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Via Bdpealo, Dcbeibe. abd Niauaba Falls.

CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS,

Sold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,

Street, New-York.
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Toledo, 8i. I’ail, La Cbomb. St. Lucie,
Sew Oblbabb, or any part of th.
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WM CUTTER, X Y City:
My hair U changed
to it* natural color, and growing on bald spot"
Rkv J. H CORNELL, S Y City
“I procured It
fora relative
The falling of the hair stopped, and
re«t ired it from being grey to iu natural and >eautlful color.”
Rev J WEST. Brooklyn. LI: “I will testify to
their value in the ra **t liberal *eu*e. They ha\
restored my hair where It waa bald, and, where
grey, to It* original color
REV A
“I have uaed
WEBSTER, B «*ton. Mass
them with great effect. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
M v hair wa» dry and brittle; It D now
•oft as in youth.”
Rev H V. DE »BN, Bv*ton, Maw
“That they pro
mote the gr>wih of the hair where baldness la, I
have the evidence of my own eye*."

lit

“THROUGH tickets"

STREET,

in the best manner.
All orders in city or country
personally attended to
I. D. MKIIRILL. JOHN BOND.
B. D. MERRILL

fUv

ill3

o -a

C. J BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1 199.
aAdtf

Water Closets, Urinals, Fores anA Sort ion
Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Boris, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, tf all kinds constantly on hand.
IP* AH kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

set

<

summer.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

CovuWvwg T cfcXvttvowvy

ii

An advance in the rates of Are wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of change* in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take Are wood from certain places on the line, sc
that should any parties make contracts for Are woo4
to be carried on the rail wav during the next season,
will do so at their own
they must understand that
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations Are wood can be carried next

nr-

BLTJMBERS,

Rev c a buck bee.
Asmstant Treasure Am rwan BibU Union, N Y Ci'y,
write*
“I very cheerfully add my testimony to
that of numerous friend* to the great va’ne of Mrs.
8. A Alien * World « Hair Restorer mod Zylobalaa-

«

they

JHjgf'

ESTABLISHMENT,
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No Are wood will be

navy
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1M2. and May 1st. 193.

P.rllaad. Me.

and

■
s

1st. 199. to Mav 1st, 199. the
FROM November
of freight
all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced
cent.
rates

I. D. TIE KRILL A CO„

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisHay*
eased Eyes, Dim Visioc aud Weak Eyes, Deafhess,
Presss’d ft net T.814 /5>16
do.
A A.11®
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and NeuLoom.13 <*16
do.
Yellow_none. !
I ixtra Yellow.none.
IlidrsaadSkias.
ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
ad
ral.
10
lu*covadt>. 115114
Pc
Duty
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
B. A. Hides.30 5 31
do.
in boud 9 «10
the Water, may be obtaiued at the principal
Western. 21 & 22.1 ia* ana Brown.. 1115124
Drug
Stores in thiscity. Price 26 cents per Bottle,
13j« 14
Slaughter Hides.. .A4<q:74e do. White
Calfskins.11.&18 .1 »ew urb an*.12 <5 14
Tubes 6 Cents.
< 'ruslied.161 ”5
Calcutta ('ow—
16}
H. 11 HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
Slaughtered.. 1 90a,210 ( ranulated.16} (2)154
Agents.
Green Salt.18*32 00] ’owdered.16j®164
MRS. 31. Ci. BROWN, Proprietor,
Sheep Pelts, Gr'n.95:a 81 f Tallow.
Sheep Pelts, Dry 75§1 Ofy yuty: Tallow 1 pc, Soap
»ov 18 d6m
No. 419 Arch St.. Philadelphia.
p lb.
'ortland A.none.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

No. 273 F Street,
Communication, to be addra»c<i
to—
Maine Slate

Phillips.

—

AND

Ho. 198 Greenwich

On and after Mhrday, May 6, 1952,
3aHc^_^Rw train* will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at IP. M.
Lenve Farmington for l*ewi#ton. Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A M
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 46 A. M
Freight trmins daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Soldiers’ Relief Associatioa,

HAIR RESTORER

\

SUMMER A KRA ilGEMXVT.

CHSMHK3

Passenger* lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco 4 Portsmouth, or Kennebec 4 Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 6. 199.
junelSdtf

AGEtll
AMD

—

arMctOR,

RAILROAD.

ANDROSCOGGIN

and

PORTLAND, ME.

Portland. An.. «, l«tj

remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. H.
Philadelphia. Oct. 17,1862.
Pearl.64® 7}
Potato. 34 a, 4
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
Shot -p 1001b* *9?*10
j
Drop.Slim 12 boy, a chronicofinflammation had been produced, in
Ruck. 12*12} i consequence
which I suffered constant martyrSoap.
dom.
Every moment of my waking life was embitDuty 35 pc ad cal.
tered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
Leaf tie k (.ore* a, TrowA variety of remedies had been resorted to withbridge k Smith’* Extra No. 1 p lb
out success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
.94® 9}
Kamilv do.8} a fil
Vo. 1 .71® A : resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.
Eagle No. 1.6j a 6}
In the meantime, most providentially, I noticed
Star.54® 6}
f’agtile.16) a 174 ; one day iu a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHPrene’s.9 (59J
A HD’S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard of it beSpleen.
Duty: Ginger Root 6c,
fore, but dotermiued to try it, an<1 did, with the most
Ground Ginger 8c, Pepdelightful results. Iu a very few days the paiuful
per and Pimento 12c,
('lores 15c, ('assia 10c,
rritation was removed; I could bear the strougest
Cassia Puds 20c, Cinnalight, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
mon 25c, Mace and Nut1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
meps 80c p lb.
'aesia p lb.45 ®47c
ray eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
love*.86 a3«
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be withHuger, (Race)-86 536
out it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to
singer, (Africa). 3b ;536
ilace.hs 5 90
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
a96
Nutmegs.93
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
Pepper. 28 (a30
she has found Poor Richards Eye Waters sovPimento. .23 .525
Seed*.
ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
Duty: Linseed 16c p bu., j relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
Camary SI p 6u Mus- !
tard 3c p lb.
personally received, I cannot but commend the prepHerds Urae*.-*288(58
aration to all who have been suflerers like myself.
Western JClover. .11 m 124
P. 8. HENSON,
N Top.S3 * 3]
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Jn*oed.
.3 5
Residence 1490 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
uunry.4}® 4}
Sugar.
| jp-Numerous certificates of a similar character
yuty Me/adn2c.nnPnltore
might be furnished.
No. 12 2)c, above No. 12
and not above lb 8c,a6oee |
No. 16 and not alxtce 20
Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water
fined 4c

Work and

Grindstones.

98

L’adi*.none

8}c. above

Monumental

Brownfield.

L.oven,

STAGE COVRRCnOBt.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Marble Chimney Pieces.

Limington,

uvomirx,

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tnesdavs, Thursday# and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Pern
and DixAeld; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaven North Jay for East DixAeld, DixAeld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and KlngAeld, on Wednesdays and Saturon Mondays and Fridays.
day#, returning
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

prepared to receive orders for

A. D. REEVES,

00

Starch.
Duty 20 pc ad vat.

Work.

THOMPSON,

—

(8 bu*.).*2 8008 ft

Sack* Salt.
none.
Lir’d Butter Salt. .22 &

K.

TAILORING

7|

Flour—Portland insn.
Saperllne—*7 125 7 874
Fancy.7 37 a 7 *5*2
Billeta & Circulars in Every

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, kc.
Will devote his personal attention to arranging
and setting Kugines, Boilers. Shafting, on reasonable
terms
IRA WINN. Agent.
decl6 dtf

{army

2..8]

Prunes.<*10|

•

orders
lor steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Gas F ttings of all
descriptions.
Will also attend to dttiug tike above for steam or

J.

Hiram,

way,

Osaiuee, NewAeld, ParsousAeld, Effingham.! reedom,
Madison, Katon. Limington, ('ornish. Porter, 4c.
nov 13
dan carpenter, Snp t.'

friends and the

____.

..

New Kleine

Scc.

37 UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any

Marble

ion

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Fagle,
South Limington, Limington, 4c., 4c.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF.

..

Raisins,
Blue pcask.154^16

•

III I.I.-IIE ADS

subscriber would inform his
he may be found at

THE
public, that

C.«oaercl»l Street.

••

Saecarappa daily

PHYSICIANS' USB.

2 2

“d

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A
M
and
2.00 and 6.15 P. M.
The 2.00 I*. M. train out, and ths 9.16 A. M. train
Into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
ears attached.
for Booth WindStages connect at
ham, Windham Centre aua Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Staudish. Steep

Falls, Baldwin,

Steam and Gas

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

Port,and mt 6 35 and 9 ,6

f°r

4c., 4c,

DKi LKUB I>-

low and other Oehret 60c
P 10O lbs. Farit White
"
2 a
Sapan
dry 6oc. in oil §1 6o,
M kiting 60c p 100 lbs.
Quercitron Bark. 24® 2j
Red Sanders.3ft 6 P’tPd Lead, in oil.$lii,g
llufk.
I>;wis Lead,
11<T 12
Roston Lead, "
11 a 114
Ihtty 30 |>c ad rat.
Trench Zinc.
Ravens.60c®
lOalOj
*•
Portland. No. 8 1 00$
Amer/.inc,
.8 «8I
No. 10. 72 9
Rochelle Yellow.
8 a 34
K.iitf, Ven. Red-3 ft 34
Navy, S’r, No. 3 99
t
No. 10 70
Litliarjre.lift
Tent Duck,
Red Lead.1 Ijkj
U.8. 10 o«.66 ®
Plaster.
12 or.66$
Duty Free.
Per ion Soft.2 28a 2 60
Fratkrrs,
Hard.200&226
Ihtty 30 pc ad ral.
Live (iceae p ft 60 $66 Ground.000(0.0 26
Russia.26 ft
Pro* i*ion«.
Flail.
fluty Beef and Fort lc,
Ihtty: Cor 100 ft* foreign Lard, Baam and Uamt
Herring 8 1. 2c, Butter and Cheetr 4c
caught
Mackerel 82. Salmon 83: Ch’ro Mess Bocf.§12 ft!4
and all other pickled in Portland do.
12- a-13
66/s 81 6<*
66/.. other- l**tPd ext. do.
14 o H J
wise 60c p crct. From Pork, extra clear, li* a2**
Provinces fret.
Pork, clear
1« dp*
Cod large |* <jut. 84; a6
Pork, mess. If* a 17
Ullkil.
..04 <141
14 a 16
Pork, extra do
Pollock. 21% 8
Haddock,
1| Ex Prime.14 ja 16
Hake.1 *2)<*1R7 Hound Hogs. 7a 74
KinttiJhwyM 4 <i 4 Hum*.
do. Labrador
none, City Smok’d Ham*.94 « 10
do. Scaled pbx .30 q 35c
I'radarr.
do. No. 1
2" «25 Beef p fju’r p lb 5 (S' 74
Mackerel p bbl..
14 « 16
■ggt, V d«»7
Bay No. 1.810)511) Potato**. pbb!.*15<>al *^2
« 9
Chicken*.l(*a 12
Bay No.
Bay No. 3.6 <t 64 Lamb.8 a 10
Shore No. 1 —11>& 114 lurkies.12 &14
2
»
fleese.9 -210
7Ja
'»’do. (medium).. 5 a, fn Veal.none.
do. (small).3a 3* Pick lea. p bid.... §8
® 9
Frail*
Hire.
Duty Lemons, Oranges, Duty: Cleaned 14c, Padbanana and Plantains
dy Jc p lb.
2) pc art ral., Almondp Rice pft.6}® 7j
4c. and Shelled do. 6c f
R uni.
lb. Xuts and Ikites 2c Portland distilled 60 ®62c
p lb. i'urrants. Figs,. Saleratu a.
Plums. Prunes and Rai- Saleratu* p tb-7}@ 8c
sins 5c p lb. Citron 80 Salt.
|>c ad ral.
Duty In bulk 18c, and in
Almonds—Jordan p lb, a| bags 24c p 100 |b*.
SoH Shell.20 a.21c I'urk’* !»., p blid.

arTp* j§*ver

rryeuurg,

AIACFTT^TAlliV

Corn, Flour and Grain,

.3} a 4
.Sfft 3|

Liverpool.2 75*3

3

mined

)ul81lf

POB

II

Dn and after Monday, November 10,
will leave as follows, until ftirtber

□■BB
orders:

ALBERT WEBB Ac CO.

Vitriol.14 ft 16 Neatsfoot Oil.. 110ml 16
Drewewls*
OalaasIhtty: Free.
p bbl.93 37 a 3 60
ltarwood. .2f$
V bush.1 80ml 40
Bra ell Wood.18 (ft
Paials.
Camwood.4Vft 4 Duty On White Lead dry
24®
or ground in oil
Fustic. Cuba
pud Red
Savanvilla 2 a24
Lead §2 40 p 100 lbs,
Hypernic.4$ft 6
Litharge 24c, Oxide qf
Zinc 2ic 4* lb. /Vti#<r*Vin
Logwood,
('am)M-achy. 2j a 2 4 Blue, l ernulion. Chrome
St. Domingo.... .2a~2j
Yellow, Venetian Bed2ft,
Extract logwood.13 ($14
Spanish Broien dry 20.
Nic
is
Wood.
in oil 30 pc atl ml., Yel-

Shelled.
<p0
Currants.15 (m 16
Citron.44 a.46
Pea Nuts. Sq2j
Figs, common.... none. I

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

HnF„

rODB YEARS OLD,

For Females, Weakly Persons and Invalids

S

quality, and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

qf foreign fltheriet 20 (pc ad
rat., Linteed, Hemp teed
and Htipeteed28c V gal.,
Olire. lie.
Salad 60c.
Falm, Seal and Cocoanut 10c p gal.

lja

tm ®.'?.TA'

V*rk & ( iiinlM'i laiid Railroad.

best

are

Olive Oil.lT'.ftlHO
Camphene. 850 a
Saltpetre.11 a 23 ( astor Oil.2 26a.2 36

•*

COAL

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

SARBICI

Of Choice Oporto G rape,

Vaaaalboro'.

SPRING

Sperm, Whale and
fluty:
other Fith (Hit

—

sentence:
at

“Get your shirts
Moody’s, 207 Canal
street.”
A planter, a secessionist, came to towirsonie
months after Butler had taken the reins
in his
hands, and marveled much at the cleanliness
and good order he found
prevailing also lie
was surprised at this notice which
stared him
everywhere in the face.
“Get your shirts at Moody’s?” said he to an
acquaintance he met iu the street ;“what does
this mean? I see it everywhere posted up.
What does it mean ?”
“Oh”, was the reply, “that is another of the
outrageous act* of this fellow Butler. Tlii* is
one of the ‘orders’ of which
you hear so much.
I>on t you see? he lias ordered us to
get our
sbirtA at Moody s, and we have to do so.
It is
of course, suspected that he is the
silent partner in that coucern, aud
pockets the profits
The poor planter listened with
eyes and
mouth open, and replied: “I don’t
need any
shirt* just now, and it’s a great
piece of tyranbut
this
Butler
enforces
Ids
ny;
orders so savagely that it is iietter for me to give in at once
and accordingly he went to
“Moody’s” and purchased half a dozen shirts—on
compulsion.—

IN.

Printing Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE

is that It won’t make much difference iu the
end.

Another Outrage
will be remembered by

&

nebec Railroad for
Waierville, Kendall', Mill, aud Skowhe^au ; and at Kendall'a Mill,
with the Penobacot k Kennelec Railroad for Burnham. 1*1 tt,Held, Newport and Banaor
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and HonurMt
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.
ST A OB rOMXBCTIOlVfl.
Stages leave Bath daily at 3 00 P. M., for Wiscaaset. Damariscotta, WaJdoboro', Warren, Rocklaud
and Thomaston.
Leave Angnsta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M or oa arrival of of train from Portland
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Angnsta. Nov. 16, 1802
novlS

DELIVERED TO ANY FART OK THECITT.

Aloe* .80 a 3m,
Arrow Koot.17 (a40
Borax. 3i* a33
Brimstone (roll).. 4 ha. 6
BM arb. Soda.6; ft7 Portland kerosene
Sulphur.6 (ft 6;
llluminat'a Oil 60 (S66c
Sal Soda.. 8j ft 4 Machine.80 (ft 82
Camphor.1 30al 3? (Marine.
Cream Tartar.36 gf*0 Sperm Winter.. .208(6210
logwood ex.12 h« 14 Whale.rcf.Wint 1 O&ft 1 08
do.
Crude. 1 on%
Magnesia .28 a 3*3
2 Grand Rank and
Indigo. M ia, fine 81
Madder.17c a 18
Ray Chaleur §26 «29
Opium.894 a 10 .•Shore.24 <a2*i
Rhubarb..200$ 22i Linseed.91 43 ft 146
Alcohol.1 12 ft 1 2* Boiled.1 47 dl 40
Fluid.1 16 tjftl 21 Lard Oil.1 0**1 10

Peach
Ked

giance ;

am, I assure you it is unimpeachable. Now,
if we could only sav to the Government that
these niggers are mine—
The captain wailed a moment to see what
effect his speech was producing. “Well,” said
the widow impatiently, tapping with her wellshaped foot one of the smutting timbers ol her
late domicile.
“In short, my dear madam, you can save the
niggers, save your conscientious scruples, and
save ine from a future lile
of misery by becoming uiy wife.”
The captain looked about wildly, as if he
expected a sudden a'tack front guerrillas. The
widow lapped the smoldering timber more
violently for a few moments, ami them turning
her bright eyes fell upon the captaiic said. "I
will do it.”
The last arrival at Cairo from Vicksburg
brings intelligence that Captain Sutherland,
of tile ram “Queen ot the West,” was married a few davs since, on board the gunboat
“Tyler," to Mrs. Harris, ol Skipwilli Landing.
Several officers of the army and navy were
present to witness the ceremony, which was
performed by a Methodist clergyman,and Admiral Porter gave away the Mushing bride.
She is reoresented to tie H U'nin.-in r»f InH/tmil.
able pluck, and for the present shares in the
wild life of her husband on the ram, “Queen
of the West.”
In relation to niggers, Old Abe, or

J. H. MUNGER.

jan7 d3rn

..

MJ^LDMMK

Augusta for Rath. Portland and Boston,at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
Hail road for
Lewiston, Livermore
Falls, Wilton and
v
karmington.
Leave Portland for Bath and Anaurta at 1.00 P.
M.,
eonnectiug with the AudroKouafn train, at Bruuawick for Lewiatou. Livermore
Wilton and FarFall,.
miiipton; and at Augu.ia with the Somenvet k Ken-

Life Insurance,

Fire and

~~

886, Waphikutox St., Bath.

Long Wharf,

that may be wanted.

...

Hy C.

•PEER’S

IT HE, AND

Oaiud after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
1h*»2. passenger trains will leave as fol-

"***32

Where he ie prepared to write any amount of

MEDICAL.

HOTELS.

AND PORTLAND R. R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Office to

ha* removed hi§

No. 166 Fore St., head of

....

Weekly

undersigned

Tlie

....

I fain would meet that gentle smile
In loving welcome at my door.

KENNEBEC

medical.

...

..

’Twere mockery to offer thee
This weary, world-stained heart of mine;
The chalice which thy lips will drain,
Should crowned be with rarest wine.

[ _RAILROADS.

Removal !

...

»«**•

Growing old—’tis a dreary thoguht.
Traveling "down life’s vale alone;
No loving lips to smile and sing,
No gentle hand to clasp my own.

Which tby young

+-

Stork 10 $>c ad vnl.
American refined
.8|fa> 9c

.46 vL 60
Young Hyson....75 a \ Heinp
Oolong .To a«0 India.2[>u ,*3
The splendid and that Steamships
Souchong.60 -ci.55
Yarniab.
«‘CHE.SAPEAKE, Cane Willett,
Tobacco.
Furniture.?2 ra 8
f^^^aud "PARKEUlSBX’RXi,’’ Captain
<L
mm
Duty: Leaves unmnnu or. Coach.3i:^ 5
I ron.
(y pro-'
will, until farther notice,
■yj^g^wWBiHOKKMAit.
lured
25.
all
other
duct ton or growth.
kindt
Datnar.8Mi 4
1
I
/Jit //pig and Stamp 98,
run as follows:
35
ad ra/.
Wool.
Xuhvu*
liar nipt exceeding 960 p ;
I>ave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNES5'sA
10’s
best
br'ds.70
10
t>c
flk/
vat.
(&76<'
I
Duty
ton ra/ue 917 p ton, exDuty fasting 18c |> lb
DAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 E. M and leave l’ier
do.
medium .66 (^68
l'earl p lb.8j
and under 5 l>c, over 18c
Um
960
918,
i
I
p
•feeding
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
do.
common. 60 faj«>2
to 24c
lb 3c, over 24c
l'°*'
less than \ inch thick ipt
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
•••;.VS 8J more
half lbs best br’ds 78 fa 80
9c %* lb.
than 7 inches vide,
Applra.
These vessel* are fitted up with tine accommodations
do. ined. good 66 (2)70 Fleece.46 r&}66c
Green
1
76
rounds
less
than
4
inch
pbbl-160ft
do. commit .60 («t62 Lamb**.46 (^68
fbrphwvmgers, making this the most speedy, safe and
Sliced p lb.Slftdic or wort than 4 inches in
Comfortable route for traveller* between New York
Natural Leaf, lbs SI fai 1J Zinc.
Cored p lb.6} ft6j
diameter, and squares
and Maine. Passage 96.00, including Fare and State
Fancy, In Foil.1^ 2 Ihity: In blacks or pi as
IJnoored p lb.2)ft 3
less than i inch or more
Rooms.
Tin.
fh,
than 4 inches square 920,
Bread.
ljc, in sheets 2c
Goods forwarded by this line to aud from Montreal,
Duty Piy 16c, Plates 21 manufactures qf 30 f*c
Railroad 912 50, boiler
Duty 30 ?C.
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.
ail cal.
|>c ad ra/.
l*iiot p 100 lb*
f»J (ft 0j and Plate 926 p ton,
John.
Banca, cash.48cA 6f Figs and alaba.6j<§) 64
6 (ft 6j
Sheet 20,2*0 P lb and
Ship
Straits, cash. 47 249 Sheet &.omdtnann. 11 fa 12
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the I Cracker* per bbl.. 82(&4
930.5 P ton.
steamers as early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
l'lates-rhar.l.r.S13a'l3* Sheathing.90 @
Cracker*, p 100 .36 sft40c Common.4^ a.44
leave Portland.
do.
I.X. 16ui 161
F'xehn nge.
Refined 4j ^6
Butter.
For freight or passage apply to
Coke.12a-12. Londou—bud.. 171qJ 178
4o p lb.
Swede.7
7*
lHity
®
EMlJKY k FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
VVo«4.
3 26^3 30
l'aria.J
lb.22
8
(ft24c
Norway.7*<j*
Family p
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West 8treet,
Hard, retail.S7 (&8
Store.16 (ft 16 Cast Steel.26 ,0.28
New York.
(merman Steel
17 .ftl8
Be mum.
Dec. 6. 18«.
Marrow p bu*h$2 37a2 <2 Knglisti|Hlis.Steel.20 u21
__dtf
Pea.2 02 a 2 87 Soring.12;a 14
MONTREAL
Blue Pod.2 37ift2«2 Sueet Iron, Engl ♦> (o 7
Sheet Iron,Russia.18 a21
t 11 ndlr*.
OCEAX STEAMSHIP CO’S Duty Sperm and IFajr8c. do Rus ini’t. .13^16
Siairtnt 6c, Tallow 2*c hnrtl.
(Copyright secured.)
Barrel, p lb .11^11 J
p lb
Mail Line.
Mould p lb.13*c'ftl4 Regs. P lb.11^12c
Reniher*
Si»erm.32 (ft36
thecae.
ONE of the following Britl-clan. powerDuty 30 pc ad rat.
New York, light .30 fa32c
FOB FEMALES,
ful St miner- HIBERNIAN. NORTH
Duty :4c p ft.
.12 ftl3
do. md. wu .32 a 33
Vermont p lb
AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN. JURA,
DR MATTLSON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGCE.
NOdo.
in
avv
32 u33
III 111 KM IAN. ANI.LO SAXON,
Country.Ilftl2
do. slaughter .34 <038
(•a I—(Retail.)
VA SCOTIAN—will mil from yu.-bec every SaturThis celebrated Female Mcdicitio,
day morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Duty From Hr. Provinc- Ainer. 4 altskins. 81 « 91
possessing virtue* unknown of anyl.rmnd Trunk Train,
es free .other foreign Pi- Sl'ter Wax Leath.19 ml 20
Portland
leave
|ief
fraraengen
thing else of the kind, and proving
tumenou* #1 10, till othI«ea4.
with l'lilted stater mall., every Friday, at 1 16 I’ M
effectual after all other* have failed,
er kinds 60c P tort.
Duty IHg lie p lb
is designed for both married and sinconnecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
Am. l»ig p 100 lb.99?® 10
Cumberl’d pton.910(g)
morning.
ladies, and is the very best thing
gle
WbJteash.10®
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Foreign Pig.9j® 10
known for the purpose, as it will
Sheet and Pipe.. 11 {g,ll*
Third (’lass. 986. k ind Class, 977 to 902—according
Lehigh.log)
bring on the monthly sickness in case*
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Eiinr.
Franklin. 10ft)
of obstructions, from any cause, and
Trunk Railway.
(•fee.
afier all..other remedies of the kind
\Duty 10 pc ad rat.
Rockland, cask
76 (®80c
have bee,, tried in vain
Prepaid and"retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Ihtty be P lb.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
Java p lb.86 ft 80c
hambrr—From yard.
OVER 2000 lt<TITLES bare now
St. Domingo.80 ®81 Clear Pine, No. 1.938
back. 9186.
been sold without a single failure,
32 ft) 38
do.
No.2 34 ®
Kio
when taken as directed, and without
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal,or to
do.
No.3 24 ®
Mocha.None.
the least injury to health m any case.
J. L. FARMER,
do.
No. 4.
('•rdnge.
*yit is put up in bottles ot three
No. 10 EXCHANGE 8T., PORTLAND.
.14®
Manil- Shipping Lumber 17 (al8
1'arred2\c,
different strengths, with full direcDuty
dtf
June 23.1862.
la 21, atl other 81 p lb Snruce.11 gl2
tions for using, and sent by express,
16 (ftl6j Hemlock.8 (a 10
American P lb
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
Ku**ia Hemp.10 ftl0« Box Sh'ks,(cash) 46 («58c
J'Jt/l ES—Full strength, £10; half strength, $6;
Manilla
17*ftl8j Clapb'ds, S ext. .914 0,16
nuarter strength. M tier bottle
do.
P
.30 0,32
Boltrope, Hu**ia 10 «2n
ffT" H F M h MHr. It— This medicine is designed erManilla. 2o.ft2>o .Shingles, Ced. ext 2* a. 3
do.
presslyfor obstinate cates, whwh ail other remedies
ao.
No.l 2\a 2i
Cemenl.
<f the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is war» i.t.i
91 40o.l 4.
CENTRAL HOUSE,
ranted as represented in every respect, or the price
a»d
1
&»«
1
Laths,
Uf««*
26
will he refunded.
Drug*
Spruce..
O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
do. Pine.1 2htt 2 00
Ihtty: p lb— Oil Cinna
rST/j A w A HE OF I MITA TIONS' None go n tram Red Oak Staves
Oil
Almonds
mou
30
82.
(o86
MAINE.
ine ami warranted, unless purchased
PA8SADUMKEAO,
directly qf I Mr.
Otto gf Hose SI 60, Oi> Mol. Hlid. Shooks
M. at his ft medial Institute f>r Special biicuin,
Bergamot, (’assia anti Sc Uoa**«,citjr. 2 H2.a 2 76
No. 28 t-'nion street, Providence, H I.
[THEsubscriber would very reepectfbllv an(lores SI, Hydrunlat, Su^ar do. city 2*520.2,76
uounce to his numerous friends, and the
in his Specialty embrace* all di«« a«es of a prido. do. c’t'rv.l 26uz l 60
potash 76c, Orm tharides
vate nature, both of M K> and WOMEN, by a regpublic generally, that during the temporary
Mastic, I/rear .Rhubarb Green Co'? sa’d 1 luOftl 20
suspension of his business he
ularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
_^compulsory
Cardamons, Oil Levum Country tfifl Mol.
furnished this well-known house anew, and is
giving them bis telude attention.
Hlid’H hooks 1 35® 160
Anise and Orange, Ionow better than ever
5 fT'f on-ultations by letter or otherwise are strictprepared to wait upon hi* cusdine FPc, Tolu and < Yud* Sla-h.126ml 60
tomers and hones !>v strict attention to their wants
ly tonfidentialjind medicines will be sent by express,
to merit a continuance of the patronage winch he ha*
('amjihorddc, Refined do Hoops.WO a.31
serurefrom otarrration. to all parts of the United
llackmetack TimE. li. MAYO.
40c, Tartaric Acid
hitherto received.
Mates. Also accommodation* for ladies from abroad
(Veam Tartar, (Htrir
her, »tn.KVffilO
dAwtf
rassadumkcag. June 23.1862.
wishing for a secure and quiet uxtkkat, with good
Acid, Shellac, ( opal, HaMolasses,
care, until restored to heaJtn.
Ki,\i kyiom; house,
mar and Hums used fm fhity
6c p gal.
CAUTION.—It ban been estimated that over two
like purjtoses 10c, Aloes .Ci**iif\ijr*»s.none.
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
118 Hanover Street.Boston.
Chlorate oj I rinidad.41 a 42
ouacks annually, iu New England alone, withoutany
Verdigris,
Formerly Mansion I/oute—conducted on
Potash, (arb. Magnesia Cubaclaved. 35 a 38
benefit tothoH-who pay it. All this comes from
l the F.uroi/ean plan. The subscriber ha*
do. tart. 34 o.wj
6c, Bttracic Acid, Tel Ion do.
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike desleased the above House, and newly furnished it
do. Muscovado 88 ^g.40
Prussiate Potash ana
titute or honor, churaottf and sk.ll. and who*** ..olv
throughout. *1 he House is now open to the public.
Red do. 10c, Ligwirice New Orleans.
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
A. P. MORRISON, Proprietor.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Portland Syrup,hhde. none
assertions, iu praise of themse/res. If, therefore,
do.
bbla.. 83
of lA>ad 4c. Asphaltnm
you would avoid Iwinq humbuyyed, take no man's
“ELM HOUSE.”
and Ri-Ckro. Potash 8r
Kails,
word, no matter what his pretentions are, but
Sago lie. Epsom Salts fhtty: t 'ut 1c, Wrought2c,
MAKE INQUIRY :—It will cost you nothing, and
Ri-i arb
TH E undersigned respectfully informs the
Attt*rfed 8c p lb.
IAqnoAce Root, Soda
may save you many regrets; tor, Mldvwtktol phylc Caak
So<la, Caustic
§6 00 cash.
public that he ha* leased the above House,
sician*. in nine cam** ou. of ten, are l*ogus, there is
ou Federal Street, Portland,
id invite*
% n vat I Stores,
Castor Oil 60c k> gal.
no safety in trusting any qf them, unless you know
the travelling community to call and see if
Utorphine 82 ot.. At fhtty Turpentine. Botin,
who and what thev are.
urn 60c P ctrt.. Copperat
he know* “how to keep a hotel." Clean,
Fitch* 7ar20pearfra/.t
tJF“ Iht M. will send prke. by enclosing one
S. Turpentine 16c flgal.
60c 4> crct., MuritUic Acairy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t ible, attenstamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOtive servant* and moderate charges are the induceid 10 |>c ad ral.. Spong- Tar (foreign )p bbl.9l3o.l4
MEN. and on Hriraie Diseases generally, giving full
ment* he hold* out to those whose business or pleases, Asst\fatida. Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar) §4<ft 4j
inhirmatioii, with the nv>*t undoubted refi-rences and
ure call them to the “Forest City."
glass Flor Sulphur.Sen- Rosin.18 r<|2u
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng Turpentine pga) 326a'.’, 4*)
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANY CONJONATHAN BL1S8, Proprietor.
2o |>c. Rl* aching PowOn It am.
FlHENCE WHATEVER.
dtf
Portland, Aug. 19.1862.
errt.. Sagt fhtty Free.
ders 30c
Sy-Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write
60c k*rtrt., Sal Soda ant Americau..8J® 94
BATH HOTEL,
youraddressplainly, aud direct to DR. MA ITIgON,
Sod* Ash jc
lb, Crude Oil.
as above.
dec6dawly80
r__

Wearily glide the days along;
Half the span of my life is told;
To-day I found some silver hairs—

__

TRE markets.

FOR

PORTLAND.

MB.

Bath by Dr. 8. Avdiuoi A Son.
HALL k KI CK EL.
Sole Agents. New

frbJ eod3m*

York.

Land in Franklin, Me.

all
15.000 Acres of Land—supposed to conparts of the world, aorurate report* of financial
and commercial matters, trustworthy Correspontain, on an average.about live thousand ofstuadence. and a carefully selected Literary Miscellany,
page to au acre, of spruce, hemlock and pine, beaidea
much hard wood, and a go d growth ot young.thrifcomprising l*oetrv, "Review* of Sew Works, with
liberal extracts, tales. Poetry. Gossip, and Anec- ! tirjxuiprr— a pond or lake, near the centre, o ahoat
dotes—the whole formiug an excellent variety, in
IfW) ici es, with a good water power at ita outlet.—
which every reader will discover something to his
rhia pond flows, by the preaeat dam. about 1000 acre#
taste.
put iuto grass, to great adj of meadow, which can be the
vantage. by withdrawing
flowage.
The Mill is bat a short distance from tide water,
TERM S—P A Y ABLE
I X A P V A X CE.
where the Lumber is loaded.
DAILY EVENING FOOT.
| This property by mortgage Ml into the hande of
One copy, one year, delivered bv carrier, til 00
j the
present owners, who reside at a distance, and the
One copy, one "year, sent by mail,
land will be told at au immense bargain to any one
no
in
who has the faculty and Inclination to manage it.
One copy, one mouth,
1.00
For farther information applv to Col 4. L. Lav*«*ri. or to
LEVI BARTLETT A GO*
SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING POST
dec Id dlawftw
No. 3 Long Wharf. Boston.

ABOCT

!

Three celebrated Scale* are otill made br the orl,inal inventors, (and only by them,) and are coustautiv receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

They are correct in principle, thoroughly matte,
of the beat materials, and are perfectly accurate and
durable in operation.
For sale, in every variety, as
Hay, Con I and Railroad Scales!

BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS'. CONFECTIONERS’and GOLD

(SCALCK!

/• Published erery Tuesday and Friday.
one year,
93 00
oue year,
6.00
Five copies, oue year,
12 00
Ten copies, ouc year,
22 50
An extra copy will be sent to any person who
seuds us a club of twenty and over.
One copy,

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
With

a

complete variety

of

WEIGHING APPARATUS,
-»T-

WEEKLY EVENING POST

FAIRBANKS ft BROWN,
118 Milk Strbet.

8old in Portland
oc2f>

corner

by

of

Window

CLOTH a WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banner*. Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED
STORE SNA DES, of all
ed and

AT

TO

OIIDF.il.

y**ar.
Each subscriber's

YANKEE NOTIONS.

0L00KS. watches and jewelby,
STATIONERY, TOYS, to.,
38 and 80 Federal and 106
*DDI(K..e

W

Coe,re.. Streets,

BASeiBLD.

P J Fobbirtall

can

Ho.tOU.

bo

found at the abor. plaue

June 33

name

is

printed

on

wir

his paper.

put up at short notice,

Subscriptions

may commence at any time. Pay
always in intranet. When a club of subscribers has
been forwarded additions may be made to it on the
same terms.
It is uot neoessary that the members of
a olub should receive their paper* at the same postoffice. ( Leroy m bn are supplied by mail at the following rate*: Dailv. 98 per annum: Senji*Weekly.
92 50; Weekly. 91 50. Money may be forwarded by
mail at our risk

STONEHAM'Sj
•

Portland^ Me*

dec 1*2 eodSm

HOMESTEADS FDR $20.
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal * St. Joseph Railroad
THE
in Northern

SPECIMEN COPIES OF THE EVENING 1X>8T
will be sent free to all who desire it.

Missouri,
Company a large tract of land
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
j County, for forming ami manufacturing purposes,

Address

divided their property into lots and (arms.

10* Mipplr

Strut, Portlard.
dtf

m

WX.Cs BRYANT & CO.,
Office of the Evening Poet,

They are oflered to subscribers iu shares of f20 each.
Mapa. with frill Inrorniatiou, can he had by calliugon
EDWARD SIlAW.Agcat,
one

GOODS,

Pocket end Table Cutlery,

one

dimensions, made, letter

No* lflH 1-2 Middle St*

and have

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

6 00
8 (#>
15.00

PREMIUMS.
Any person sending us *45 for twenty Serai-Weeksubscriber* will be entitled to an extra copy of
ly
the Semi- W»>ekly one year; or *22.50 for ten copies,
will be eutitled to one
copy of our Weekly one year.
Any person sendi g us *15 and tin* names of tea
subscribers to our Weekly will be eutitled to an extra
copy of the Weekly one year for his services; for
twenty name* and 93' he will be entitled to one copy
of our Semi-Weekly or
copies of our Weekly

KlmdeM,

T. J. Forriatall and Villa k Korrtatall,

IMPOETBa AMD DIALKK IX

92 00

copie*,

WATERHOUSE.

Successor to

FANCY

Is Published erery H'ednesdny.
One copy, one year
Three
one year,
Five copies, one rear,
Teu copies, one year,
Any larger number 91 60 each.

Battery march Street,
Poston.

EMERY*

A. W. BANFIELD,

Two copies,

41
I

j»a30

Nassau Street,

cox.

Liberty.
New York.

JAMES P. SEEEPEH,
F l1 KN IS H IN O UNDKKTAKER
Mo. Ill Exchange street,

Portland,

Reel Jen re rear of *11 Gaofreua Street, keepacoa•tuotly on baud all the variou. kind, or

COFFINS AND CASKETS,
No^r in Use,
And will make t» order anything of this kind that
to
fYom the
be ordereu, -t short

notice.
cheapest
may
the'vaav aasr. B> giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 can tarnish them cheaper than an j
one

else.

Aug 6.1993.

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

